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DIGITAL MIXING CONSOLE
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MIXING DIRECT FROM HARD DISK
OPEN MEDIA INTERCHANGE

Dynamic automation of surround
panning on all channels at all times
Simultaneous output of master
programme mix and mix stems.
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Up to 96 concurrent access hard disk
audio tracks per operator

Accurate film dubber control, plus 4
serial control ports

plus 32 multitrack
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Optional Axiom Preparation Station
(APS) provides shared access to
Axiom's hard disk and I/O resources.
Up to 24 tracks may be used to record,
edit, pre-lay and mix material, with
fully networked interchange between
APS and console

Open Media Interchange
Axiom Preparation Station (APS)
provides import of most major file

formats

Solid State Logic
International Headquarters: Begbroke, Oxford,
England OX5 1RU Tel: (01865) 842300
Paris (1) 34 60 46 66
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New York (212) 3151111
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Studio Sound is the only truly international pro -audio magazine
covering recording, postproduction and broadcast. It has a 100%
requested circulation of over 20,000 and a readership of over
100,000 (a recent survey established
5.5 people read each issue).

Studio Sound is the
magazine to take your
sales message to the
world market.
Studio Sound's

circulation is
higher than
any other
`international'
pro -audio
magazine.
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Personal perspectives
Conventional wisdom tells me that I am unique, but the increasing dehumanisation of
mankind by technology frequently has me wondering. Yet the individual is, I
understand, the locus of its experience. And, therefore, unique.
Trading intellectualism for empiricism, my experience at the hands of many trade
shows tells me there is no question: I am unique. Who else can offer you stories as
incredible-yet consistent-as my experiences of pleurisy, Dutch casualty departments
and eyes full of Superglue. There's more, but you don't really need to know. .
Much has been written about trade shows -most by those with some vested interest or
other. You regularly read about forthcoming events from the point of view of a sponsor, a
publication on the receiving end of a series of advertisements. But attendance at any
trade show frequently offers a whole new perspective on its raison d'être. More
objectively, trade shows have been the target of a number of Studio Sound columnists
before now. Martin Polon, for example, laid down a `show strategy' a couple of months
back-the emphasis here was how to `work' a trade event to the best of your advantage
rather than to that of the organisers.
The ideal trade show offers exhibitors the opportunity not only to show their wares
and extend their sphere of business, but to join in championing their area of an industry
to converts and speculators alike. The reality of a trade show is that it is a commercial
exercise -not just on the part of the exhibitors, but also on the part of the show
organisers. And there are increasing numbers of organisers queuing up to convince you
and I that they have a show worthy of our attention and support. The justification for
any trade show becomes an important issue for potential exhibitors and visitors alike.
Being `sold into' a show is, therefore, to be avoided. After all, cash spent unnecessarily on
a show is cash that cannot be spent elsewhere.
How, then, to assess the worth of any show?
One obvious gauge is the level of business conducted on previous occasions. Then
there is the list of exhibitors already signed up at the time you have to make your
decision and the expected level and quality of visitor. You can even use other companies'
product launches as a measure of their faith in an event. For me, with three days
recently spent at London's Audio Technology show and three more lined up for the
Singapore Pro Audio and Light Asia next week, it seems like an opportune moment to
reflect on some of these points.
At Audio Technology 95, it was difficult to avoid comments that would have the show
smaller or less well attended than in previous years. Yet a change of venue improved
access to the stands but made objective comparison to past shows difficult and there were
a number of exhibitors eager to spread word of sales arising from their attendance.
Impressions of visitor attendance too conflicted; some had it as poor while others seemed
satisfied that all was well. In terms of new products, world firsts included the Yamaha
02R (reviewed elsewhere in this issue), Uptown's System One moving -fader automation
system, Focusrite's Blue 245 20 -bit AD convertor (and the company's agreement with
Digidesign to develop TDM units), Studio Audio and Video's Octavia modular digital
recorder -editor and CEDAR's first integral processing unit for the SADiE system. Quite
a busy time -yet Audio Technology is struggling to retain its position as the UK's only
pro -audio exhibition.
The logical indicators of the show's worth would appear to have failed us all. Yet AT 95
was good for me.
Quite how Pro Audio and Light Asia will fare remains to be seen. But if it proves as
difficult to accurately assess as Audio Technology, I fear we are going to have increasing
difficulty in making the best decisions about this vital aspect of our business. Perhaps we
will all be reduced to making personal-unique -assessments of our opportunities rather
than more general ones.
Tim Goodyer
.
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the first IBC
just 550 came to see us
At

0

1

Now we're counting in
tens of thousands
not inclined to talk about
numbers - quality is more
important than quantity. The fact is the
right people come to IBC. They always
have, from that modest start in 1967.
Serious people - Directors Producers - Editors - Engineers Financial Controllers.
In other words - decision makers.
We're

Of course there is a reason for this - the
right people started IBC in 1967 and
the right people run it now.
If you are one of the right
4,

people -

ii0P

YOU HAVE TO

BEAT
IBC95!
RIGHT?

0.0°
For information contact the IBC Office, details below.

Amsterdam

14-18 September 1995

Contact: International Broadcasting Convention, Savoy Place, London. WC2R OBL United Kingdom.
Telephone: +44 (0)171 240 3839 FAX: +44 (0)171 497 3633

The world's electronic media event

World Events
July 1995
July 6th-7th, IBC Conference:
Digital Audio Broadcasting,
Marriott Hotel, London, UK.
Tel: +44 171 637 4383.

July 12th-14th, Pro Audio
and Light Asia 95, World Trade
Centre, Singapore.
Tel: +852 865 2633.

July 13th, UK AES Conference:

Sensaura-Three Dimensions
from Two Speakers, Imperial
College, London, UK.
Tel: +441628 663725.
July 17th-19th, WCA 95.

Wireless Cable Association Show,
Washington Convention Centre,
Washington, US.
Tel: +1 202 452 7823.
July 23rd-25th, British Music
Fair, Olympia, London, UK.
Tel: +44 181 907 8314.

August 1995
August 17th-20th, Popkomm,
KölnMesse, Köln, Germany.
Tel: +49 221 8210.

August 25th -28th, Beijing

International Radio and
TV Broadcasting Equipment
Exhibition 95, Beijing International
Exhibition Centre, Beijing,
People's Republic of China.

September 1995
September 6th-9th, NAB Radio
Show (1995 World Media Expo),
New Orleans Convention Centre,
New Orleans, US.
Tel: +1 202 429 5350.

September 10th-12th, ECTS,
Olympia Grand Hall, London, UK.

Telecom 95-the 7th World
Telecommunication Exhibition
and Forum, PALEXPO, Geneva,
Switzerland. Tel: +41 22 730 5111.
October 6th -9th, 99th AES
Convention, Jacob K Javits Centre,
New York, US.
October 17th-19th, Vision 95,
Olympia, London, UK.
Tel: +44 181 948 5522.

October 18th-19th, SoftExpo,

Tel: +44 171 370 8179.

September 14th -18th, IBC 95,
RAI Centre, Amsterdam, Holland.
September 19th-24th, Live 95,
Earls Court, London, UK
Tel: +44 181 742 2828

September 21st -24th, Nordic
Sound Symposium XVII, Bolkesj0
Mountain Hotel, Norway.
Tel: +47 2 79 7730.

September 22nd-24th, ShowBiz
Europe, MOC Exhibition Centre,
Munich, Germany.
Tel: +49 89 47 02 399.

October 1995
October 3rd -llth, ITU

January 30th-February 1st,
SortExpo 96, Santa Clara
Convention Centre, Santa Clara, US.
Fax: +1 303 745 5712.

February 1996
February 13th-16th, Expo Comm
Mexico 96, World Trade Centre,
Mexico City, Mexico.
Tel: +1 301 986 7800.

Broadcasting Equipment Show.

Congress Centre, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands. Tel: +1 303 745 5711.
October 19th-23rd,

SBES, Metropole Hotel, NEC,
Birmingham, UK.
Tel: +441491838575.
November 21st -23rd, Visual

March 1996
March llth -14th, DSPx 96, San
Jose Convention Centre, San Jose,

9th International Audio, Video,
Broadcasting and
Telecommunicationas Show,

Communications 95, London, UK.
November 28th -30th, Computer
Graphics Expo 95, Wembley

Marchl3th -17th, Musikmesse
and Pro Light and Sound, Messe,
Frankfurt, Germany.

RAI International Exhibition and

US. Tel: +1 203 840 5652.

Tel: +49 69 7575 6662.

POPKOMM, KÖLNMESSE, GERMANY
Cologne, Germany. Now in its seventh year, the Popkomm exhibition
has seen considerable development during its tenure over popular music
and related entertainment. This year, there will be a considerable
emphasis placed on the rising star of multimedia entertainment and the
nature of both exhibitors and attendees are expected to reflect this trend.
Relocated to Cologne's KölnMesse in 1992, Popkomm is claimed by its
organisers to be the `world's most well- attended fair of its kind'. This claim
is substantiated by some 10,871 accredited attendees last year-one third
of which were visiting from overseas.
This year's show will see an increase in Loor space to 16,000m3 to
accommodate the anticipated 550 exhibitors. The exhibitors themselves
will include representation from record companies, publishers, media
bodies and a variety of types of studio -including audio and video. In past
years, Popkomm has been recognised as a valid communication forum for
these and other areas in the European region.
Popkomm will also be accompanied by `a congress on topical themes in
the music and media sector'. Additionally, there will be a concert
programme involving almost all of Cologne's important venues.
Popkomm, August 17th -20th 1995. Tel: +49 221 8210.

Tel: +44 181 742 2828.

September 10th -13th, PLASA,
Earls Court 2, London, UK.

Complex, St Petersburg, Russia.
Tel: +7 812 119 6245.
November 2nd-4th, Broadcast
India 95, World Trade Centre,
Bombay, India. Tel: +91 22 215 1396.
November 7th-9th, Wireless
World Expo 95, Moscone Centre,
San Francisco, US.
Tel: +1 301 986 7800.
November 9th, 20th Sound

IBTS, South Pavilion, Milan Fair,
Milano -Lacchiarella, Italy.

Conference and Exhibition Centre,
London, UK. Tel: +44 181 995 3632.

Tel: +39 2 481 5541.

October 23rd -25th,

European

Cable Communications 95,
Olympia, London, UK.
Tel: +44 171 222 2900.
October 24th -26th, REPLItech

Asia, Singapore International
Exhibition Centre, Singapore.
Tel: +1 212 643 0620.

October 25th -28th, Broadcast
Cable and Satellite India 95,
Pragati Maidan, New Delhi, India.

December 1995
December 5th -9th , Expo Comm
China South 95, Guangzhou

Convention Centre, Bangkok,
Thailand. Tel: +66 2 503 2199.

June

1996

June 10th -15th, Americas
TELECOM 96, Rio de Janiero,
Brazil. Tel: +41 22 730 6161.

June 20th -22nd, World Lighting

Fair 96, Pacifico Yokohama
Exhibition Hall, Yokohama, Japan.
Tel: +81 3 3706 5687.
September 1996
September 18th-23rd, photokina,
KölnMesse, Cologne, Germany.
Tel: +49 221821 -0.
November 1996
November 5th -9th, PT/Expo
Comm China, China International
Exhibition Centre, Beijing, Peoples
Republic of China.
Tel: +52 525 592 3257.
US. Tel: +1 301 986 7800.

February 1997

Foreign Trade Exhibition Centre,
Guangzhou, Peoples Republic of
China. Tel: +86 1 841 5250.

February 22nd -25th 1997,
Middle East Broadcast 97, Bahrain
International Exhibition Centre.

US. Tel: +1 301 986 7800.
December 6th -9th,
Communications India 95,
Pragati Maidan, New Delhi, India.
Tel: +91 11 462 2710.

Tel: +44 171 486 1951.

Tel: +91 11 462 2710.

January
November 1995
November lst-5th,
Audiovideo -95, Lenexpo Exhibition

April 1996
April 4th -7th, Broadcast
Thailand, Queen Sirikit National

1996

January 5th -7th, Showbiz Expo
East, New York Hilton and Towers,

For your World Event to be
included, or updated, contact
the Editor during your nearest
appropriate time window.
Fax: +44 171 401 8036.
E -mail: cz73@citvscapeco.uk.

New York, US. Tel: +1513 8400.
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International News
In

brief

Oram distribution
An exclusive distribution deal has been

Austrian Surround

agreed between John Oram and
TGI (North America) Inc, making TGI

The Austrian television company
Osterreichischer Rundfunk (ORF)
will shortly start announcing
broadcasts of Dolby Surround feature
films on screen at the beginning of
each transmission. ORF will use a
Dolby Surround animated logo in the
opening credits of every film which
has been produced in the Dolby

representatives for all Oram products in
Canada, the US and Mexico. After

helping with sales of two Oram BEQ
consoles, Chris Pelonis of Pelonis
Sound and Acoustics Inc is to control
the sale of the consoles with TGI.
Meanwhile in the UK Oram rack
equipment is now available from HHB.

Oram Consulting, UK.
Tel: +44 1474 535888.

tc electronic go East
tc electronic of Denmark have launched a
marketing initiative aimed at expanding

the company's operations in Asia and the
Far East. Carsten Lebeck, formerly
International Marketing Manager,
Professional Audio Electronics Division,
has relocated to Japan and will be
working in partnership with the company's
Japanese distributor, Otaritec. Gersten
has embarked on an 18 -month intensive
Executive Training Programme which
includes 12 months of Japanese
language training. Upon completion of the

multichannel format. These include
over 5,000 films originally made for
the cinema since the late 1970s.
ORF are aware that there are an
increasing number of homes which
use Dolby Surround systems. `Having
noticed the Dolby logo in the end
credits of many films, customers are
asking us to announce Dolby
Surround broadcasts before the
broadcast, so that they can activate
their equipment,' says Peter Ganner,
Head of the Audio Department at
ORF. We will also try to get TV
magazines to identify the format of
the films shown in Dolby Surround.'

With over 120 facilities around
Europe now equipped to mix in Dolby
Surround, there is a growing list of
national and independent European
broadcasters now regularly
transmitting programmes in Dolby
Surround, and ORF are also
considering the possibility of
producing their own programmes in
Dolby Surround, including major
sports events and live shows.
Dolby Laboratories, US.
Tel: +1 415 558 0200.
Dolby Laboratories, UK.
Tel: +441793 842100.

Fibre optics for
The forthcoming Rod Stewart tour
will be the first major European tour
to use a fibre -optic cable system for
the FOH gear. The equipment for this
has been supplied by BEC
Technologies, and connects everything

activities in the Asia-Pacific region.

tc electronic, Denmark.
Tel: +45 86262800.
Steve Reich's City Life on Yamaha
Steve Reich recently premiered his new
piece City Life at London's Queen

Elizabeth Hall, with a live broadcast on
BBC Radio 3. Like several contemporary
composers, Reich prefers the mixing
console to the conductor's rostrum, and
mixed City Life on the new Yamaha
PM3500 8 -bus concert console.
UK: Yamaha -Kemble Music Ltd.

Tel: +44 1908 366700.
US: Yamaha Corporation.

the use of this technology with
proprietary X21 compatible 7.5kHz audio

codecs supplied by SystemBase. The
C100xr is a 19 -inch, 1U-high, rackmount
codec, based on the fast apt X-100
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Denmark's largest cable operator,
TeleDanmark, will begin distributing
BBC World to nearly half a million
homes on its two main networks, as a
direct response to viewer demand.
After a recent trial period, customers
of KTAS Kabel -TV in Zealand and
JTAS Hybrid TV in Jutland voted for
the 24 -hour international news
channel to have a permanent place on
the network.
The channel will join its sister
channel BBC Prime in reaching
310,000 homes on KTAS and 160,000
on JTAS BBC Prime, the BBC's
24 -hour subscription- funded
entertainment channel, has been
carried on all TeleDanmark's networks
since it replaced BBC World Service
Television's general programming
channel in January.

Nordic Representative.
Denmark. Tel: +45 33 33 82 84.
Rwanda: This month's candidate for 'The Worst Job I Ever Had': Jon Raper of Raper &
Wayman recently had to rush to war -torn Rwanda to install a new sound system in the

National Assembly building in capital Kigali, and get it up and running in
time. After wasting

engineers from

RCF

a

very short

week obtaining unnecessary visas in Brussels, Raper and two
arrived in Kigali on the 8th April, gained access to the building on the

10th April and had to be ready to roll by the 12th April. The building by this time was so

badly shelled that it had no doors, no windows and no lighting (there were apparently no

light bulbs available in the whole country), and shell craters within the main hall under
the newly -laid carpet, one of which led to Raper spraining his ankle. Armed with an
RCF

SC4000microprocessor-controlled Conference System the team succeeded in getting

70 of the 100

UK. Tel: +441734 811000.

Sound Advance

a

units, plus the chairman's console, going in time to brief the President on its

compression- decompression system.

use on the Wednesday morning and listen to his opening speech on the radio that

SystemBase, UK.
Tel: +44 1256 882797.

afternoon. The final installation work was completed on the Thursday ready to catch the

Studio Sound, July 1995

to Denmark

UK. Tel: +44 181 576 3061.

The UK's latest national radio station,
Talk Radio UK, have installed a total of

over 64kb /s digital -data circuits (DPCN).
The Talk Radio UK network is pioneering

BBC World cabled

European Channel Management,

Tel: +1 714 522 9011.
Radio Talks via SystemBase

earlier this year by BT Broadcast
Services, provide the entire national
studio to transmitter distribution network

mixing position. The fibre system
consists of 76 feeds from the stage to
FOH being converted by five BEC
AD16 16-channel A-D convertors.
Fifty feeds enter the BEC system at
mic level and are handled by two BEC
MP16 16-channel mic preamps. In
addition there are 26 return feeds
from FOH to the stage. Two Bec FB2
64- channel fibre -optic transceivers at
both ends interface the AD and DA16s
to the fibre-optic cable. Rehearsals are
being run using a 160m cable, but this
may be modified for one or two of the
very big concerts such as Wembley
where a separate production area may
be utilised.
BEC Technologies, US.
Tel: +1 407 855 8181.

Rod Stewart tour

course, Carsten will head tc electronic's

48 C100xrdigital -audio codecs from
SystemBase. The units, purchased

on stage to the Midas-equipped

return flight on Friday morning. Raper & Wayman, UK. Tel: +44

181 800 8288.

to Sound Dept
Sound Dept are now distributing
Sound Advance Systems range of
planar loudspeakers designed
specifically for high- quality ceiling
and in -wall installations. All Sound
Advance speakers claim at least a
140° dispersion, and the company
provide both a PC compatible Quick
Layout software package for project

Contracts
Euphonix in Norway
Norlyd Studio 1 in Oslo have recently
installed a 64- channel Euphonix
CS2000 digitally -controlled analogue
console with Snapshot Recall, Total
Automation and onboard dynamics. The
facility features a massive recording
area with marble flooring and a
Bosendorfer grand, with recording on
either 32 -track digital or 24 -track
analogue. Studio Manager and Chief
Engineer Truis Birkeland is already
halfway through completing some
additional album tracks for Morten
Harket of A -Ha on the Euphonix.
Euphonix, US. Tel: +1 415 855 0400.

Europe: Euphonix.
Tel: +44 171 602 4575.
Sony go through
the motionworkers
Sony Music in New York have installed
their sixth motionworkerin Studio E,
known as their hip -hop room. Sony
Music are fully equipped for television
and reckon to have every combination
of every facet of equipment in the music
industry, necessitating a muttifacility
controller for integration.

motionworks, UK.
Tel: +441865 865355.
Sony box clever
UK: AMS Neve meet Judge Dredd. The soundtrack for the forthcoming movie Judge Dredd has been recorded at two UK AMS -Neveequipped facilities. The majority of the soundtrack was recorded at CTS in Studio One on the VRPconsole, with Dennis Sands

engineering the orchestral recordings. At Whitfield Street Studios contributions to the soundtrack included tracks by The Cure and
Matt Johnson, lead singer of The The, both on the 12- channel VR console. Due for UK release on 21st July, Judge Dredd stars Sylvester
Stallone in the title role as

a

futuristic lawman. Set in the 22nd Century, this action adventure was directed by 21- year -old Briton Danny

Cannon. AMS Neve, UK. Tel: +441282 451011. Fax: +441282 39542. Siemens Audio Inc, US. Tel: +1 212 949 2324. Fax:

Siemens Audiostudiotechnik (SAST), Germany. Tel: +49 6131 9460. General Traders, Japan. Tel: +81

Audio Consultants Company Ltd (ACCL), Hong Kong. Tel: +852

351 3628.

at other sites, unconnected with IRN,
in North America, Australia and
Continental Europe.
The system permits bandwidth -ondemand linking between a remote PC
(or network of PCs) and the host
fileserver using ISDN Smart Bridges
configured at ASC. In practice, the
remote PC(s) can be anywhere ISDN
is available yet appear to be logged-in
as if physically present at the
fileserver location. The system fools
both remote PC and fileserver into
thinking they are still connected
when there is no actual network
traffic, and then connects, usually
Trials are under way on a DAVE
within a quarter of a second, as
`audio -on- demand' service from
required. It knows whether one or
Independent Radio News, systems
two B channels are needed and can
engineered by ASC.
dial up the second as appropriate.
The operation is on trial with
When activity ceases the ISDN lines
Classic FM, and allows their
are automatically dropped. As well as
newsroom to dial up a DAVE
collecting audio, the system also
fileserver at IRN's headquarters for
permits delivery, so foreign
browsing and downloading prepared
correspondents and overseas bureaux
audio cuts, slugged and ready to air.
ASC are also conducting similar trials can file at will-no operator

design and a Guaranteed Layout
service, offering a detailed system
specification in response to a
customer-completed job form and
guaranteeing the performance, to the
extent that if the system fails to meet
the specification Sound Advance will
provide extra loudspeakers free of
charge to meet the coverage.
Sound Dept, UK.
Tel: +441865 516800.

DAVEon call

+1 212 450 7339.

3 3291 2761. Fax: +81 3 3293 5391.

intervention is required at the
fileserver end, which will be available
round the clock. The systems connect
directly to the ISDN socket and do
not require a terminal adaptor or
audio codec.

Audio Systems Components, UK.
Tel: +44 1734 811 000.

World Wide Web

Also at Sony Music, Coastal Acoustics
have announced the installation of a
fourth Boxer T Series reference monitor
system at the studio. The system
comprises a stereo pair of T5 cabinets
featuring 2, 15 -inch, LF drivers and the
soft-dome mid and high drivers unique
to Coastal and the Boxer range. The
monitors are supplied with two Boxer
X3MB crossovers, a trio of the new
generation of Boxer power amplifiers,
and low and high -level cabling and are
installed and fully commissioned by
Coastal Acoustics using TEF analysis.
Over a 12 -month period, Boxer T5
systems have replaced, one by one, the
original main monitors from a selection
of manufacturers in all four of Sony's

music production studios.
Coastal Acoustics, UK.
Tel: +44 1753 631022.

goes Multimedia
Macromedia, the multimedia and
digital arts software specialists, and
Netscape Communications
Corporation, providers of open
software for the Internet, have
announced a technology integration
that changes the character of the
World Wide Web from static pages to
dynamic, interactive multimedia. The
companies have agreed to integrate
Macromedia's Director multimedia

New Boxer T Series reference monitor
system at Sony Music's US studio HQ
9

MACKIE
INTERNATIONAL
DISTRIBUTORS
Australia: SUPPLIES
256 VICTORIA RD
GLADESVILLE, N.S.W. 2111
AUSTRALIA
Phone: 61 2 879 6124

Contracts
More Fairlights to NFL
NFL Films of Mount Laurel, New Jersey,
are constructing two editorial rooms to

enable them to keep up with additional
projects, and both are to be fitted with
Fairlight MFX3 digital -audio
workstations. NFL have used Fairlight
DAWs in 'almost every conceivable

application', including the live broadcast
of Superbowl XXIX earlier this year.
NFL were recently awarded two
Emmys, one for 'Outstanding
Performance in Music for a project
recorded, mixed and edited on an

MFX3, and one for 'Outstanding
Performance in Audio' for Fox's
children's show Grunt and Punt, using
an MFX3 for music and sound editing.
Elsewhere a total of four MFX3s and a
Mainframe system have been sold to
three Australian postproduction
companies: Tracks Australia; Good Audio
Sense; and Take 2 Creative Audio; while

24 -track Mainframe systems have gone
to Japanese post facilities TVC
Yamamoto and Media 21 with further

Mainframes delivered to Tokyo facilities
Imagica and Tokyo Sound Production.

Fax:

playback software with the
Netscape Navigator browser
software.
World Wide Web pages are
currently limited to text and
static graphics, and small
sound and video files must be
downloaded and played with
shareware. With the
Macromedia -Netscape
agreement, millions of
Netscape Navigator users will
now be able to experience
multimedia in a Web page and
the dynamic effect of
multimedia documents.
In addition to offering new
experiences to the Internet end
user, Macromedia and
Netscape see this agreement
as creating opportunities for
innovative marketing to
organisations promoting
themselves over the World
Wide Web and an additional
channel for creative expression
and sales to multimedia
developers.
Macromedia, UK.

Engineering's 18th site is now
open in Glasgow. It offers a full
range of SAE courses, using a
primary 24 -track studio
equipped with a Mackie
32-channel console and digital
multitrack machines, a
secondary Tascam -Fostex
8 -track studio, a fully specified
MIDI programming suite and
a number of Macintosh
computer workstations
running Steinberg and
Digidesign software.
Meanwhile the London
school has upgraded its main
recording and mixdown facility
by retrofitting full Flying
Fader automation to its
32-channel Neve VR console.
SAE Glasgow, UK

Tel: +441344 761111.

Tel: +44 141 221 3441.

Glasgow

UNIT

school opens

Contact: SZETO KWONG

The School of Audio

custom recording sidecar based on the
API Legacy console series design is
due for delivery in September, to be

installed in the recording truck.
API Console Sales, US.

US: The

latest application of the Spatializer3 -D stereo technology

is cable

radio, with the licensing of the system to Taisei Electric Company of
Japan for immediate use in cable radio receivers. Taisei Electric is one of
the main suppliers of cable receivers to Osaka Yusen Broadcasting

Corporation, Japan's top cable radio company. The company's unique
'Usen' system broadcasts 24 hours

a

day and provides 440 channels of

radio programming including music on request. The Spatializer stereo

music and effects which are subsequently

enhancement system, which provides 3 -D surround sound through two

same purposes.

Soundcraft Electronics, UK.
Tel: +441707 665000.
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Studio Sound, July 1995

PO BOX 6771 /JKUKP
14067 JAKARTA, INDONESIA
Phone: 62 21 629 6009
Fax: 62 21 629 8453
Contact: DAVID SUTEDJA

Japan: KORG IMPORT DIVISION
SHIMOTAKAIDO, -CHOME
SUGINAMI -KU
TOKYO 168 JAPAN
Phone: 81 33 323 5242
Fax: 81 33 323 5945
Contact: YOSHIO MATSUBA
Korea: CHUNGBO SOUND, INC
115 -8 JUNGGOG -DONG
SUNGDONG -KU, SEOUL, KOREA
Phone: 82 2 455 2231/4
Fax: 82 2 455 2235
Contact: ARN -KOO LEE
11 -7,

1

Phone: 65 336 7886
Fax: 65 339 7035

employed in the mixdown of voice -overs,

bought a 32- channel DC2000 for the

Phone: 65 748 7802
Fax: 65 748 7036

Contact: STEPHEN SONG
Indonesia: GOLDEN AUDIO PRO

Contact: PETER SONG
Thailand: LUCKY MUSIC INST.

Computer games manufacturers Sega

dubbed to computer- generated graphics.
Following this acquisition, Sega US have

150 SIMS DR, SINGAPORE 1438

PO BOX 94, SINGAPORE 9118

have purchased a Soundcraft DC2000

London, the 24-channel DC2000 is

India: SLC AUDIO VISUAL ENGRG.

Singapore: SWEE LEE COMPANY
BRAS BASAH COMPLEX

Tel: +1 708 653 4544.
Sega go for Soundcraft

packages. Installed at Sega Europe's

HONG KONG

Phone: 852 2730 1098
Fax: 852 2730 3573
Contact: PAUL WU

Phone: 64 9 815 0258
Fax: 64 9 815 0452
Contact: REX ARCHER
Philippines: AUDIOPHILE COMPONENTS
1007 Y.I.C. BUILDING
UNITED NATIONS AVE
ERMITA, MANILA, PHILIPPINES
Phone: 63 2 501 965
Fax: 63 2 811 4482
Contact: JINGS DE GUZMAN

order for EMI's Manor Mobiles

Product Development Studios in West

1

PO BOX 67 -063
MT. EDEN. AUCKLAND 3
NEW ZEALAND

operation. The order of 72 Stage
Microphone Amplifiers and a 24- channel

generation of advanced games

Hong Kong: TOM LEE MUSIC
11 /F SILVERCORD TOWER
30 CANTON ROAD
TSIMSHATSUI, KOWLOON

New Zealand: ACCUSOUND PACIFIC NZ

API have announced a major re -entry
into the European market with a custom

production of the company's new

J, 5/F KWAI SHUN IND. CTR
-63 CONTAINER PORT ROAD
KWAI CHUNG, N.T., HONG KONG
Phone: 852 2419 1868
Fax: 852 2419 9733
51

Falrlight, Australia. Tel: +61 2 975 2100.
Falrlight ESP, UK. Tel: +44 71 267 3323.
Falrlight, US. Tel: +1 213 460 4884.
API supply EMI

digitally-controlled console for use in the

2 817 1049

61

Contact: DAVE CROXTON
China: TOP PLOT INT'L, LTD

ordinary stereo speakers, will be fitted to the Taisei receivers in
gain an edge in

a

a

bid to

highly competitive market. The deal follows licensing

agreements with Panasonic, Hitachi, Sharp and others, and news that the
Pro

Spatializer, recently used for the Grammy Show, is featured

on

Michael Jackson's HlStory album engineered, as usual, by Bruce Swedien
(above). Spatializer Audio Laboratories Inc, US. Tel:

+1 818 227 3370.

CO.

645/16 -17 PETCHBURI ROAD
BANGKOK 10400, THAILAND
Phone: 66 2 251 3319
Fax: 66
225 2597
Contact: PREECHA
ASSAWARUNGRUKERNG
1

Vietnam: VISTAR COMPANY LTD
42 NHA CHUNG, HANOI

VIETNAM

Phone: 84 4 243 058
Fax: 84 4 250 099
Contact: NGUYEN MANH TRUNG

Taiwan: SEA POWER CO. LTD
WU CHUNG 7th RD
WUKU INDUSTRIAL ZONE
TAIPEI COUNTY, TAIWAN, ROC
Phone: 886 2 298 2688
Fax: 886 2 298 2396
Contact: DOUGLAS CHANG
7F, NO. 36,

Because 8Bus
consoles have
20d0 of gain
above Unity
(and mix amp

architecture
that resists

MACI(IE RE DEFINES
THE 8.BLIS CONSOLE.
MORE FEATURES.
MORE HEADROOM_
LESS NOISE.

overload), Trim
is a 'set -and-

forget" control.
-

`

during mixdown.

1

{,

4

."o

Flip works with

the MIX-8
section to
double inputs

(

Sends from 4
controls. All are
Pre /Post Fader-

Mute switchable. Aux 3 &4/
-.5 &6 can tap
their signal
from the MIX -B/
Monitor
section.

1

1

I

it

4 -band

If you've been searching
for affordable recording
consoles that truly do
Sealed rotary controls resist

contamination.
Optional
M8 32

justice to the new generation of digital recording
media, your search is over
A complete mixing system,
Mackie's famous discrete

flit preamps with -129.5d8m
E.I.N. & awesome

headroom.

meter

Mackie's 2408 and 328 are
expandable in groups of 24
channels. And all 8Bus
models are level and mute
MIDI automation ready.
Elaborate monitoring
including two separate
headphone sections with
multiple sourcing & solo,
individual
Studio
& Ctl

bridge.

equalisation.

Rm
level

o

True parametric

11111

con-

r
l
to ultra-wide
'

trole

3- octave

Talk

bandwidth

back

with built -

ó-)(previously

in mic, MIXB & Solo

found only on

far more

f

,

expensive

I

desks),
comprehensive

500Hz to

18kHz sweep
,,,..

ea

!
mu i
o

P

>
LEVEL

®.
Snrr to or

11.1511

Mid, shelving Hi

at80Hz&

18dB /oct. Lo Cut

filter075Hz.
--20dß activity
LED's "stacatto"
effect is so

distinct that
you can tell

Ali8Bus

example, Sub

,_,

active
buffered

special pot design
provide up to 74%
more attenuation than
comparably-priced consoles.

Rä4h\MinmilIm

Mwlwnwinf qxi4ìa+atlaïaèriimf

Is

output appears
at Outputs #1,
#9 and #17.
All outputs are
switchable
between `pro"
+4d8u & semi-

MIX-8 bus is

"channel strip
within a channel strip
with its own Level, Pan, Source
and EQ options. During
mixdown, Mix -B doubles your
inputs (for example, 64 on our
320.2 32.8 shown above).
All channel inputs include mic
preamp with +48VDCphantom
power, bal. /unbal. line input,
mic/line switch, direct out&
channel insert.
Mackie 24.8 (24x8.2) ís
expandable in groups of 24
channels (complete with
tape returns) via our 24E
a

Expander.

Triple bussing!

tracks without
re-patching. For

1.2

Expander.

instruments.
+20d8 OL LED.

"send" an

_-

24E

^

output to your
choice of tape

-

models &

vocals from

(3 sets per
bus) so you can

-

stant
loudness
pan
controls'

circuitry &

shelving Lo EQ

24 Tape Outputs

AWE

Con-

stands
available

at 12kHz,

consoles have

PAN

tional

for all

boos/

cut). 5weepable
45Hz -3kHz Lo
EQ

sections.

Op-

eñ

In -place stereo solo on all

three console models lets
you solo any channel(s) to
the main L/R LED meters

at the touch of a button.

All solo assignments in
true stereo perspective even if
you have a source panned
hard right & an effect
panned hard left.
Mackie 16.8 (16x8.2) is
perfect for video post and
scoring applications.
Tape returns are switchable
between `pro" +4d8u &
"semi-pro -10dBV

Mackie
exclusive,
accurate taper 100mm
faders with

extra
resistive
elements
closely
approximate
the logarith-

mic taper of
mega expensive
consoles. Our
faders let you do
precise fade -outs
all the way down to
silence fversus

conventional -taper
faders that give up at
about -20d13).
¡Compare with your own
ears to appreciate our
custom design.

Exceptional specifications
including 0.0014% THD
(1kHz 0+4d8u, main

outputs), -95dEu output
noise (master fader up),

10Hz- 120kHz ( +OdB /-3d )

frequency response,
-129.5dBm mic E.I.N. (p20Hz20kHz, 15052), -83dSu mic
C.M. R. and 91d8u

crosstalk (line in to
adjacent ch.).

operating levels.

pro" -10d BV in
banks of 8.

Mackie Designs Inc. Woodinville WA USA Represented internationally by MMS,INC.
P.O. Box 1071* Neptune NJ07754USA (908)988- 7800 FAX (908)98813-9357

In brief
Midas XL200
Midas recently introduced the XL200, a
mid -priced mixing console with 40 mono

input modules, four stereo input
modules with mic preamps, eight aux
sends, eight VCA subgroups, six mono
and two stereo subgroups and eight
mute groups. There is room for an
additional four input modules, and the
console is also available in 40, 32, and
24- channel versions, with 24 and
16- channel extenders available. There
is an optional MIDI automation system
which allows up to ten groups of
channels to be setup for simultaneous
muting and 128 console mute settings
to be stored as MIDI patches.
Mark IV Pro Audio Group, US.
Tel: +1 616 695 4750.

HIGHLIGHTS OF
AUDIO TECHNOLOGY 95

Symetrix 6Z0

A-D convertor
New in Symetrix' 600 Series of
products is the 620 20 -bit A
convertor. The unit features
selectable dither and noise shaping
and output word size, real -time,
sample -rate conversion from 44.1kHz
to 22.05kHz, AES -EBU plus SPDIF
in and out, and 20 -bit quantisation,
priced at under £1,000. The new
convertor, along with the rest of the
Symetrix range, is now handled in
the UK and Ireland by Fuzion.
Symetrix, US. Tel: +1 206 787 3222.

D

Soundcraft
Re an's Class

1

patchbay

Re an patchbay system
Re an Products have reintroduced their
96-way, Class 1 Patchbay. Aimed at the
broadcast market in particular, the
Class 1 features die -cast jacks, mounted
in groups of 24, on an extruded
aluminium chassis for increased
structural rigidity. Normalling switches
feature high -grade Palladium contacts
welded to solid nickel-silver spring
leaves for maximum contact pressure.
The nose of each jack, nickel -plated to
eliminate poor earth contact through
tarnishing, forms an integral part of the
chassis and cannot come loose.
Re an, UK. Tel: + 474 328807.
Re an, US. Tel: +1 10 808 0063.

DAT..
"CD-OIOPROiI

D2020
The latest in Soundcraft's console
range is the DC2020. Aimed squarely
at the postpro market, the DC2020
comes in 24, 32 and 40- channel
formats with semiparametric EQ, six

aux buses and the floating bus
system. Automation is Soundcraft's
C3 offering (moving) faders and
mutes, machine control, on -line mix
editing and project management.
Soundcraft, UK.
Tel: +441707 665000.

synchronisation to VITC, SMPTE
EBU at all standard rates. Up to
10 units may be chained to provide
80 channels of digital audio.
The Rolec SADiE Mobile offers
hours and 20 minutes of stereo
44.1kHz field recording in a portable
unit which readily interfaces with the
SADiE system. The unit features
balanced XLR audio connections,
optional AES -EBU and SPDIF
connections, simple cut-and -splice
editing and a removable hard disk.
File transfer to SADiE is via SCSI,
and enables easy access to all of the
larger system's facilities.
Studio Audio and Video, UK.
Tel: +441353 648888.
4

SA&V
developments
Various news from the manufacturers
of the SADiE hard -disk system
include the Octavia modular
hard -disk-based recorder -editor, a
real -time stereo De -Noise module
developed by British DSP specialists
CEDAR for the SADiE system and a
miniature (read location) hard -disk
recorder which shares the proprietary
SADiE file format.
Octavia is hosted by a 486DX266
PC and employs four AT &T 32 -bit
floating-point processors to support
eight independent channels of 16 to
24 -bit audio. Audio I -0 is via eight
balanced analogue ports and four
stereo AES -EBU ports with 20 -bit
sigma-delta conversion both ways.
Sample rates can be set anywhere
between 28.8kHz and 51kHz with

Studio Audio Digital Equipment
Inc, US. Tel: +1 615 327 1140.

AM-4 Meter
The Chromatec AM-4 in- picture
audio -level meter will display up to
four channels, all analogue, all digital
or two of each, together with phase
which can be displayed as a bar and
in X -Y format. Pairs of channel may
be switched to display M &S. All these
scales may be displayed on a
dedicated video monitor using the
internal colour raster-sync generator
or combined with an external
composite video signal in order to
display the meter superimposed on a
television picture.
Michael Stevens & Partners, UK.
Tel: +44 181 460 7299.

AudioVision v3.1
Symetrix 620 AD convertor -new at Audio Technology 95

Avid's popular AudioVisionAudioStation systems are now up

You'd have to go
PCM-260

In brief

Soundcraft DC2020 digitally- controlled, moving- fader, postproduction console
to v3.1 which brings enhanced

compatibility with the company's
Media Composer and Film Composer
nonlinear audio -video systems. Among
the significant facilities on v3.1 are
DDI to the Yamaha DMC1000 console
and playback of AVR 26 and 27 by
conversion to AVR 5.
Avid Technology, US.
Tel: +1 508 640 3158.
Avid Technology, Europe.
Tel: +441753 655999.
Avid, Japan.
Tel: +81 33 505 7937.

Smartpatch
Isotrack were showing the new
Smartpatch from Signex which allows
audio signals to be routed
automatically in real time under
MIDI control. Designed to work
with conventional patch panels, the

Smartpatch uses a familiar panel
layout with no complex menu
structures to navigate. It can
manipulate interconnections between
16 inputs and 16 outputs using an
electronic switching matrix, and
patch information can be stored in
128 patch memories which are
selected and edited directly from the
front panel or remotely via MIDI. The
Smartpatch is available in 2 and 3pole versions.
Isotrack, UK. Tel: +441202 747191.

The Russians

are coming
A S McKay, importers of the

increasingly-familiar Oktava range of
Russian microphones, added to the
Russian content on their Audio

Technology 95 stand by exhibiting a
number of new Russian audio
products. Among the newcomers were
the first radio microphones to have

been exported from the former Soviet
Union, which the company expected
to surprise visitors with their high
standard of build quality and
sophisticated engineering.
A S McKay, UK.
Tel: +44 181 541 1177.

beyerdynamic

KNX ISDNPod 2000
Yorkshire -based ISDN specialists KNX
used last month's Networks 95 show to
launch their next generation of
connectivity solutions, the ISDNPod
2000 range. Aimed at a diverse market
including SoHo applications, design
studios, retail outlets, petrol forecourts,
pubs and restaurants, the range
combines the ability to provide access to
remote LANs, the Internet and X.25 as
well as the integration of existing
analogue telephony devices from a
single contained unit via ISDN.
KNX describe it as the first product to
really capitalise on the flexibility of ISDN,
building on their success in combining
remote LAN access with POTS (Plain
Old Telephone System) on a PC card.
KNX, UK. Tel: +441943 467007.

Shure M367 portable mixer
Shure Brothers have introduced the
M3676 -input portable microphone mixer
designed for professional applications in
electronic news gathering, electronic
field production and general audio
mixing. Its low-noise circuit is over 25dB
quieter than the M267and allows it to be
used for DAT, CD -R and other digital
formats. It adds indicator LEDs, XLR
outputs and peak lights as well as 12V
and 48V phantom power to handle a
wide variety of microphones. Mains
powering is switchable voltage and

A new cardioid studio condenser
microphone, the MCE 83, along with

the U600 UHF wireless system, new
versions of the MPC65 boundary
microphone, the all new DT200 Series
of headsets, the XS range of
cost -effective dynamic microphones,
and two new gooseneck microphones,
the SHM22H and SHM22F all

Shure M367portable mixer

a long, long way to find
PCM-2700A

PCM-7010

In

brief

a frequency bandwidth in excess of
100kHz and can take advantage of a
digital subboard offering 20 -bit A -D
conversion for each channel via two
AES-EBU interfaces.
Remote control functions are
extensive allowing up to 16 RCMAs to
be used together and mimicking the
controls of each unit.
Amek Systems and Controls, UK.
Tel: +44 161 834 6747.
Amek, US: Tel: +1 818 508 9788.
Fax: +1 818 508 8619.

two 9V batteries can provide up to eight
hours of continuous operation

under typical conditions.
HW International, UK.

Tel: +44 181 808 2222.
Mackie SR24.4
New from Mackie, and trumpeted with
considerable pride as shipping on time,
only six months after its first
announcement at NAMM, is the
SR24.4 console, a 24- channel, 4 -bus
board derived from the 8 -bus and

compact series. The desk is a 24:4:2:1
console featuring high- headroom,
low- noise, mic preamps, 3 -band EQ
with swept mid, six balanced aux sends
and double busing to feed eight tracks
at once, all for less than $1600.

Drawmer 1962

appeared at Audio Technology 95.
Also on beyerdynamic's stand were
two new microphone preamps from
SPL, the single channel ProMike and
the dual-channel MikeMan, and a
digital -audio embedder
new Audio Delay Processor from
MetaWave have complemented their
XTA, the DP100.

recently launched MW21 digital -audio
extractor with the MW25 digital -audio
embedder for serial digital (SDI) video
applications. The unit is designed to
simplify digital broadcasting and related
applications by embedding 20 -bit
AES -EBU digital audio signals within the
SDI video data stream. This simplifies
complex broadcasting systems by
eliminating many audio -only
components such as audio routeing
switchers and distribution amplifiers.
The MW21 extractor reverses the
process by separating the embedded
audio signals from the SDI path.
MetaWave, UK.
Tel: +44 1635 2QQnao_

a

Valve Preamp

ALPS Motorised Shuttle Fader

Mackie Designs, US.
Tel: +1 206 487 4333.
Key Audio Systems, UK.
Tel: +44 1245 344001.
MetaWave MW25

100mm/0.1s with standard touch
sensor track. Its sealed casing and
cranked lever ensure a rugged
dustproof construction, and dual -unit
audio tracks are available, as are
special audio tapers for custom

requirements.

beyerdynamic, UK.

Roxburgh Electronics, UK.

Tel: +441273 479411.
beyerdynamic, US.
Tel: +1 516 293 3200.

Tel: +441724 281770.

Amek -Neve

ALPS Motorised

Shuttle Fader
The Motorised Shuttle Fader from
ALPS is designed for high -end audio
and broadcast recording mixer
applications. It has a slim 15mm
body, standard 100mm travel (60mm
and 104mm types can be supplied)
and high -speed motor operation of

mic amps
Ameks new RCMA (Remote
Controlled Microphone Amplifiers)
combine four TLA channels of mic
amplification each with phantom
power, mute, earth -lift, phase-reverse
functions along with remote control
via the Remote Control Unit or
Amek's VFX software. Derived from
the 9098 circuitry, the RCMA boasts

broader rane.

Centre stage on the Drawmer stand
belonged to the latest addition to
Drawmer's valve range, a microphone
preamplifier with switchable valve
circuitry and full 24-bit resolution
A -D convertors. It provides three
inputs for microphone (with
switchable phantom) line and
front -panel aux, with variable HP
and LP filters and 3 -band EQ. These
features, the enhancer and the valve
stage with its variable Tube Drive
can all be bypassed to give a minimal
signal path, as can a zero overshoot
limiter. The preamp outputs feed the
A-D either directly or via a simple
2- channel mixer section with pan
pots, level controls and metering.
Digital resolution is selectable 24, 20,
18 and 16 bit, with sample rates of
48kHz, 44,1kHz or external clock.

Drawmer Distribution, UK.
Tel: +441924 290460.

In fact, however tar you go,

you'll never find

a

bigger choice of DAT products.
Sony makes everything from top -end recorders to
the lowest-cost four -head DAT machine on the market.

Including

a

revolutionary twin -deck portable editor.

That's why Sony makes a model that suits you.

And each one is built for professional use and
PCM-E7700

SIX TAPE LENGTHS

professional sound reproduction.
Sony DAT. It's the way to go.
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DN6000 ull

REAL TIME AUDIO

SPECTRUM ANALYSER

*

11111111

The new DN6000 Spectrum Analyser
from Klark Teknik is sensitive enough to

measure one of nature's quietest creations.

Mill
analysis to a resolution of 0.2dB

-

and

incorporates microphone or line level
inputs, with a 20dB trim control to allow

accumulation of measurements can be
achieved to build up a composite average.
It can automafically analyse a whole
evening's or even a whole week's data.

high resolution spectrum/time analysis,

optimum visual display.
In fact, the DN6000 is designed to
conform to Type 1 specifications of IEC 804

plus all the flexibility, quality and reliability

and IEC 651- the standards for integrating

you expect from the world's leader in

averaging sound level meters.

port and a data output port to link with the
DN3600 programmable graphic equaliser,
allowing auto equalisation.
For further information please contact
Klark Teknik or your nearest agent.

By

incorporating the latest DSP

technology, the DN6000 provides superb,

Thirty two memory positions are

signal processing.

performs real time 1/3 and 1/6
Octave spectrum, LET, LEQ and RT60
It

''
t

i

r

available to store spectrum analysis data and

a further sixteen for LET /LEQ/ RT60. Also,

KLARK

Other features include an internal
signal generator, output parallel printer

Get,
a

MARK IV company

The first name with sound system designers

Klark Teknik PLC, Walter Nash Road, Kidderminster,
Worcestershire DY11 7HJ, England. Tel: (015621 741515 Fax No: (015621

745371.

advanced recording
console in the world
The most

40 INPUT

each with

CHALL

including

L'24

ANALOGUE INPUTS,

O-BIT 64-TIMES OVERSAMPLTNG A/D

CONVERTORS... 32-BIT PROCESSINC with over
cf

internal dynamic

range... TOTAL

AUTOMATION of all digital mixing parameters
with built-in SMPTE/FP

.90dB

ON-BOARD

timecode reader...

TOTAL INSTANT RESET of over 3,000 PARAMETERS...

Optional I/O CARDS supporting all popular

all

No

for

Free

Information pack

01908 369269

Monr

scc.-tiE

BUSSES... FADER AND MUTE GROUF

digital formats including
AES/EBL...

100mm

.TORIZED faders...

4 -BAND

FULLY P4RAMETRIr EQ on all channels...
separate

50

YNAMICS PROCESSORS... 8 OUTPUT

PAIRING...

8

AU/

pre or post sends...

PROGRAMMABLE DELAY on all
digital

plus STEREO

inputs... Internal

EFFECTS PROCESSING...

fh,`t`1

RRP ex. VAT

FILM DUBBING CONSOLE

return tracks.

SSL Axiom

The Surround-Sound/MonitorSelect panel provides selection of the
monitoring format, speaker muting,
monitoring of individual channel
sources and stems and other
functions. External premixes can be
monitored alone or added to a
soundtrack in context.
Other innovations include dynamic

During a series of standing-room -only
demos at Todd -AO /Glen Glenn's
world famous Hollywood facility,
Solid State Logic recently profiled the
new Axiom Film Dubbing System.
The applications specific Axiom
configuration offers panning and
automation of surround panning on
output assignments for all
all channels with automation
surround -sound formats including
gathered from pan pots, assignable
DTS, Dolby Surround, Dolby Stereo,
joysticks or the pen interface (by
Dolby SR-D, HDTV and SDDS, and
drawing a profile on the bit pad):
provides up to 96 tracks of DiskTrack flexible routeing across four, 8 -track
functionality per operator position.
stem mixes; 96 DiskTrack channels
Based on Axiom's existing
per operator, with concurrent access
configurations, SSL have developed to record -edit tracks; integral
several new dedicated controls for
machine control via four serial ports
film rerecording. All systems feature for direct control of VTRs, ATRs,
integral VisionTrack video record Tascam DA -88, plus film recorders.
playback.
Each operator has access to an
In practice, this means that each
unlimited number of assignable
customer will have a unique
joysticks, which enable the
front -panel layout by specifying the
automation of dynamic surroundlocation within the frame of the
sound panning. In addition, a Relay
interface tiles. A new Bus -Tape panel Box provides eight GRI I-Os, plus an
allows Axiom-for -film to be offered in
assignable machine- control port.
a variety of two or three -man
According to Colin Pringle, SSL's
configurations through individual
Group Marketing Director, The Film
control of motion, PEC-Direct
Dubbing System was designed to
switching, joystick panning and
provide large -scale integration of
unlimited group masters at a
hard-disk storage, and the type of
dedicated M &E and -or dialogue
configurability in the digital domain
section. A bank of 12 assignable pairs that (SSL) has been so successful at
of bidirectional paddle switches
providing in the analogue domain. Our
enables bus -tape monitoring and
presentation at Todd -AO introduced
record in-out control. Every software - the film-dubbing version of Axiom to
controlled switch can be used to
the West Coast community. We were
command up to 48 tracks on single or demonstrating a significantly different
multiple recorders or DiskTrack.
Axiom to that designed for broadcasters,
Programmable bus-stem reassignment although both make use of the same
also appears on each panel. Each
technology.'
operator has control of 64 premix
Unlike other digitally- controlled

-
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analogue or all- digital designs that
offer a high degree of assignability,
SSL have adopted the philosophy of
`one control per function: one function
per control'. The result is a panel
layout that is extremely easy to
follow-no `layers' or EQ assignment
panels to call up to change system
parameters -and one that very
closely mimics an analogue console.
All user controls are totally
resettable, and feature circular LED
displays to show current settings of
each knob.
Each channel strip provides
dedicated controls for a 4 -band
parametric digital EQ section; eight
auxiliary sends; a digital dynamics
section offering gating, expansion,
compression and limiting; digital
effects processing, including reverb,
delay and ambiance generation; plus
full panning between eight
programmable outputs. All signal
processing applied during recording
or overdubbing can be saved as
snapshots or dynamically automated
without affecting the recorded signal.
Axiom's computer-controlled
Resource Management System
provides access to input- output
options and DiskTrack hard -disk
audio storage -editing. All input
sources to, and output designations
from, Axiom can be cross -assigned to
any physical channel strip. The
Axiom mainframe can accept channel
strips in blocks of eight, to provide
virtually limitless one, two or three man configurations. Upon system
startup, the available disk-storage
capacity
disk drive per eight
channels of user control -is pooled
and assigned as one- track-perchannel strip. In this way, each mixer
channel can replay a hard -disk track,
and sources are available for
multichannel hard -disk recording.
Being disk based, the recording
capacity is available concurrently,
which which means that users can be
simultaneously recording and playing
back from the same track.
`The system has a different busing
structure,' Pringle continues, `plus a
range of custom panels that provide
both the type of interface and facilities
demanded by film mixers. While film
dubbing facilities might finally specify
a variant on the `standard film dubbing console we showed at ToddAO /Glen Glenn, the Axiom Film
Dubbing System already provides a
range of controls and capabilities.'
`SSL is already fortunate enough to
number Todd-AO, Warner Bros,
Universal Studios, Buena Vista,
Disney -MGM, Lucasfilm and

-a

Pinewood among its clients. We
therefore have not only experience of
designing and building custom
consoles for film dubbing, but also the
regular dialogue that has helped us
devise a digital solution to the goals

these facilities have set themselves.
`Also worthy of note is the Axiom
Preparation Station, a stand -alone
system that adds the ability to import
a wide range of file types used in the
film industry, such as Lightworks, Pro
Tools (Sound Designer), RIFF, WAV,
and other formats. In this way, edited
tracks can be brought into the dubbing
environment, and be accessible from
the Axiom control surface.'
The Axiom Preparation Station
(APS) is a desktop unit that provides
shared access to Axiom's Disk Track
for recording, editing and prelaying
audio elements, and also records
videos. APS can select up to 24 audio
tracks from DiskTrack. In a similar
way, APS shares Axiom's I -0
resources, removing the need for
expensive duplication of system
inputs and outputs. The addition of
an APS unit as an extension to
DiskTrack frees Axiom for large -scale
mixing projects, while allowing
programme preparation to be
performed more cost -effectively
through the use of shared resources.
As many Studio Sound readers
will be aware, although multifunction
recording and mixing is central to the
Axiom's operation, for a number of
applications -such as video and film
postproduction-there exists a need
to record, edit and prelay audio
independently of the mix process.
Because the Axiom Preparation
Station also provides audio
conforming and reconfirming to
standard EDLs, plus Open Media
Interchange via import -export of
audio in both a variety of formats,
some audio functions can now be
performed off-line, and be instantly
accessible from Axiom.
All in all, SSL's Axiom Film
Dubbing System represents a
dramatic breakthrough. Combining
the user familiarity of a pretty
conventional- looking user-interface,
Axiom incorporates some astonishing
functionality and automation concepts.
I expect a sales announcement from a
major facility any day now.

James Douglas
Solid State Logic, Begbroke,
Oxford OX5 1RU, UK
Tel: +441865 842300.
Fax: +441865 842118.
SSL, USA. Tel: +1 212 315 1111;
+1 213 463 4444.

SSL, Japan. Tel: +81
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Equalisation
that thinks and learns from

experience

BSS Audio Ltd; Linkside HoLse, Summit Road, P Dtters Bar, Hers EN6 3JB Engtand
Tel: +44 (0)1707 663667 Fax: +4L (0)1707 6.6Q75ó

MICROPHONE

Rode NT2
So which came first, the model

number or the company name? Did
the hitherto- anonymous designers
come up with the NT2 and seize on
Rode as an amusing brand name, or
did Rode already exist and the model
number follow? Either way, I smell a
rat, or more likely some obscure
Australian marsupial.
The resurgence in interest in
microphones has already been noted,
in Studio Sound and elsewhere;
surrounded as we are by ever more
shiny new computers we have
rediscovered the pivotal role of the
microphone and the fun and variety
on offer from the plethora of models
available. This trend has been helped
on by the appearance of several
previously-unknown microphones,
many from Eastern Europe, and a
renewed interest in vintage
microphones from both users and the
original manufacturers. In fact there
have been so many new and revived
microphones introduced to us over
the last couple of years that it must
be getting more difficult for yet
another model to get itself noticed.
Yet that is precisely what the Rode
NT2 has done.
Some new microphones attract
initial attention by virtue of their
appearance-new materials, a new
sleek shape, an unusual colour -but
no -one could accuse the NT2 of using
such a ploy. It follows a remarkable
number of recent introductions in
shamelessly modelling itself on the
basic U87 shape, complete with
something approaching the original
Neumann colour. It has a similar

side -fire grille assembly concealing a
1 -inch diaphragm, mounted on a fat,
tapering, body with an XLR fitted at
the base. Just to catch you out, the
XLR plugs in facing neither the front
nor the back, but the side, an
orientation I have never seen before
and which must have been specified
out of sheer bloody -mindedness.
The NT2 carries fewer switches
than the `original' for reasons which
are, on the face of it, hard to fathom.
The one switch on the back selects a
10dB pad in one direction and a bass
roll -off of unspecified frequency in
the other -the two cannot be used
together (an odd compromise),
although a centre position disables
both. The polar -pattern selector
switch is mounted in the expected
place on the front of the body, but
curiously offers only cardioid and
20 Studio Sound, July 1995

omni patterns. One or the other
alone would be understandable, but
given that both are present a
figure -of-eight characteristic must be
knocking around somewhere, so why
is it not available to the user? This
seems a curious omission which, if
put right, would make the NT2 even
more of a contender.
A big plus is that it comes as
standard with an elastic suspension,
which is just as well as there is no
other way of mounting it on a stand.
The suspension is sturdy and
well -balanced, firm enough to allow
easy aiming while light enough to
provide effective shock absorption,
and the swivel includes a locking
knob, which is small but adequate for
the not inconsiderable weight of the
microphone. A very unexpected bonus
is a spare set of elastic bands for the
mount. Unusually, the suspension's
stand -mounting thread is 3/8 -inch, and
an adaptor for 5/8-inch stands is
supplied as standard.
The packaging is designed more for
safe long-term storage than for
cosmetic presentation; the whole kit
comes in a big anonymous white

cardboard box, with the microphone
and suspension separately packed in
pretty basic, black, plastic cases. The
microphone itself is in a soft pouch
within its case, complete with a bag of
silica gel which Rode take the trouble
to suggest should be kept with it, at
the diaphragm end, to reduce the risk
of moisture-related problems arising.
The build quality of the whole kit
is reassuringly solid and careful, if
not as sleek as the icons it seeks to
emulate. The fit of the body parts and
the engraving quality are good, the
suspension is well-designed and
nicely finished, and removing the
body sleeve reveals a carefullyassembled PCB with high-quality
components and wiring and moisture
protection applied where appropriate.
The performance of the NT2 sits
well with the visual impression and
the specs, and confirms the rumours
one has heard about it. This is a
microphone with a definite character,
although not so pronounced as to
make it only suitable for certain
applications. It is honest enough to
find uses in most situations where a
large -diaphragm condenser is
appropriate, but distinctive enough to
fit snugly into various specific areas
where its undeniable high -mid lift is
a pronounced advantage. Pulling solo
instruments, particularly up -front
ones such as saxophone, out to the
front of a mix is an effortless job for
the NT2, and it shines on vocals,

bringing a singer a step or two
forward of the backing with no EQ
whatever. This is by no means to
suggest that its sound is bright or
hard-in fact the depth and body of
the large diaphragm is always in
evidence and nothing ever sounds
thin. What we have is a full, rich
sound with a subtle but exploitable
presence -for many people the ideal
way to get a result. The noise floor is
as low as one has a right to demand
of a modern condenser design, and
the off-axis coloration is minimal. All
in all, the performance of the Rode is

quite extraordinary for the price; it
joins the growing ranks of newcomers
who together are redefining what we
can expect of inexpensive
microphones, and is likely to find its
way into an awful lot of studios from
the most cost -conscious to the most
Dave Foister
exalted.

IIIlB Communications Ltd,
73-75 Scrubbs Lane, London
NW10 6QU, UK.
Tel: +44 81 960 2144.
Fax: +44 81 960 1160.

Australian Rode NT2- `...quite extraordinary for the price'
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The new DN3698 Hand Held Remote Controller

Remote,
but in
Control.

expands the power and unlocks the creative potential
of Klark Teknik's DN3600 Programmable Graphic

Equaliser and DN3601 Slave Equaliser.
It brings fast and easy access to a

maximum

98

channels of Klark Teknik equalisation from one, light
hand held unit, powered
by high capacity "D" type

rechargeable batteries.
The DN3698 gives

It_

leading sound engineers

faster system control in
every type of venue.
Two thumb wheel

encoders and dedicated
fimeäon--buttensrslearly

labelled,

give

-

Jim Yakabuski F.O.H. Engineer
for Van Halen on tour with
the DN3698

instant

access and adjustment

of every parameter.

A

large LCD display and two

7

segment LED's ensure that vital information such as

EQ mix and memory are available at a glance.
The DN3600 and DN3601 "More EQ" functions

low and high pass and notch filters

and

directly,

"Curve"

mode

can be accessed

provides

a

true

representation of the frequency response created by
the graphic faders and "More EQ" filters.
An

optional 2U Docking Station integrates power

supply with MIDI to RS232 conversion for single cable
operation up to 100 metres in length. Or choose our
radio link for full two way wireless communication up
to 300 metres.

With the DN3698 you can be remote, but always

in control.
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Aphex Tubessence
The two biggest growth areas in pro -audio, it seems
to me, have nothing to do with digits, ISDN or hard
disks; they are surely microphone preamplifiers and
valves. Every other manufacturer is queuing up to
sell us a better alternative to the mic amps in our
consoles, and every other piece of outboard has a
valve in it somewhere. The state of the audio art,
apparently, is the combination of the two, and there
are plenty of valve mic amps to prove it. One
manufacturer less likely than some, one would have
thought, to have joined in with all this is Aphex, yet
their contribution to the field, with its typically
unorthodox approach, is doing very well indeed.
The Model 107 Tubessence microphone
preamplifier is a hybrid design, choosing like
certain others to use a low -noise, solid -state initial
gain stage with a valve to follow, giving the sound
without the downside. It is a simple yet
comprehensive box, immediately remarkable for its
size and weight. Valve equipment is traditionally
big, solid and heavy, yet the Tubessence is quite the
opposite. Its 1U-high 19 -inch case is only a few
inches deep, and the outboard mains transformer
leaves the main unit feeling like a plastic mock -up.
The combination of valves and external power
supplies is unusual in itself, making one wonder
what sort of voltages are running up and down the
bit of lightweight wire joining the two. In fact the
valves are operated at very low voltages-the PSU
delivers only 24 volts-which according to Aphex
not only prolongs the life of the valves themselves
but makes replacement far less critical. They go so
far as to say that if a valve should fail, any
equivalent can be put in its place without any
selection or matching being necessary.
The XLRs for the microphone inputs appear on
the front panel, presumably for added convenience if
several units are racked together. The output from
each preamp (this is a 2- channel unit) is, however,
on the back, presented on a 3 -pole A -type jack which
Aphex claim will run unbalanced quite happily. The
only other connector is a jack for footswitch muting,
a feature Aphex like to fit since discovering that the
Grateful Dead used just such a switch on Aphex
gates to control vocal microphones on stage.
As to facilities and controls, one looks in vain for
anything that might suggest any kind of Aphex
processing. This really is a surprisingly
straightforward preamp, without even any EQ,
never mind dynamic treatment or enhancement
-the enhancement, one might say, is all in the
valve. The front -panel controls, therefore, simply
provide the switching and gain control one needs to
get a microphone signal into a multitrack or a
console line input, and no more. Phantom power is
individually switchable for each channel, as is
phase inversion. High-pass filters (at 80Hz) are
22
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provided, and gain is controlled by pots with a 40dB
range and 20dB pad switches. Nominal output
levels are switched on the back between -10 and +4,
and signal levels within each channel are indicated
by a pair of LEDs, green for OK and red for
Overload. Crude though this system sounds, it is
sufficiently well set up to give remarkably reliable
results when viewed on an external meter. There is
in fact a fair sprinkling of LEDs on the front, as
every switched function has an On indicator-you
always know where you are with an Aphex.
As ever, there would be little point to all this
unless the unit did something special, or at least a
little bit different. Since there are no onboard
treatments to add anything extra, the point must
be the sound produced by the valve, and there is
indeed something usefully distinctive about the
Tubessence sound. I used it, as I imagine most
would, between a selection of microphones and my
multitrack inputs, and in almost every case felt I
had gained something in the process. The preamp
is extremely clean and quiet -no reservations
about the objective quality-with a fullness which
usually enriches the sound and often helps mask
shortcomings. There is a lot of depth and body, and
a useful reluctance to overemphasise harshness in
the source. This can sometimes come across as a
softness and lack of sparkle on a sound which has
little to start with, but never enough to call it a
lack of top or to make it irretrievable with EQ.
Aphex describe the Model 107 as the ideal front
end for a DAW or other digital recording medium,
and that seems to sum it up pretty accurately. The
`valve sound' is not obtrusively evident but still
undeniably there in all its positive aspects,
producing what might be seen as the best of both
worlds. The Tubessence sound is clean and
relatively neutral, unlikely to detract from the
intrinsic sound of any microphone and capable of
lending a subtle smoothness to a microphone which
does not inherently possess it. Using it in
preference to a state -of-the -art reference preamp
would have to be a conscious decision made in the
light of the contribution it makes, but at the same
time it is a very cost -effective entry to the always
interesting world of alternative microphone
amplifiers. Apart from anything else, there will
undoubtedly be many for whom a budget -driven
trade -off between console facilities and console
signal quality will make the Aphex 107 a very
attractive purchase indeed.

Dave Foister

Aphex Systems, 11068 Randall Street, Sun
Valley, CA 91352, USA. Tel: +1 818 767 2929.
UK: Stirling Audio Systems Ltd, Kimberley Road,
London NW6 7SF. Tel: +44 171 624 6000.
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Multiband Dynamics
Digital Toolbox
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Mr. Q. keeps adding new effects to the M5000
The M5000 Digital Audio Mainframe is unlike any other effects
processor you have ever seen. By combining TC OAK' technology
with the skills of the best signal processing software engineers
around the world, we have created the perfect mix of effects

Operating the M5000 is a breeze and upgrading it couldn't be simpler. All
M5000 owners receive regular, easy to install, software upgrades -featuring
the very latest state-of-the-art effects. For example, software
release VI.I5, our most recent package, includes a comprehensive

you have access to in the M5000 today.

4 -band Parametric Equalizer, the Digital Toolbox'^' option,

SMPTE time code patch change and much more! Add to this
But what you see is not what you get - you get more! The

hardware upgrades like the impressive ATAC Remote Controller

unique design of the M5000 hardware platform allows for
future upgrading of both the software and hardware aspects. It
will far outlast any other signal processor you own or can buy today.

and you have a package that
To

some it may look like any other effects processor

-

is

unbeatable.

but you know better.

Call us for a full demonstration
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The recent huge increase in numbers of
incoming telephone orders from 12 - 3.30 has

often overwhelmed our system resulting in our
telephones being continually engaged.
In consequence we have introduced addition

access to technical information

fo the usual orders number

9tudiospares Ltd. 81-63 Rochester Place, London NW1 9JU.

GENEVA PROJECT

Dinemec
Sound
What makes the Geneva -based
Dinemec Sound production facility of
particular note is the fact that it may
be the forerunner of a new type of
facility. In fact, it could be a pointer to
the kind of facility we can expect to see
emerging at the end of the century.
Rather than being a recording
studio per se, Dinemec offer studio
recording, mobile recording,
mastering and editing, musical
services and in-house record
production-and the list is still
growing. The facility was founded by
Dr Paul Sutin (who holds a PhD in
Science, an MBA, and is also an
accomplished musician with chart
successes in the US and appearances
at such events as the Montreux Jazz
Festival). And as it is built on the
lower ground floor of his house in the
Genevan suburb of Chene- Bourg, it
qualifies as a `home studio'.
`It may sound a cliché, but we have
the idea of an artist walking in with a
song or piece of music in his head and
going out at the end of the production
with all the masters necessary for
distribution of the final product,'
explains Sutin. The major advantage
of this is that allows all stages of the
production to be followed through
under the same roof, and same
atmosphere, and thus keep the
continuity of ideas. You can keep the
basic concept alive without it being

r

;
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altered by outside influences.'
One of the immediate dangers
facing a studio that offers a general
range of facilities is the potential lack
of expertise in specific areas. Dinemec
are well aware of this and have
assemble a strong production team to
ensure a high level of in -house
expertise. This team includes
Production Manager Sutin, Technical
Manager and Recording Engineer
Michelangelo Defoe, Mix Engineer
Jose Serano, and Recording-Mixing
Engineer Toby Alington. The studio
also has a roster of freelance people
who can be brought in as appropriate
to the project in progress.
The control room is the largest in
the facility at 35m3, and has the feel
of a large drawing room.
The room is divided into three, with
an AMS Neve Logic 2 console and
AudioFile pairing taking pride of
place in the centre of the room. These
are flanked by a pair of ATC 100
monitors. The left -hand side of the
room houses an automated
Soundcraft TSR console, which is
sometimes pressed into service for
supplementary mixing operations
when not being used as a submixer for
the MIDI system. Main effects racks,
a Studer D827 -48 digital multitrack
and Otari analogue 24 -track with
Dolby SR are also to be found here.
The right -hand side of the room
could be called the `composer's suite'.
Tucked into the curve of the bay
windows, this boasts a comprehensive
MIDI centre and allows the musician
abundant space in which to prepare
or execute a production.
Adjoining the Control Room is the
studio proper. This contains a

,_...

Composer and keyboard player Matt Clifford surrounded by
the Dinemec MIDI bay
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Logic 2-Audiofile centre stage
comprehensive selection of new and
vintage instruments, an extensive
collection of `classic' guitars and an
equally impressive collection of
microphones. The size of the control
room makes it ideal for overdubs in
situations where the musician(s)
prefer to play directly against the
control -room monitors.
The mobile was designed to do a
summer season of recording and then
to be reinstalled in the studio for
mixing. However, the demand for the
Logic 2 became so great that it was
obvious that it would be staying put.
The truck has stage racks with
remote mic preamps and A D
convertors (specially built by
AMS Neve) so signals arrive in the
van in digital form. The arrival of the
Studer meant that the recorded
signals could go straight to tape and
all that was needed then was a
cost -effective analogue console
(a Soundcraft) for monitoring.
Sutin had entertained the idea of
forming his own record label for some
time, with particular emphasis on
classical, jazz and New Age music,
and this became fact with the
foundation of Dinemec Records in
1994. This move also brought the
mastering suite in its wake and this
is in the form of a Sonic Solutions
system complete with NoNoise.
`With the interest in rereleasing
old recordings on CD, getting the
NoNoise system made a lot of sense
as it allows the original recordings to
be restored as opposed to running the
risk of altering them through
excessive EQ and filtering. It has
certainly proved to be very popular
from day one.' He comments.
The latest area of activity for

Dinemec is audio- for -video. Recent
productions include voice -overs with
Roger Moore for documentary films
and the KLM in -flight programme,
Michael Caine doing the narration for
the BBC film Out of the Blue (which
also included musical composition and
production) and the postproduction for
Peter Greenaway's documentary on
Geneva, Geneva Stairs.
Postproduction is a field that we
very much want to expand into,'
explains Sutin, `and we have installed
film -orientated equipment such as a
Dolby Surround 4:2:4 matrix encoder
and Optiview metering system plus a
Betacam for the video.
`Each new area is approached very
carefully and we only offer new
services when we are firmly convinced
that we can do them well. It is no good

trying to do everything and finding
our that you cannot handle it-that is
the best way to gain a bad reputation
in very short order!'
The other advantage of
diversification is that the company is
well covered through fluctuations of
business. There may be periods when
the studio is less in demand but the
mastering facilities are sought after
is very doubtful that there will be
times when all of the facility's
services will be on a downturn and
Sutin can concentrate on where the
demand is and back off temporarily
on the other areas.'
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Terry Nelson
Dinemec Sound, 17 Boulevard
Helvetique, PO Box 3704, 1211
Geneva 3, Switzerland.
Tel: +41 22 349 2225.
Fax: +41 22 349 8377.
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Producer Frank Fillipetti (seated) and Simon Andrews, owner of Right Track, before the SSL SL9OOOj
console in Studio A

BRIGHT LIGHTS
New York City's Right Track recently
completed the latest of its ongoing
upgrades to stay ahead of the game on
a very fast track. Dan Daley reports
Wall Street became the locus of the world
financial community, and as Fleet Street became
synonymous with newspapers and media, West
48th Street in midtown Manhattan has been for
nearly six decades the hub of much of the world's music
community. A single block between Seventh Avenue and the
Avenue of the Americas (Sixth Avenue to native New Yorkers)
houses two of the oldest retail music and recording-technology
establishments in the western hemisphere, Manny's Music
and Sam Ash Music.
Both began their existences as instrument, string and reed
suppliers for the musicians who worked the now -defunct jazz
artery of West 52nd Street in its 1940s heyday, as well as for the
musicians who still populate the pits in the nearby Broadway
show theatres. Over time, as the technology changed, so did
Manny's and Sam Ash; both stores now have expansive
As
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recording and mail-order catalogue sales departments.
Nestled in between Manny's main store and a Sam Ash
satellite storefront on the south side of the street is an almost
anonymous doorway with a brass -plated intercom. Inside, a
long, white corridor leads to a private elevator that
transports you from the bustle of the street into the tasteful,
gracious reception area of Right Track Recording. Like the
street it's on and like the business that it's in, Right Track
has changed over the years. What has kept it successful,
claims owner Simon Andrews, is that he's tried to keep the
changes as far ahead of the pack as is prudent in the volatile
studio business environment that the intensity of a place like
New York City engenders.
`The thing about New York is, for all intents and purposes
as far as recording studios are concerned, its really just the
island of Manhattan and just the midtown part of the island,
and what that means is that you're dealing with the most
intensely, vertically driven, real -estate market in the world,'
the wiry Andrews observes from behind his orderly desktop on
a grey -skied weekday morning, in his own London accent
that's resisted 25 years of exposure to New York patois. `LA is
a horizontal place with lots of space; in London, you can be
anywhere from Knightsbridge to Mayfair to Chelsea. But in
New York, the business is almost completely confined to a few
square blocks.'
While many studios do populate other areas of Manhattan

EAST

and New York's outer boroughs, Andrews is referring to the
cluster of nominally regarded world -class studios of New
York: Right Track, Power Station, Quad Recording, Sony
Recording and The Hit Factory a few blocks north and west.
And midtown has traditionally housed their forebears, such as
the late Media Sound, Automated Recording, A &R, Columbia
Recording Studios and RCA Recording Studios, which loom as
both ghosts and mementos of New York's once and possibly
future position as the centre of the music recording world.
That has changed over the years, Andrews acknowledges.
However, he considers the changes cyclical in nature, and he
has made a recent and very serious investment in the future
of both Right Track and New York, betting that New York's
number is up again. The studio, which has operated two
rooms since it moved to its present location in 1979, added a
third room this year, Studio C, with an expanded version of
the SSL G that once occupied its Studio B. Studio A now
houses a new SSL 9000j desk, and Studio B had a new Neve
Capricorn digital desk installed earlier this year. All this was
surrounded by an extensive refurbishment of the facility's
interior design and wiring. Once the dust had settled,
Andrews immediately began planning for the next round of
upgrades, and reflective of the competitive atmosphere of New
York's mean and lean studio environment, he prefers to
remain secretive about what that will ultimately entail.
`All you'll get are "no comments" from me on that,' he says,
with a thin, purposeful Cheshire cat smile.
Despite Andrews' reticence regarding the future, Right
Track's past and present offer plenty of insight into what it
takes to be be successful in a place like Manhattan. The short
answer is, as one might suspect, money and a willingness to
part with it; the deeper answer reveals the need for an
intuitive ability to perceive market permutations before
anyone else does and the testicular fortitude required to act
on them.
Andrews, a guitarist and keyboard player manqué in his
native London, came to New York in 1969 as marketing
director of new line of cosmetics from 1960s British fashion
designer Mary Quant, innovator of the miniskirt and one of
the moving pop -cultural forces of an era, spearheaded by the
Beatles, in which the term `gear' was not used to represent
technology but taste. Unfortunately, while Carnaby Street
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Control room B showing the Capricorn console
took over US fashion like the Beatles dominated American
radio and record sales, Quant's cosmetics line went quickly
and quietly to the charnel house of couture, despite Andrews'
efforts. What he ultimately got out of the deal was a one -way
ticket, an American wife, a lifelong fascination with
Manhattan and an opportunity to revitalise his musical
aspirations. His attempts with a local band proved slow -going,
but in the process he perceived a gaping hole in New York's
studio base.
`The big studios sort of owned the town and treated acts
with small budgets rather arrogantly,' he recalls of the period.
`I saw a niche opportunity for a small studio that would cater
to that kind of act.'
So was born Right Track Recording, in 1976, with an
8 -track Ampex tape deck and an MCI console in a cramped
space on the corner of West 24th Street and Sixth Avenue.
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Andrews quickly upgraded to 16
tracks, then to 24, becoming a oneroom, all -MCI studio with a steady
client base of band demos. The niche
approach worked well until the late
1970s and the first appearances of
personal recording equipment, such
as the Tascam 8808 open -reel 8 -track
deck, the initial beachhead of what
would soon come to swamp the
industry under the rubric of the
project studio.
In 1979, Andrews made a critical
decision to join the ranks of the
studios he once found so imperious,
and armed with a credit card and
abetted by a heavy dose of sweat
equity, he leased a floor in the
building that now houses Right Track
on 48th Street and, with design and
engineering assistance from long -time and current
associate, Engineer-Producer Frank Fillipetti, for three
years operated two locations, serving his original clientele
downtown with the older equipment and building a more
upscale client base on 48th Street, using a 56 -input MCI
500 Series console and Westlake monitoring. In 1982,
Andrews closed the downtown studio and consolidated
both rooms on 48th Street.

The critical curve
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What was not consolidated was the split market; the two
different locations were serving different clientele bases
-downtown continued to cater to low- budget demo projects
while the uptown studio aimed for major label projects. The
new 2 -room Right Track was designed to focus on and
pursue the latter. And Andrews maintains that his choice
of console for the new main room was critical and as much
a function of serendipity as anything else.
`When we were building the new room we really had no
idea what console was going in there,' he recalls. `Frank
[ Fillipetti] had been been in London for six months
working on a project there and that's when he first ran
into the SSL board, which was rather new at the time. He
told me about it and we would up buying the second SSL
in New York [Power Station had bought the first one a
year earlier]. What was fortuitous was that SSL had
gotten their software together in the six months between
when Frank encountered the board and when we took
delivery of it.'
What Andrews is referring to is, in retrospect, a turning
point in console development. From the late 1970s through
the early 1980s console automation was a relatively new
concept and the learning curves for the initial versions
were steep and complex. Andrews believes that Right
Track's acquisition of the SSL at a time when its
automation interface had just evolved to the point where it
was far more transparent to itinerant engineers that had
become the norm in New York (staffers were being phased
out throughout the industry during this time) was a
linchpin for the success of both the studio and SSL in New
York. (New York's position as an advertising jingle centre
also drove the SSL juggernaut locally; the desk actually
acquired a cachet of sorts among agency types who
otherwise would be stalking the control room muttering
comments like `Could I hear that an octave faster ?')
`As a result, we were ahead of the curve in which SSL
boards sort of swept New York studios at a time when

they were easier to interface with,' Andrews says. `At first
it seemed like a bit of risk; it was a new console for the US
where Neve had always been the frontrunner. But it's
acceptance in the UK was a big factor since at the time
British studios were still perceived as leaders, and once it
was installed, the phones began ringing.'
Producer Ed Stasium was the first to use the SSL at
Right Track on J Geils' lead singer Peter Wolf's first solo
effort, followed by a record for glam -rockers Kiss. Within
months, Right Track installed a second SSL in its B room,
replacing the ageing MCI desk.
'It was a matter of a trend,' he observes. `Up till then,
New York was a Neve-Studer A800 town. We caught the
trend as it was shifting to SSL and digital machines.'
By 1985, Right Track was riding the crest of a wave that
saw New York City become the apparent centre of the
recording universe once again, before New York and the
other major music centres began to feel the undertow of the
project studio phenomenon. That year, the studio found
itself consistently near the top of the Billboard charts;
Andrews has one week's chart from that watershed year
framed in his office that shows the studio with four of the
week's top ten singles and 10% of the Top 100 Album chart,
including all or parts of records from Simple Minds,
Whitney Houston (her first No 1 record), Robert Palmer,
Journey, Aretha Franklin, Freddie Jackson, Charlie Sexton
and the Rolling Stones' Dirty Work LP.
While this was in retrospect the high -water mark of
New York's music stock, the period secured Right Track's
position as one of the leading rooms in the city, even as
New York watched as the cracks caused by project studios
and the globalisation of music genres and production
widened into the beginnings of the fractured, fragmented,
multiple -chart music industry of today.
Andrews is philosophical about what has happened to
New York: `You can't look at a location and say this or
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colour schemes, which were
then applied to the rest of the
studio as part of an overall
refurbishment of the facility,
technologically and

aesthetical.
The introduction of the
Neve Capricorn in Studio B
was based on Andrews feeling
that a digital console would
become a necessity in the
near future, if not
immediately. `The [all -digital]
technology isn't ready to
sweep the market just yet,' he
says. `But eventually
everyone is going to want to
be able to record on 24 bits.
The Capricorn has been
around a while now and it's
gone through its phases of
development just as the early
SSLs did a decade or so ago.
But it's going to be an ongoing
process to make the interface
more and more user -friendly.
The point is, we got into it at
Control room C with SSL SL4000 G Plus console, AT &T DISQ and Genelec 1035 monitoring
a point that's ahead of the
curve as far as what the
that about it based upon where things are at at the moment,'
mainstream wants, and I think it'll still be years before the
he says reflectively. `If you look back from the early fifties
curve straightens itself out.'
onward the music has gone `round between London, New
In the meantime, Andrews says, there are plenty of artists
York, Los Angeles and Nashville on a cyclical basis. In the
who want the all-digital desk that aren't mega- budget acts
1950s it was in New York with Bell Sound, which had all the
but of which there are enough to make it worthwhile, from
hits and was an amazing facility. Then it moved to London in
jazz acts that can pay the approximately $2,000 daily rate to
the 1960s with the Beatles, to LA in the 1970s with the
get an entire record done totally digitally in a day or two to
Eagles and Linda Ronstadt, came back to New York in the
spot work on album projects, such as the vocal work Carly
1980s and now seems to be moving to Nashville, although it's
Simon did there with Fillipetti or the string dates Ray
RIGHT TRACK
also spreading out to places like Seattle and San Francisco.
Bardani has recorded for Luther Vandross
`But New York is already seeing a resurgence of music
`In the meantime, our technical knowledge in the area of
35ft x 35ft x 15ft
recording and what's going on with the studios here reflects
digital desks is increasing by leaps and bounds,' he adds. `I
main recording room with
that: Hit Factory's new facility spent untold sums as is very
think the console is ready for mainstream use; it's that the
three iso booths; 96-input SSL
successful-Michael Jackson booked three rooms for a year
user base, the engineers, isn't completely ready for it. But it
9000j with 48 tracks of
there; the large Sony facility opened up; other studios are
will be.'
DiskTrack integrated
expanding; and we added our third room, as well as an
Right Track's experience with at least two generations of
hard -disk recording and
SSL 9000j and a Neve Capricorn. It's not like it was in the
switchable E and G Series EQ
SSL desks and now the Capricorn underscores how what was
on each channel; Sony 3348 v2.1
1980s, with lots of sex, drugs and rock 'n' roll, but it's
once an intuitive philosophy has now become an operational
digital and Studer A800
definitely a resurgence.'
imperative as large, leading edge music -recording facilities
analogue multitracks; Genelec
now find themselves in something of a niche in the age of
1035 main monitoring.
personal recording environments and proliferating global
recording studios. While not faced with the bewildering array
25ft x 32ft x 15ft
Right Track's expansion was delayed by that quintessentially
of noncompatible digital- audio-workstation decisions that post
main recording room with two
New York obstacle of vertical real estate. Andrews waited
houses have to deal with, music studios like Right Track have
iso booths; 72 -input Neve
over a year for the adjacent floor space to become available.
to make critical and expensive technology decisions
Capricorn; Studer D -827 and
Planned since late 1993, the new Studio C opened in April of
nonetheless that will keep them several degrees of latitude
A800 MkIII digital and
this year with the SSL 4000 G Plus Series console-now
ahead of the pack on a technology curve that gets pricier and
analogue multitracks; Genelec
expanded to 100 inputs -from Studio B. The console also had
more profligate each year.
1034A main monitoring.
an AT &T DISQ digital mixing core added to it in May of this
What you also need to add to the equation is that music is
year, further expanding its capability. Aesthetically, Studio C
still a very intuitive process,' observes Andrews. `I don't see
25ft x 18ft x 21ft
also retains a New York flavour, with original brick and inlaid any real change in the hardware for some time to come; it's
main recording room with
timber beams from the 1890s structure serving as much as a
the software that will really be driving things. But I still see
15ft x 3ft x 7ft balcony;
visual motif as an acoustical purpose. Designed by Fillipetti to lots of tactile surfaces, which I think are necessary because as
100 -input SSL 4000 G Plus with
E and G EQ, Ultimation and
be a sharply reverberant overdub and vocal room, it has a
logical as all this technology seems to want to make music,
AT&T DISQ Digital Mixing
number of angles and nooks that allow for almost infinite
you need things to have serendipitous accidents on, because in
Core; Sony 3348 and Studer
room mic placement combinations. Fillipetti and Andrews laid music, accidents can be beautiful.'
A800 digital and analogue
out the basic design of both the recording and control rooms,
multitracks; Genelec 1035
and Studio Chief Technician John Herman did the wiring.
Right Track, 168 West 48th Street, New York, NY 10036,
main monitoring.
Studio Manager Nancy West added the interior decor and
USA. Tel: +1 212 944 5770. Fax: +1 212 944 7258.
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With more than 20 years of innovation, Fairlight is today
delivering the most sophisticated range of Digital Audio
Workstations available. 200 plus installations are meeting the
most stringent creative and technical demands of world class
organisations in film, video post and music production.

If you've been waiting to see who is really setting the
standards, and who is being chosen by the industry's leading
professionals, just look at some of MFX's clients. These
organisations do not commit to a fundamental new
technology lightly.
Fairlight's MFX3 can give you the edge, so call your
local Fairlight office or dealer for a demo over a
piece of cake and champagne to celebrate Fairlight's
21st year of innovation.
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SADiE
G

it's such a blindingly
obvious idea, think it's
because
going to appeal to a lot of

u

I

people,' says Joe Bull,
Managing Director of the British Studio
Audio and Video operation. In fact,
SA &V's latest SADiE development is
such a good idea that attracted plenty of
admiring, if not envious, attention at its
recent Audio Technology 95 show launch.
The unit in question is the SADiE
Portable, a luggable', fully- specified
version of the desktop SADiE packaged
in a Pentium PC the size of a large
briefcase and weighing around 251ós.
`We've been waiting for the technology
to catch up with the idea,' claims Bull.
`With recent improvements to portable
computers, and in particular the
advances in colour LCD screens, the
quality and cost have now made it a
realistic proposition.'
Although the SADiE Portable is not a
battery- powered laptop, that technology
is still some way off yet, it provides a
solution to some of the more persistent
requests that SA &V have received over
the last couple of years.
`One of the reasons for putting the
Portable together was in response to
some of our BBC radio customers.
Producers in particular wanted a system
they could work with at home.
Traditionally, before the advent of hard disk editors, producers would stick a
Revox and a stack of tapes in the back of
their car, and carry on editing a
programme at home. Providing them
with that facility again is very
appealing, and we can imagine a
situation where a number of producers
would have access to one SADiE
Portable as a shared resource.'
Also with radio in mind, Studio Audio
are currently investigating an ISDN
option for the system. `We feel there is
likely to be demand for ISDN on the
system in the future and we know of
various ISDN solutions that would
potentially work well,' says Bull. 'As the
public service networks start expanding,
I think there will be easier ways for
people to get access to ISDN on an
ad hoc basis as opposed to a permanent
installation, and this obviously fits in
well with the portable concept.'
Apart from SA&V's radio customers,
other users had also suggested a
portable system, including a number
from the classical music sector which
Bull feels will be a strong market for the
system. `I think initially the system will

Taking the DAW into the field- SA&V's SADiE Portable
appeal most to the classical market
working in 20 -bit and over. Recording
directly to a portable system that offers
full editing capabilities without any
upload time has very real advantages,
and people are excited about that.
'It also has applications for location
film and TV work, where the ability to
do some pre- editing could be invaluable.
It allows decisions to be made there and
then about whether an edit is going to
work, rather than hoping the studio will
be able to sort it out later-which, as we
all know, can sometimes prove a very
expensive gamble. Its acceptance,
though, is totally dependent on people's
working practices, and I certainly don't
see it taking over from Nagra -D and
DAT overnight. Where I do think it will
start to be used is for fast turnaround
TV work, where recording direct to a
removable hard disk will significantly
speed up the production process. With
25% of SADiE sales now going to

postproduction there is a good argument
for working this way.'
Another area where Bull sees
potential for the system is with hire
companies. Apart from its obvious
portable advantages, the self-contained,
ready-to -go nature of the system make it
very attractive as a hire -in item to edit,
compile and even PQ (standard now on
all SADiE editors) finished mixes.
Although the Portable uses the same
cards and software as the desktop, it

Taking digital nonlinear
recording on location is
the sole aim of SA &V's
new SADiE system.
Patrick Stapley reports
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differs in one respect by being fitted with a 4Gb
removable drive rather than the standard 2.1Gb
removable. But can the system accommodate even
larger drives if necessary?
'It will be able to,' claims Bull. 'The only trouble
at the moment is that with a box this size you are
very space limited, and at the moment anything
bigger than a 4Gb drive is in a 5V4-inch format
rather than a 3'/2 -inch format. Once the technology
allows we will be able to supply larger drives, but
what we're talking about here is continuous
recording time and the 4Gb drive gives you
6'/2 hours of stereo which is pretty good. Also you
have to remember these are removable drives, so if
you get low on recording space you simply load in a
new drive, log it on, which takes approximately
10 seconds, and off you go for another 6V2 hours.'
The system is currently restricted to mains
power and although Joe Bull can see the
advantages of a battery-powered system, the
technology as it stands does not really cater for it.
'It would be wonderful, but the trouble is that with
any current disk editor, it's the disk drives that are
the killer because they need an awful lot of power to
spin them up, also the cards are designed to work
from mains. Having said that, you could in theory
power the system using a car battery and 12 volt
DC to 240 volt AC adaptor, but the problem then is
that you're going to have to lug around heavy
batteries which would rather defeat the object.'
There is a half-way solution currently being
developed independently by UK company Rolec.
Called the SADiE Mobile, this is a battery-powered,
16-bit hard-disk recorder (1Gb) which uses the
SADiE file format and is primarily aimed at
news-gathering applications. The system operates
rather like a DAT recorder, and is said to have a
battery life sufficient for 100 minutes of recording
time. Being in SADiE's native format, there need be
no disk transfers or lengthy upload times.

In use
SADiE Portable's first customer is classical
producer and engineer Trygg Tryggvasson who has
bought the system for his company Modus Music.
Icelandic born Tryggvasson formerly worked at
Decca between 1960 and 1973, followed by a
15 -year stint at the University of East Anglia where
he ran a music recording course. When funding
ceased, Tryggvasson along with student Marianne
Freeman formed Modus Music which has since gone
from strength to strength and now offers full
recording and postproduction services. Modus
became one of the first companies in the classical
world to purchase a SADiE editor and with the
imminent delivery of the Portable, the company will
soon own three SADiE systems.
'For some time we've been looking hard at other
media to record on,' says Tryggvasson. 'Everything
we do is 20 -bit and is currently recorded to either
Mitsubishi X86 or Nagra -D. We looked at the Sony
PCM-9000 but the media costs on that were so
astronomical that our clients simply would not
have accepted it.
'It occurred to me that since most of the work we
do involves the full production process, if we could
record straight onto the editing system where it has
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to end up anyway, there could be an efficiency that
would translate into lower costs for our clients and
a more convenient way of working for us as well.'
Taking into account SADiE's ability to archive to
Exabyte at five times real time, its support for M -0
discs, and its virtual multitracking capability,
Tryggvasson realised that the system offered the
basis for a recording system that could move in

many different directions.
'It struck me that a portable system could be put
together quite easily. Knowing of a couple of
portable PCs with suitable card slots, the Toshiba
6600 and another by a company called Colossus,
I came to the conclusion that the Colossus system
was the way to go because it was a more standard
system and cheaper. I worked out all the figures
and was about to put an order in for the computer
and get the SADiE cards, when I discovered Studio
Audio were working along exactly the same lines.'
Rather than pursue his DIY route any further,
Tryggvasson decided to let SA&V do the work and
put an immediate order in for a SADiE Portable.
'We expect to take delivery of the system any
day now, but at this stage it's too early to say
which project we'll use it on first. However, we will
definitely be using it to record the Royal Opera
House records which we're doing for Conifer where
it should help simplify things hugely.
'The potential for having the recorded audio
within the editor on location is enormous. It gives
us the option of performing edits at the time which
is ideal. Funnily enough we got to that position just
before I left Decca in the 1970s, by sending an
editor to every location recording. However, digital
through everything sideways and the practice
inevitably changed. Now with this system we're
able to return to that again, and this kind of
integration is going to open up some very
interesting ways of working.'
Apart from the ability to check on location how
an edit will work, and play edited passages to the
conductor and artists, Tryggvasson believes it
will also be possible with certain recordings to
assemble a great deal of the material during the
sessions themselves.
'In instances where there are longish takes, it's
perfectly feasible to start putting things together
during the recording sessions. I know, for example,
that Marianne Freeman could easily edit together
two takes ready for playback in the time it takes
people to walk from the studio to the control room.
Instead of ending a session with a mass of editing
notes and scribbled scores, we will have the
beginnings of a physical edit which is a wonderful
thought because that's when it's really fresh and
you're deeply involved in it all. The other thing, of
course, is that if you're stuck in a hotel room
between sessions, you may just feel like piecing
takes together, and here again the system makes
really efficient use of time.'
All the drives used by Modus are removable 2Gb
IBM devices, and five of these have been set aside
for use with the SADiE Portable rather than using
the 4Gb drive that was originally specified.
The only awkward thing I can see at the
moment is the freeing-up of hard drives. Unless
you have dozens of them, which gets rather
expensive, you are bound to be in a situation where
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SADiE PORTABLE

Portable PC by Colossus
customised by Studio Audio
Intel Pentium 75 processor
VESA graphics card

4out digital card,
analogue and time-code card
SADiE software
SADiE cards: 2 -in

8Mb RAM expandable to 128Mb

One 1.44Mb diskette drive
One 540Mb high speed IDE hard drive
One 4Gb removable hard drive

Active TFT Colour LCD VGA Screen
IAn external monitor may also be connected)
102 -key

detachable keyboard with

12

function keys

Mouse or trackerball
200W, I10220V switchable power supply

Carrying case
System dimensions:

18.1

inches x 9.1 inches x 7.5 inches (WHD)
Weight: approximately 251ós

they have to be freed -up. With Exabyte we can
archive in a 20 -bit format which is then 'oven
ready' for our SADiE editors back at base. I
imagine after a session is finished we will backup
the day's work in this way if we need to reuse the
disks-of course during the recording we will also
record in parallel to two Nagra-Ds.
'I will also be keen to try recording direct to
magneto-optical, which I would think will be
something we'll do more and more in the future.
Very soon it will also be possible to record directly
to Exabyte in real time and we will certainly be
trying that too. The great thing about the SADiE
system is its versatility and the choices open to you.'
'Over the last few years we've been in an
environment where there has been no de facto
standard for high -bit recording. The SADiE route
seems altogether more sensible and logical. By
recording straight to the editing medium you avoid
upload time, you can do the editing on location if
you wish, and you create a truly integrated system
where the engineer and editor talk the same
language. The whole thing makes perfect sense.'
The price of the SADiE Portable works out to be
approximately 507c more than than the desktop
version-this is mainly due to the increased cost of
the portable against the standard PC, and takes
into account the Pentium processor and larger disk
drive. RRP in the UK is just under £9,500.

Studio Audio and Video Ltd, The Old School,
Stretham, Ely, Cambridge CB6 3LD.
Tel: +441353 648888. Fax: +441353 648867.
Europe: Studio Audio Distribution in Europe
GmbH. Tel: +49 711 3969 380.
Fax: +49 711 3969 385.
US: Studio Audio Digital Equipment Inc.
Tel: +1 615 327 1140. Fax: +1 615 327 1699
Australia: Audio and Recording.
Tel: +612 3169935. Fax: +61 2 666 3752.
Thailand: KDM Trading.
Tel: +66 2 318 2724. Fax: +66 2 318 6186.
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SOUND PROCESSING

THE RESURRECTION
rir

he lengths that sound
engineers have to go to in
order to produce convincing
results for the cinema shows
yet again how closely related sound and
picture are. Be it intergalactic cruisers
or T Rex footsteps, the sound is there to
convince the audience that a 2 -D
picture on a screen has an additional
dimension of reality.
However, these audio engineering
efforts are not devoted solely to SF or

special action features, and the recent
film by Belgian Film Director, Gerard
Corbiau, on the life of the celebrated
castrato, Carlo Broschi (aka Farinelli;
1705-1782), required the use of purist
stereo recording techniques allied with
the latest computer software for treating

the human voice.
The major technical problem in
creating the soundtrack for the film
resided in the fact that most of the arias
that were written for castrati are
unsingable today, due in part to their
extended ranged and technical
virtuosity. As the film -entitled
Farinelle, it castrat-is virtually the
biography of a `voice'. Since the voice is
central, it presented the greatest single
hurdle that had to be cleared in order to
make the production credible. But who
were the castrati and what made them
so special?

For reasons best known to itself, the
Catholic Church of the 16th Century
decided that women were unsuited to
sing in church choirs This po;, (hr
1

immediate problem of how best to
substitute for the missing voices. The
solution was a cruel and radical one:
castrate the best boy singers before
puberty so that they would retain their
`angel voices' and thus be able to
maintain the female vocal role within
the major church choirs.
However, other, vocal, advantages
appeared to accompany castration. The
range of the castrati was often as wide
as three- and -a -half octaves, covering
virtually the alto and coloratura soprano
registers. Added to this was the fact that
the larynx stayed small and very supple
and the vocal cords remained short,
allowing vocal virtuosities such as
cascades and sweeps of notes. Upon

reaching maturity, the castrati
developed chest size, lung power,
physical endurance and strength which
often exceeded that of a normal adult
male. The consequence of all this was
that they were able to sing very
powerfully, sustain long notes (Farinelli
was known to be able to hold a single
note for over a minute) and sing long
phrases of over 200 notes without
appearing to take a breath.
Furthermore, they could perform vocal
gymnastics such as rapid large
intervals, cascades of notes and trills.
To composers such as Monteverdi,
Purcell, Handel and later, Mozart, the
voice of a castrato was as great a boon
as the latest synthesis techniques are
today and it did not take very long for
the castrati to be integrated into the

burgeoning development of opera
outside the church.
The darker side was that most of the
boys selected were from the poor classes
of Southern Italy (the parents seeing an
opportunity for financial security) and of
the 90% of the boys that survived the act
of castration, barely 10% were able to
make a singing career.
The most successful, however, were
highly trained singers who were feted as
superstars in a manner that was easily
the equal of the extravaganzas of today.
Coming back to the present, the
question still remained -how to `create'
the voice of a castrato and based on
what information?
The practice of castration was finally
forbidden at the beginning of this
century but several recordings of poor
quality on wax cylinders do still exist.
However, the bulk of the information
had to come from written reports and
from the evidence of the musical scores
that had been written. The research in
the latter area even turned up pieces
that had been hitherto thought to be lost.
To coordinate the musical side of the
film, Director Gerard Corbiau turned to
noted Musicologist and Voice Specialist,
Marc David, who was to work with
Conductor, Christophe Rousset. This in
turn led to a telephone call the classical
recording engineer Jean -Claude Gaberel
in Switzerland.
`I have a slightly crazy project which
may interest you,' the call went. `It
concerns the recording of an orchestra
together with two separate voices in
order to create via editing the voice of a
castrato. I warn you, this will mean lots
of work and lots of patience. Do you think
it is possible and are you interested ?'
Being a man for a challenge, Gaberel
was instantly interested. The proposition
was to record a Baroque orchestra with
two separate voices, counter -tenor and
coloratura soprano, which would then be
edited to form the playback recording for
the shooting of the film. The voice
recordings would subsequently be
treated at IRCAM in Paris in order to
create a single voice out of the two. The
result would then be remixed and laid
back for the final soundtrack.

The recording
!

11111.P.- .
Farinelle, il castrat was recorded on Nagra -D and edited on a Sonic Solutions system. Vocal
processing took place at IRCAM
38
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The original idea was to record the
orchestra separately and then dub the
vocal tracks one by one in order to
achieve maximum separation.
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Fig.1: Voice processing-IRCAM: general synopsis
However, it was soon evident that the

interplay between singer and orchestra
was vital to the final result and that
the strain of'multitracking' due to the
inherent vocal technical difficulties
would produce results unacceptable
from an artistic standpoint.
In order to obtain the vocal range of
Farinelli, Soprano Ewz Mallas Godlewska
and Counter-Tenor Derek Lee Ragin were
chosen to sing the arias. Both singers
were well -versed in Baroque vocal
techniques and would sing the parts that
fell within their respective vocal ranges
-each part being recorded individually.
The sessions started in August 1993
and were held in the hall of the Metz
Arsenal in France. The hall features an
excellent acoustic due to virtually
all -wood surfaces and a reverberation
time of between 2s and 2.5s. Dimensions
of the room are 51.5m x 26m x 15m and
an important characteristic of the
reverberation is that it is linear over the
whole frequency range, thus providing a
rich sound uncoloured by resonances and

with high definition on the instruments.
The recording was made on a
Nagra -D digital 4 -track recorder, with
two separate vocal tracks and a stereo
orchestra track. The first decision to
make concerned the orchestra
microphone technique.
An artificial head would leave poor

separation between voice and orchestra
and an M-S pair was considered
unsuitable for music. The solution
adopted was a pair of Sanken CU -44X
cardioids in an X-Y configuration
together with a specially modified (by
Jean -Claude Gaberel) AKG C414
hypercardioid for the voice-all three
microphones grouped together on a
single `tree'. Mono-compatibility was
also a very important requirement for
screenings in mono cinemas.
This method would cover the artistic
requirements (it was found early on
during rehearsals that it was extremely
important for the singers, conductors and
musicians to have visual contact during
the performance) while providing
20dB -30dB of separation between voice
and orchestra.
To say that Jean-Claude Gaberel is a
perfectionist is an understatement
-however, his results more than justify
what may be considered by some as an
excessive attention detail. In order to
achieve the highest possible sound
quality, analogue microphone
preamplifiers of his own design were
combined with 20 -bit A-D convertors
and placed next to the musicians. The
signal was then sent via AES -EBU to a
Nagra -D with the microphone cables
being Van den Hul (Gaberel: 'There has
been a lot of mumbojumbo concerning

cabling but there are also a lot of audible
differences'(. Monitoring was via a pair
of Perspective Studio 5 speakers (yet
another in-house design) and Metaxas
audio electronics with all cabling by
Audioquest. Headphones were Sony
MDR1OR and Grado Signature.
The final result are a marriage
between the two vocal interpretations
that were considered to be closest to the
idea of what Farinelli's voice would have
sounded like -and it is a tribute to the
musical skills of Conductor Christophe
Rousset and the orchestra, Les Talens
Lyriques, that the tempi varied
extremely little between the different
takes with the two singers.

Music documentaries are
nothing new -and
substituting a modern
performer for a dead virtuoso
is equally commonplace. But
a recent film of famous

castrati Farinelli brought
unusual audio implications
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data base. For example, every a / phoneme sung
mezzoforte by the soprano at a pitch of
415Hz-520Hz could be associated with the
database phoneme a / sung mezzoforte by the
counter-tenor in the same range. In practice, the
information is not hard -coded and can be given in a
parameter file. This makes the transformation
process much more flexible by allowing the
selection of multiple versions with differing
characteristics to be selected from the database
and thus the production of more dramatic changes
such as changing phonemes.
The morphing technique used to create a single
voice out of the two consisted basically of modifying
the spectral envelope of the soprano voice to match
that of the counter-tenor. This was achieved
through the used of a phrase-vocoder with filtering
in the frequency domain. The technique was
further refined by improving the estimation of the
spectral envelope in the low frequencies through
the use of time evolution for the frequency and
amplitude of the partials (poor estimation can
result in incorrect reference timbres and emphasis
of some of the partials of the orchestra).
In practice, the spectral envelope is not necessarily
stable during a vowel note. A colouratura-soprano
changes the shape of her vocal tract, for instance,
when singing a cascade of notes over the same vowel.

Jean-Claude Gaberel Recording Engineer for Farinelle, il castrat

Editing at IRCAM
Once the recording was finished, it was sent back to
the Sonic Solutions Quatro 4 -track digital editing
system at Gaberel's studio in Switzerland in order
to create the basis of the film music soundtrack.
'I chose Sonic Solutions as it appeared to me to
be one of the very few systems on the market to
have a conception that is really professional as well
as a total transparence for the signal.
Notwithstanding, there were some quite intense

telephone calls between Fontaines and California
in order to improve the system even further.'
Some 3,000 edit points later, the playback work
copy for the start of the film shoot was ready and
from this point onwards the length of the music
tracks could not be altered. Gérard Corbiau
started shooting and the voice recordings went to
IRCAM in Paris.
The task facing the team at IRCAM (Institut de
Recherche et de Coordination Acoustique I Musique)
under the direction of Philippe Depalle was to take
the two voices and combine them into one. The
synthesis of two voices rather than voice synthesis,
an important difference. Subsequently the two
voice tracks were transferred in 24 -bit format to
the IRCAM alpha 600 computer and the work
could start.
The separation between voice and orchestra
(sometimes being as low as 20dB) imposed certain
restraints on the processing that would be used at
IRCAM, and this added to the challenge. The
other primary consideration arose from the use of
two singers: the perceived dynamic was often
different between the two and when this occurred
in the middle of a phrase, sounded like phrase
attacks. (Fig.1 shows the main elements used in
40 Studio Sound, July 1995

Additionally, tremolo correlated to a vibrato effect
will induce a variation upon the amplitude for each
the voice processing.)
partial which will be superimposed on the scanning
It was decided that the final voice would approach of the spectral envelope.
that of a counter -tenor and the first step was to
The estimation of the spectral envelope for the
modify the timbre of the soprano parts by a process
mid (2.5kHz -5kHz) and upper (above than 5kHz)
called `voice morphing' (similar to video morphing).
frequency bands remains valid due to the wider
The second step was to make the voice sound
shape of the formants. However, if the spectral
more `boyish' by global modifications such as
envelope is constant for a given vowel note, the
selected attenuation in the high frequency bands to
global amplitude will be modulated and fluctuate
reduce breathiness and modifications to the spectral according to the degree of tremolo. It is also
envelope in order to give a brighter response.
important to note that in the upper frequency
This heavy processing started with the building
range, the average level is perceptually more
up of a reference voice database; due to the
important than the actual shape of the spectrum.
predominance of vowels over consonants, only the
After seven months of intensive work at IRCAM,
former were processed. However, this still required the `voice' of Farinelli was ready for the world and
the establishment of a data base containing the
for the final mix with the orchestral tracks.
three vowel- timbre components, namely: phoneme,
However, Jean -Claude Gaberel's nerves were
or pitch, intensity, for each vowel note. As the
put to the test -believing that nothing could be
songs are all in Italian, only the a/ el il o/ u l
more simple than to mix tracks of exactly the same
phonemes were used over chromatic intervals from length, he found that the treatment of the voice
185Hz- 987Hz, together with three levels of
had changed the wavefronts and envelopes of the
intensity: piano, mezzoforte and forte. For practical vowels, with the result that the voice no longer `sat'
reasons, this data base was not extended to cover
within the mix. There was nothing for it but to
the whole intensity range, and intensity rules
adjust all the edit points and 1000 edits later the
(Rodet et al, 1989) were used to compute the
resurrected `Farinelli' turned in a musically
missing fields.
convincing performance with the orchestra.
Once the database for the reference voice had
The edited version was copied at 24 -bit resolution
been established, the various musical phrases had
to the Nagra -D for the final mix in 16 -bit Turbo Bit
to segmented in order to create elementary
Mapping for the CD release and transfer for the
portions in terms of singer, phoneme, pitch, power
film version.
and begin -end time. Precise pitch estimation was
As a personal comment, it is on seeing the film
made via new frequential method.
that one starts to understand the impact that the
The first pass for a segment was made
virtuoso castrati had on the public of their day.
automatically on the fundamental frequency
Listening to the CD (on Auvidis Travelling, matrix
evolution with a second pass being made manually
number K1005) is an enjoyable experience but the
in order to adjust the begin -end times on the
combination of the visual with the aural seems to
vowels and provide the singer and phoneme labels.
take everything that much further. Strongly
The reference voice file allowed segment in the
recommended for all those interested in the history
voice to be associated with a target phoneme in the
of music.
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-

Audio Playground, Florida

Mike Stock's Studio - London.
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The Otd Farmhouse
Ash Hill Road
Ash Hampshire GU12 6AD

England
Tel + 44 (0)1252 318700
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SOUND CONTACT
dCS discrete multi -bit

oversampled DIA
converter
Discrete `Class A'
balanced analogue
output with adjustable
level
Fixed level
unbalanced monitor

output
Dual bandwidth PLL

A

L

C

T

E

L

COMPONENTS

XLR type connectors

with

insulation displacement contacts
Authorised distributor for Alcatel Components Products:

ADAM HALL LIMITED
dCS 950 Digital to Analogue Converter

UNIT 3, THE (ORDWAINERS, TEMPLE FARM INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
SUTTON ROAD, SOUTHEND -ON -SEA, ESSEX 552 5RU
TELEPHONE:

Data Conversion Systems Limited

(01702) 613922

TAX:

(01702) 617168

P8P ELECTRONICS LIMITED
UNIT 22B, ABBEY MANUFACTURING ESTATE,
MOUNT PLEASANT,
1NR
WEMBLEY, MIDDLESEX
FAX 0181 -903 0954
PHONE 0161- 903 9061

PO Box 250, Cambridge, CB4 4AZ, England
Telephone: +44 (0) 1223 423299
Fax: +44 (0) 1223 423281

Email: dcs950 @dcsltd.co.uk

Sound

Broadcasting
Equ ¡ pment
Show
An exhibition of SOUND

S ES

Incotporato9

broadcasting equipment for
use in radio and TV attended
by Chief Engineers, Engineers
in Charge, freelance sound
recordists and everyone else
interested in broadcast sound

Radio Academy's TECH CON a one day conference for
those interested in all aspects
of engineering for radio.

In 1994 Exhibitors included:
Audio Developments
ASC Ltd

Soundcraft
Sony B'cast
Audix B'cast
Digispot
Sonifex
NTL

Held on Wednesday 8th November
Call the Radio Academy on 0171 323 3837 for more info

-i
Harris Allied
Clyde Electronics
Vortex
Beyer Dynamic
Canford Audio
Dolby Labs
Phoenix Comms
Weirlcliffe Inter.

Alice Soundtech
Nicral
Cunnings Recording Assoc
Audio Technica
APT
Audio Design
... and many others

Further Information on SBES available from:

POINT PROMOTIONS

46, Wallingford, OXON. 0X10 OXP, UK
Phone +441491 838575 Fax: +441491 832575
PO Box

CONSOLE PURCHASING

PICK

'N' MIX

Record Plant owner Rick Stevens seated at the facility's new SSL 9000 j console
When I took over the Record

Plant there were only two
studios -the classic Tom
Hidley rooms. One was
SSL and one was Neve equipped. At first,
we seemed to grow rooms in twos, split
off into Neve and SSL. We brought in
design architects studio bau:ton who
added the Atrium and the two new suites
and who did the general renovation. At
the time, having those Neve VR consoles
was a positive thing-we had some key
Neve clients: Ed Cherney, Mick Gazauski
and Dave Reitas (who likes both Neve
and SSL but who very much liked our
Neve board). We had built the largest
Neve console ever -and that console
served us very well.
In terms of rooms, we had the SSL 1
suite, with a 96 -input SSL 8000G, and
48 channels of E and G-Series EQ and
Ultimation, and SSL 2, with the
72-input SSL 4000G and 32 channels of
E- Series and 40 of G- Series EQ. In an
interesting aside, that board is our
oldest SSL, but it is still very popular for
mixing. Van Halen mixed their recent
Balance CD in there, and Producer Mike
Fraser works in there a lot -he is in
there now, mixing AC/DC. But after our
expansion, we had two SSL suites and
two Neve VR suites, Neve 1 and Neve 2.
Because I'm neither an engineer nor a
producer, my console choice is largely
dictated by my clients. Probably 85% of
the decision -making process is based on
input from my customers, while the
other 15% has to be a consensus from

me and the key technical engineering
people on my staff that we are heading
in the right direction.
The market for a console is somewhat
fluid, so there are changes in what a
client base wants from time to time. It is
a dynamic situation; what your clients
are going to feel is the best thing for
them and I think any studio owner has
to be able to listen to his customers and
to where technology stands at any given
point in time. And, if you are in a
position to do so, to change your console
to reflect the best that is out there.
We keep records as to requests that we
have had
think we are quite good at
tracking major categories of information
that can help us to do our job better. We
ask clients what they would do to
improve things. We ask them their
opinions as to individual pieces of
technology that are in the marketplace.
For example, when SSL were about to
announce the 9000 -Series console, we
were invited, along with some other
studio owners, to fly people to the
factory to experience it. They asked us
for two or three people from our team
and I said I'd rather send my Chief
Engineer and some clients. So we sent
Jim Rice, my Chief Engineer at the
time, and Jon Gass, the Engineer from
the LA and Babyface team. They flew to
England on my behalf to give me input.
Throughout the process we were talking
to our clients on a day -to -day basis,
listening to their input, and when it
came to decision time, involving them.

-I

Mixing it
At the moment, mixing is a very
important part of Record Plant's
business, and in the mixing domain,
SSL have more or less captured the
lion's share of the market. When you
have four major studios, every one of
them is significant to your business
well-being. You want to see each one of
them with the equipment that will give
maximum customer response. The
decision, for us, was made because so
many people are able to do high -level
recording at home now, so it was a
conscious decision: the Record Plant
feels that is in its interest to specialise
in the category of mixing.
If you are focusing on mixing, there
clearly is a predominant position for
SSL at this time. We believe it is

Currently celebrating his
fourth year as owner of the
legendary Record Plant
complex, Rick Stevens
discusses some of the
reasoning behind the
console purchasing
decisions he has made
4:3
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The Record Plant clientele. Introducing standing left to right: Carmen Rizzo (Seal); John Jones (Duran Duran); Grammy
Award winning Engineer Ed Cherney (Bonnie Raitt, Jackson Brown). Back row: SSL's Chief Engineer John Mansey; Media
Holdings Group Chairman Richard d'Abo; SSL West Coast Vice President Phil Wagner; (behind him is SSL's Russel Keys);
Mixer Tavi Mote; SSL's Trainer Karen Down; Producer Bill Drescher and Mrs `D'; Mr Bonzai. Front row: Mixer Guzauski
(Mariah Carey); behind Mick is Record Plant/EFX/ Vice Président/Engineering John Hurst; Record Plant/EFX Chairman Rick
Stevens; Producer John `Tokes' Potoker; and Mixers Tim Bomba and Jeff Lord-Alge
more lucrative for us to respond with all SSL
product so we are, in terms of our major studios, an
all-SSL house at the moment. We are also one of
the first people in the world to take the new
SL9000j console with DiskTrack. We think it is one
of the best sounding SSL consoles that has ever
been manufactured, and at the same time it is
familiar to all SSL users. That is a good
combination for us.
Over the last two months we've added the 9000
where the 96 -input Neve was and renamed that
room SSL 3. And we took what was known as
Neve 2, our biggest, live,tracking room, put in an
SSL 4080G Plus with Ultimation, and renamed it
SSL 4. So, even in rooms that have tracking space,
we have SSL consoles.
Of course, Record Plant is famous for its large
supply of tube mics and vintage gear, that has
always been part of what we offer. So if people
want anything like that to complement an SSL
console it is available. With the 9000 we don't
think we need vintage equipment because SSL not
only came up with better functionality than they
have ever had for mixing, but they came up with
something that may be one of the best sounding
consoles ever.
I find it interesting that Alan Sides, owner of LA's
Ocean Way/Record One, is putting in a 9000 too.
Sides had resisted SSL for a long time as he is very
fond of old Neve and API technology. But my friends
at SSL tell me that he, too, now says the 9000 may
be the best sounding analogue console he has heard.
The first client in on our 9000 was Mick
Gazauski who took the console on its shakedown
cruise. Rose Mann, Record Plant's Studio Manager,
got him in to try it. He was a big fan of our
96 -input Neve that was in that room prior; he liked
the room, and he responded to our request that this
was something that he should check out -and it
44 Studio Sound, July 1995

was a good thing. Gazauski, the long-time Neve
fan, commented to me, `SSL finally got it right-it's
comparable to any analogue console ever built in
terms of its sound quality'.
The first client behind Gazauski was Babyface.
He has his own studio in town here now, but for
certain vocals and what -not he wanted to try out
the 9000 board. I think any artist in his position,
even if you have your own studio, is going to
wander to the mothership kind of studio to try new
technology, or for them to supply a recording
environment that the artist may not have in their
own place. And that's what Record Plant is all
about. We know that the capability to record at
home has dramatically increased, and the quality
of what you can do in a home environment has
increase, and we know that many major
professionals have certain level studios of their
own to work in. We want to be a step beyond that.
We want to be the place you come to finish your
record or where, if you're a star, you come to do the
special project. And we are succeeding at that.
We have a very electric mix of music going on at
Record Plant -Nine Inch Nails may be working in
one room while Barbra Streisand is mixing in
another. The only common denominator is that
they are the best in their fields. They include
different musical categories but they all seek the
same kind of good stuff.

New technologies
It also helps in our decision making that we have a
fifth room that we call the Mini -Plant. It is not
really a part of the commercial mainstream of the
Record Plant but a room that allows us, without a
lot of risk, to expose new technologies to our clients
and for them to get a chance to have hands-on
experience, so that when it is time to make

equipment decisions we are up to speed. Not just
from having seen it on the AES showroom floor,
but with having lived with it for periods of two to
three months at a time. That has been very
valuable for us.
Recently, we had the Euphonix CS2000 console in
there. Subsequent to that, the people at Siemens
audio allowed us to use one of their Neve Capricorns
for a period of time. When somebody's new exotic
gear is not there, we will typically have a project
studio console. That is what is happening now, with
the Sony MXP3000. That room is continually going
to change in terms of boards. It will take the nature
of high level project or preproduction studio with a
project board when we are not using it to expose and
play with new technology.
We are also working with AT &T to install a
DISQ system. We are very interested in welcoming
the top people in Nashville when they come to Los
Angeles. And the AT&T system has had great
response at Masterphonics in Nashville. They have
an SSL console with the AT &T DISQ Digital
Mixing Core, which allows all the controls on the
console to become like a work surface for a digital
environment. It is at studio now, and we are simply
waiting for four open days to install it in SSL 2. It
will probably be in service by mid July.
Again, it is a really dynamic situation for us. It
is an ever changing marketplace, and the job of any
studio owner is to keep in touch with those
changes. Right now we're an all -SSL house. Two
years from now, who knows? If something comes
out that our clients feel the need for, you can bet
that we will have one of those in there as part of
our equipment inventory.

The Record Plant, 1032 North Sycamore
Avenue, Hollywood, CA 90038, USA.
Tel: +1 213 993 9300. Fax: +1 213 466 8835.
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Audio 8:2 Valve Mixer

Valve 4 band eq & mix amps, balanced
busses & outputs. Class A discrete
option. Link facility for 16, 24, 32 etc.
channels. Free standing or rack mount.
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Dual Valve Mic Pre- amp /DI
Mic & instrument inputs, peak LED,

+48v phantom power, switchable
sensitivity, variable gain control, rack
ears included.

^eerj
Dual Pentode Valve Pre -amp
Transformer coupled mic input, +48v
phantom power, input/output gain
controls, front panel instrument input,
Phase reverse switch, Filters.

ive your recordings the rich, warm

Audio Valve EQ
2 channels x 4 band valve EQ,
TL

balanced mic

&

glow of Valve Technology,

series of valve based mixers and signal processors from

TL

modular 8:2 Valve Mixer and you'll get

switch.

a

smoothness of sound, very low

noise floor and a quality of construction that only TL Audio can deliver.

love with them from the start"

Audio Media. "An openness and depth of sound that surprised

me...remarkably clean performance"

Audio Valve Compressor

Pre-amp valve compressor, balanced mic

inputs, +48v phantom power,
AUX inputs, variable 'soft knee'
compression.

"I fell in

quiet"

-

2

outstanding"

-

-

-

Mix. "The HF

is

Audio Media.

Worldwide Distribution Tony Larking Professional Sales Ltd. Letchworth, SG6

1A14

TL

-

420 0718

superb...Incredibly

Studio Sound. "The presence was

Experience the glow of valve technology from

MROUP
Canada & USA:
Sascom Marketing Group
Tel: +905 - 420 3946
Fax: +905

Magazine reviewers the world over agree:

& line

SASCOM

Choose the EQ, Compressor, Pentode Pre -Amp, Mic Pre -Amp/Di or

lines, +48v phantom

power, front panel AUX input, bypass

TL

a

Audio.

Audio.

(UK). Tel: +44 (0)1462 490600 Fax: +44 (0)1462 490700

For United Kingdom sales
Tony Larking Professional Sales Ltd.
Letchworth, SG6 - 1AN (UK)
Telephone +44 (0)1462 490600
or Fax +44 (0)1462 490700
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Old faithful -the analogue ADM console that refuses to give way to a more modern system
producing today's movie
soundtracks is becoming an
increasing complex process.
No longer can a small- format
console handle the myriad assignment
and signal- processing tasks that are
required during the rerecording of a
multichannel film mix. When you
consider that the music, effects and
dialogue engineers will be producing a
variety for submixes that also need to be
recorded onto separate tracks as the

various elements are simultaneously
blended together to produce the master
Dolby Stereo, SR-D, DTS, SDDS and the
other release formats, it is small wonder
that today's dubbing consoles require
more input, output and monitoring
flexibility than ever before.
For many decades now, Todd -A0
/Glen Glenn have offered editorial and
mixing services for the international
film and video community. With
facilities in Hollywood, Santa Monica
and New York, Todd -AO /Glen Glenn's
operation is considered by many film

directors and video producers to be
second to none. When it comes to
providing state-of- the -art sound editing
and rerecording facilities, the
organisation places particular emphasis
on leading -edge technologies. When, in
early 1994, engineering staff at
Todd -AO's Hollywood facility were
reviewing the current complement of
mixing consoles, they came to the
undeniable conclusion that the ADM
console in Stage 2 was in need of some
technical care and attention.
According to Bill Ritter, Todd -AO's
Supervising Engineer, `We had owned
the ADM board for around 10 years and
during that time had added Flying
Faders automation. During 1994,
however, we began serious deliberations
about what features the ADM console
lacked, and how we might bring it into
line with today's requirements.
`At the top of our "wish list" were
more output groups, accessible from the
music, effects and dialogue sections, and
assignable transport controls. Often

during a complex rerecording session,
the crew will need to record multiple
stems and submixes, in addition to the
multichannel master. As the mix
progresses, there will be many occasions
when the mixers will do a pickup
recording. by dropping in and out of
record during an update pass of a mix.
`The ADM also needed some

Against a rising tide of
digital systems, Hollywood's
Todd -AO have recently
reinvested in their faithful
old ADM analogue dubbing
console. James Douglas
investigates the
analogue alternative
47
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off-the -shelf 486 -based PC, which connects via an
RS -485 interface to the modules and system
electronics located within the mixing console.
All computer -controlled switching is achieved via
custom -designed FET arrays. As Toby Foster

exisonsImm.
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Supervising engineers from left to right: Dale Manquen, Toby Foster and
Joe Martinson from Martech; Bill Ritter and Dave Tourkow from Todd -AO
enhancements to its logic systems, to provide
flexible control of record -safe and punch-in for tape
machines and mag transports. Having worked with
Martech on several previous occasions -the firm
had installed the Flying Faders automation to six
of our dubbing consoles, and custom equalisers for
a Quad -Eight console-we called them in to look at
the console in Stage 2.'
Enhancements added to Stage 2's 65- channel, 3man ADM console included new input modules and
microprocessor -controlled routeing, monitor
formatting and machine control systems. The
project started in late July 1994, when engineering
staff from Todd-AO and Martech first met to
discuss the console upgrades, through September,
when the fabrication and rewiring stages were
started, until late December, when the console was
commissioned. In total, the entire project took just
four months. The installation involved the design
and fabrication of 20 custom-developed I -0,
routeing, interface and related PCBs.

Martech
`The basic strategy behind the upgrading of Todd -

AO's ADM console was relatively simple, ' explains
Martech's Project Manager, Toby Foster. `Working
closely with the engineering staff, we identified two
main areas that needed to be addressed. Firstly, we
elected to improve productivity by providing more
I -0 assignment controls. The custom ADM board
was originally designed for TV dubbing, with
65 inputs, laid out as 20 dialogue, 20 music and
25 effects channels, routeing to four main buses.
`To dramatically improve productivity during
film dubbing, we decided to increase the number of
buses from 4 to 32, laid out as four groups of eight,
with stereo panning added to every input. A series
of microprocessor -based Bus Routeing Control
modules, accessible from three areas on the console
surface, can route 72 channels to 16 odd/16 even
buses, with companion Bus Routeing Displays.
48
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Now, an engineer is able to route an input source to
any combination of buses. We also increased the
number of auxiliary outputs from three to five per
channel. We added monitoring functions for all
film -release formats, plus improved machine
control and monitoring control for each section.
And, while we were redesigning the console I -0
topology, we included provisions for adding more
channels, up to a total of 72 from the current 65, at
a later date.
`Secondly, to allow Todd-AO /Glen Glenn to
maintain and enhance its competitive position, we
added the ability to switch quickly between
various film and tape formats. A total of 100

system setup memories provide snapshot storage
and recall of all bus routeing, monitoring, and
machine control assignments.
`In essence, we felt that by adding more
capabilities to the existing ADM console, Todd -AO
could avoid buying a digital console prematurely;
they could wait for the functionality and
ergonomics of emergent designs to surpass current
analogue consoles. And, while waiting for the price performance ratio of digital consoles to improve,
the facility could monitor the speed with which the
production and postproduction infrastructures was
converting to all -digital dubbing.'

System components
For many years, Martech have been developing a
series of products aimed specifically for use in
film dubbing theatres. During the refurbishment
or upgrading of a scoring stage, Martech's
custom -designed bus routers, monitor formatters
and machine controllers are intended to quickly
fill a customer's requirements. To simplify
maintenance, each of the custom-designed
products share a common architecture, and
utilise similar components.
The master microprocessor controller for
Todd-AO's revitalised ADM board comprises an

recalls: `We performed extensive listening tests with
relays, and decided that we could make a far better
sounding switch with our proprietary design.
Although we'd be the first to concede that a physical
on -off switch might provide the `ultimate' switching
element, we need to reset these crosspoints; our
proprietary computer- controlled FET element
sounds virtually identical to a hard switch.'
The Martech Bus Assignment module will assign
and recall routeing setups for as many as
128 inputs assigned to 32 outputs, and can be
configured to support 2- channel and 4- channel
panning. The 32 outputs are available in four
groups (AD) of eight buses each. Each section of
the console can be provided with independent
control of input- channel routeing for that specific
section; recalling a stored I -0 setup will only affect
those input channels that are accessible from the
relevant console section. Up to 100 presets in each
section can be stored to the system controller's
hard drive, and recalled at a later date.
The 64 -input Monitor Format module supports
selection of both direct and playback sources for
each input. The engineer can define how each of
the eight channels of five Monitor Input Groups
(A
plus External) are routed to the eight
monitor outputs that feed the playback system on

D

the rerecording stage. Each channel can be routed
to one, several, or none of the eight monitor groups
which, in turn, feed the various loudspeakers
channels to develop discrete or matrix- encoded film
and video release formats, including Dolby Stereo,
Dolby SR -D, Digital Theatre System, Sony SDDS
and others. The metering outputs can be
reassigned for various metering formats. Presets
can be set up that define to which output(s) each of
the eight channels is routed. Again, up to 100
presets can be stored and recalled at a later date.
The Monitor Output module allows selection of
any of three monitor loudspeaker output sets, with
monitor -level control and mute. The module also
displays the Monitor SPL (adjustable 75dB- 105dB),
with controls for inserting external signal
processing or an Academy Filter. The three
separate monitor outputs are labelled main, small
and mono. The Main setting assigns the eight
outputs from the Monitor Format module to the
associated replay assignments, which are defined
by their relative position and orientation to the
mixing console. (For example, an SDDS-compatible
monitor replay system would have loudspeaker
channels labelled as Left, Left-Inner, Centre, RightInner, Right, Left- Surround, Right-Surround and
Subwoofer, to reflect their physical location behind
the projection screen and in the rear of the dubbing
stage.) The small setting assigns the Left and Right
Monitor Formatter outputs to the console -mounted
L -R speaker pair, while mono sends a monaural mix
of all eight Formatter outputs to the designated
mono loudspeaker output.
The Record Control module provides selection of
the Record Buses (AD) as well as the Record Control
and Direct- Playback monitoring of the tracks to be

OFT HF AL!

The final mix breathes life into the body of the visual'
medium. From the subtlest foley effect to the roar of let
engines, the audio must create a convincing experience
for the audience. Each ac_or's voice must be treated like
that of a skilled vocalist. The orchestral score must be
combined with dialog and effects without losing detail
and dynamic range. This fina stage is the culmination of
all the time, talent and investment that has gone into

the production.

The Euphonix CS2000P provides the ultimate sound quality
mix. Its EQ
and digital manipulation capabilities for the
and dynamics perform wel beyond other analog designs. The
audio isn't digitized so it re:ains maximum resolution, dynamic
range, frequency response, and timing accurazw. Version 2.5
software takes the complexity out of multi -fcrmat mixing.
Instant reconfiguration of every control is done with the press
of a button or triggered to code. Sophisticated 9gnal processing, film panning and stemming is provided forgery input.

CS2000P

Euphonix

Audio Post
London (Europe)
(171) 602 -4575
Fax (171) 603 -6775

LA West US & Internat'I)
(8 "8) :66 -1666
Fax (818) 766 -3401

fill

New York (East US)

Nashville (Cer:tral US)

(212) 302 -0696
Fax (212) 302 -0797

(615) 327- 2933
Fax (615) 327 -3306

Palo Alto Headquarters
(415) 855 -0400
Fax (415` 855 -0410
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INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
AUSTRALIA: AUDIO SOUND CENTRE
Tel: 02 901 4455 Fax: 02 901 4229
Contact: Geoff Grist
AUSTRIA: AKG ACOUSTICS
Tel: 01 866 54 256 Fax: 01 866 54 549

Contact: Reinhold Flied!
BELGIUM: T.E.M. S.A.

controlled from each mix section. Also provided is a
comprehensive Monitor Solo function, as well as
complete Transport Motion Control with muting. The
64 -track machine controller can be configured with
parallel outputs for driving either film and -or tape
transports. Unlike music recording consoles, film
dubbing requires extended flexibility for record safe ready switching, as the final soundtrack mix is
produced. Normally, the stereo /surround -sound mix
is prepared in sections, by dropping or punching in
across both the master multichannel outputs, as well
as any M &E stems and other submixes that might be
made simultaneously. For, example, during the
preparation of a Dolby Surround film soundtrack, the
dubbing crew might simultaneously record a master
four-track LCRS (Left, Centre, Right, Surround) mix,
a 4 -track Music-only LCRS, a 6-track dialogue-only
LCRS + C1+ C2, a 6 -track Effects -only LCRS + L +
R, plus the matrix-encoded Left- Right.
Martech also manufacture a series of microphone
preamps and equalisers. The mic preamplifier
features a custom-designed, mic- input, transformer
and discrete amplifiers, while the parametric
equaliser utilises a new circuit topology.
The mic preamplifier and equaliser are key
components in painting the `sonic portrait' of a
rerecording session,' considers Shawn Micheal,
Martech's Product Manager for modular products.
`Rather than simply combining an off -the -shelf
transformer with an IC, we recreating our own
version of a popular classic transformer design.
After six months and dozens of transformer
A

BRIEF HISTORY

OF

included fast scanning interfaces, motorised
faders, high -resolution CRT displays and
excellent ergonomics. Although a prototype
32-channel system was constructed, Martinsound
chose to concentrate on the development of the
console's moving -fader automation system.
Subsequently, the Martinsound Flying Faders
automation system was unveiled in 1988.
Flying Faders' high performance and ease of
use soon attracted the attention of Neve
Electronics, original developers of the NECAM
moving -fader automation. Neve elected to
exclusively license the Flying Faders design, and
included it in V- Series consoles. As a result,
Studio Sound, July 1995

Tel: 2 466 5010 Fax: 2 466 3082

Contact: Guido Van De Vijver
CANADA: STUDER CANADA LTD
Tel: 416 5101347 Fax: 416 5101294
Contact: Dave Dysart
CZECH REPUBLIC: AUDIOPOLIS
Tel: 42 2 322 552 Fax: 42 2 323 069

Contact: Jan Adam
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The bottom line
'We are very happy with the refurbished console,'
confirms Todd -AO's Bill Ritter. We have worked
with Martech on several other technical projects

and have been impressed with the firm's attention
to technical details. During the upgrade of our
console we also took the opportunity to refurbish
the machine room and upgrade the monitoring
system with active crossovers. The project
proceeded very smoothly.'

Todd -AO/Glen Glenn, 900 North Seaward
Street, Hollywood CA 90038. US.
Tel: +1 213 962 4000. Fax: +1 213 466 2327.
Martech, US. Tel: +1 818 281 3555.

MARTINSOUND AND MARTECH

Briefly, Martinsound is a developer and designer
of custom equipment for the audio recording and
production industry. Previous projects have
included custom equalisers; enhanced system
electronics; computer-controlled routeing and
control systems; upgrade electronics for EMT -140
echo plates; and the Flying Faders moving-fader
automation system, marketed by AMS Neve.
The company was founded in the early 1970s by
Joe Martinson as a freelance recording service. In
1975, Martinsound moved into its present
22,000ft2 facility in Alhambra, which also features
a studio designed primarily for large orchestral
sessions, including TV and film scoring.
In 1985 Martinsound began the development of
a Virtual Console that featured an all- digital
control surface and a remote rack containing the
audio circuitry. Technology for this system
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redesigns, we had a transformer that could beat
every top competitor in a listening shoot -out.'
'We had already developed a very musical
equaliser to use in a Todd -AO /Glen Glenn console
upgrade for Stage A. The only noise increase upon
inserting this new equaliser into the signal path is
due to boosting a frequency band; the flat EQ
setting contributes no excess noise We love the
warmth of tubes [valves], but recognise the
practicality of solid -state designs. Our
"compromise" was to design both tube and
solid -state front ends for the mic preamplifier.
The mic transformer and amplifier following the
transformer are where the "colour" of the sound is
captured. Our customers can choose the product
that best fits their tastes.'

Martinsound produced all Neve Flying Faders
systems for the first year, achieving a rate of one
automation system per day by the end of 1989.
The following year, Neve began deliveries of
Flying Faders systems from its Scotland factory.
Martinsound, now known as Martech (for the
Martinsound Technology Division), continues
limited production of custom Flying Faders
systems for the US market.
Martinsound has always had a passion for
superb audio quality,' concedes company
President Joe Martinson. `These efforts have
included investigations of gain -control elements
using VCA, MDAC and various forms of rotary
and linear faders; `warm sounding' equaliser
circuits that introduce a minimum of excess noise;
and switching elements that are less audible than
the common variety of relays and FET switches.
This technology base has been applied to custom
products manufactured for the film
postproduction market. and to a new family of
modular outboard components.'
Martech's facilities include multiple CAD
stations for schematic capture, PCB design and
packaging design, special software development
stations for automation programming, a large
assembly area and a machine shop.
`Most important,' Joe Martinson concludes, `is
the crew of dedicated designers and
manufacturing personnel who can quickly turn
new ideas into working product.'
`
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EUPHONIX CS2000
Euphonix' digitally- controlled
analogue console now
incorporates Snapshot
automation and
MIDI Machine Control.
Dave Foister offers an update
Euphonix are by no means the
only company to have taken a
fresh look at the way a mixing
console could or should be put
together, but their combination of what

they regard as the best that analogue
and digital technologies have to offer
has attracted plenty of attention and
found homes in a wide and ever-growing
range of applications.
The Euphonix CS2000 system draws
the eye at a trade show because of its
unusual wafer-thin profile-the console
itself is no more than a few inches thick,
with a raised section at the back for the
various displays. The reason for its
slender cross -section is the fact that it
contains none of the audio electronics,
being a true remote- control surface. The
entire audio path (with the obvious
exceptions of talkback and monitor
headphones) is mounted in a separate
tower which, with the control computer

and power supplies, can be sited in a
separate machine room. The audio path
is completely analogue, with channels
built on horizontal trays in the tower,
giving full modularity and easy access
for service. The control of all the desk's
functions, on the other hand, is digital,
which not only allows the console
surface to be compact and remote but
allows every function in the system to be
automated and recalled. Euphonix'
proud boast is that the entire system
can have all its parameters totally
reconfigured within one video frame.
Various approaches have been
adopted to the business of digital control
of a mixing system, very often with the
emphasis on compactness and
assignability. Many of these ideas have
alienated engineers used to traditional
desks as they lack the immediacy; in
many cases calling up a function and
tweaking it with nudge buttons simply
will not do, and there are controls whose
physical presence on the board cannot
realistically be dispensed with, no
matter how fast and intuitive the
replacement system is. Euphonix have
addressed this problem by laying the
CS2000 out like a conventional in-line
desk, with all the controls they feel an
engineer is likely to want within
grabbing distance retained on the
channel strips. This means that it looks
far more like a conventional desk than
some digitally- controlled systems, and
this has several consequences. It makes
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Digital Studio Controller at the centre of the CS2000
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learning to use the CS2000 far easier
and quicker than becoming familiar
with some such systems; it makes using
it faster and more comfortable; and it
makes it less apparent to the casual
observer that the Euphonix is genuinely
different from the traditional console it
physically emulates, which has,
perhaps, given rise to some confusion as
to what it actually does.
Each channel strip is impressively
comprehensive, with no less than six
inputs, three direct outputs, and a full
complement of routeing buses and aux
sends. There are two complete
equalisers, each with variable frequency
high and low -shelving sections and two
overlapping fully parametric sections,
and a total of four signal paths, as both
upper and lower faders can handle
stereo signals. If they are working in
mono, the channel therefore gives full
EQ on both paths, with none of the
usual necessity to split out bands to the
monitor path. If either fader is working
in stereo, the two EQs can be ganged
together to give true stereo EQ. The
standard system (see sidebar) comes
with 24 group buses and two stereo mix
buses, and four aux sends. The auxes
can be augmented in multiples of four
up to a maximum of 48.
The input-output possibilities are
particularly flexible, making use of the
programmability to exploit the various
direct outputs. The channel has two fully featured inputs, accepting mic or line
level with phantom, phase reverse and
gain trim, and four non -adjustable
line -level inputs. Each block of the signal
path-the two EQs, the two stereo
faders-can be fed from any one of these,
and each block in turn can be routed to
any of the three direct outputs. This
makes it simple to configure the line level
ins and outs as insert points anywhere in
either path, or to have a stereo pair of
microphones on one fader and the stereo
tape return from those mics on the
other-the setup offers tremendous
possibilities. Assigning all this routeing is
done very simply from the central control
area, of which more anon.
The standard four aux sends can be
configured as two stereo pairs or two
mono sends and one stereo, and can be
placed pre or post either of the channel
faders. The four sends can be
individually assigned to eight auxiliary
buses, giving once again a remarkable
degree of flexibility. While additional
sends are controlled from the central

CONSOLE

area, the stock four have real knobs on
the channels, and in stereo use one acts
as Gain while the other controls Balance.
Besides the controls already
mentioned, each channel has mute and
solo switches for each fader, and a pair
of meters on the back- bridge section.
A new addition is a pair of 8- character
electronic scribble strips for identifying
the two fader signals, situated above
the meters. For the functions not
covered by the channel strip's dedicated
controls, each fader has an associated
ATTENTION key. This places the chosen
channel's other parameters, such as EQ
and routeing, on the central panel for
further adjustment.
The central panel now carries the
feature which has done more than
anything else to bring the whole
Euphonix concept together, the Digital
Studio Controller (DSC). This handles
many of the desk's master functions, as
well as individual channel adjustments,
for which it makes imaginative use of

the prominent colour screen, not a CRT
but an active-matrix colour display. This
very bright, low flicker, high resolution
display effectively bridges the gap
between real controls and virtual ones
-the actual knobs associated with it are
continuous rotary encoders but the
screen representations make it easy to
treat them as real pots. The main basic
function handled by the display is EQ.
Not only does the DSC show the
positions of the chosen channel's EQ
controls, but it also carries a plot of the
resulting curve, moving in real time to
reflect changes. The graph shows
coloured bars indicating the ranges of
the bands, and its horizontal axis can
show musical note values as an
alternative to Hertz. Immediately below
the screen are 12 continuous rotary
encoders which correspond to the knobs
shown on the current screen, with
associated switches and a set of four
function keys whose purpose is clearly
displayed -in the case of EQ they

perform functions like switching EQ in
and out, and altering the scale of the
display.
Another display deals with auxiliary
sends, showing master -send controls
complete with user -labels as to what they
are feeding and individual output -level
bar meters beside the controls. If more
than the standard four auxes are
installed, the extra sends for each
channel are also controlled from here,
twelve at a time.
One of several options on the CS2000
system is dynamics processing, available
in outboard sets of eight processors.
Each processor offers the whole range of
dynamic treatments including
compression, limiting, gating, expansion,
de- essing, ducking and combinations of
these, and has two digital filters in the
side chain for frequency-conscious
effects. Since the processors are
outboard, they have to be physically
patched into the console, but are
controlled from the DSC using the
53
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presented on the
screen.
Given the
amount of digital
control flying about
the CS2000, it
stands to reason
that the automation
facilities are going
to be pretty
comprehensive, and
in fact there are in
effect three
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The active-matrix colour display is an integral part of the DSC
most impressive of its displays.
The lower part of the screen shows all the
controls, with numeric values for the settings as
well as all the knobs' positions. Three meters are
displayed, two across the top for input and output
levels and one vertically at the side showing gain
reduction. This ties in with the central display, an
output versus input graph showing the gain
function set by the controls. As if this were not
enough, a little red ball darts about the screen
showing the actual result of the processing, giving
the clearest indication possible of how the chosen
time constants are affecting the deviation from the
set curve. This visual representation of what the
processor is doing is unique in my experience, and
is not only useful
for setting up
processes but an
unparalleled aid to
educating trainees
as to what a
dynamic processor
is doing. Indeed it is
hard to think of any
aspect of the
processor's
behaviour that is
not clearly
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Holland. Mendell Songs, Gd Waalwijk

separate and complementary control systems
fitted. The first and most obvious is dynamic fader
and mute automation, which automates every
control on the channel strip -both faders, mutes,
pans, and all the aux sends. Note that there are no
moving controls on the channels, but the usual set
of null indicators together with the familiar options
as to how to make a control `live' do the job. There
are, however, two moving faders on the DSC, which
assume the positions and the roles of the currently
selected channel faders allowing instant touch
writing. Mix management is handled on the DSC's
screen, showing the history of all the mixing so far,
the pass tree, and allowing up to 99 levels of undo.
All of the selected channel's control moves are also
shown graphically against time.
Alongside the dynamic automation is Snapshot
Recall, which resets the entire desk to a stored
setting within ' /ao second. Because of the nature of
the Euphonix system, this is a true reset, with the
electronics instantly configured to the stored
settings with no laborious nulling involved. The
dedicated controls on the channel strips may, of
course, be in the wrong physical positions, but the
aforementioned null LEDs allow settings to be
matched if changes are required. The power of the
system is that the desk is restored to exactly the
way it was when the snapshot was stored,
complete with all the internal channel routeings to
the various ins and outs, all EQ settings and the
position of the EQs in the signal paths, all
dynamics settings and all DCA grouping
configurations. The DSC also allows MIDI control
of outboard device settings, and these too are
stored in a snapshot.
The next step, and a feature recently added to
the system, is Snapshot Automation, where
snapshots can be selected on the fly and then fired
to time code. This ability to reset the entire desk
(and the outboards) automatically at a chosen
point, say as the verse goes to the chorus, with
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the dynamic automation still running alongside it,
gives awesome power for detailed automated
mixing. Further subtleties include the facility to
lock out parts of the console from the snapshots so
that they stay put whatever else happens.
The CS2000 now incorporates MIDI machine
control, complete with locators and looping, via
dedicated keys on the DSC. This is in addition to the
flexible RS422 or parallel control possibilities alredy
fitted. Here also are the keypads for overall control
of the automation, all the monitor controls, labelled
function keys for running macro commands (a set of
macros is included with the system) and 48 keys for
selecting channels as an alternative to the local
ATTENTION keys.
The CS2000 genuinely appears to put everything
you could ever wish for on a mixing console right
under your fingers. Despite its power, within
minutes of being shown how it was laid out I felt I

Rotary encoders on the DSC

could comfortably have run a session on it, so
intuitive is the control surface. Of course, none of
this would have any point if the sound was
anything other than first rate, and I was pleased to
find that every sonic aspect was just as impressive
as the control facilities. The EQ is detailed, precise
and above all musical, and the whole signal path
seems transparent and clean, delivering, as

Euphonix suggest, everything that analogue audio
has to offer.

If the Euphonix looked more outlandish and less
like an ordinary mixer, it might have attracted
even more attention than it has, although its very
familiarity is one of its strongest points. As it is,
the various configurations of the CS2000 system
seem to be finding their way into all kinds of
applications, and I think it is fair to say that
whatever you want from a mixing console you
would be foolish not to give the Euphonix a very
close look indeed.

CS2000 VARIANTS
The main review covers the basic Euphonix
system, known as the CS2000D. One of the
appeals of the concept is that there are several
hardware options, allowing the configuration to
be optimised for specialised applications.
Recently introduced is the CS2000B broadcast
console, differing primarily from the standard
setup in the routeing facilities on the channel
strips. This gives a choice of either six stereo
subgroups or 12 mono mix-minus feeds on each
fader, expandable up to 48 mix-minus feeds with
optional racks. The B version comes as standard
with the new MX464 Master Expander, optional
on other versions, which is a matrix and patchbay
providing 64 monitor inputs, multiple stem
4- channel monitoring, programmable record bus,
fader starts and reverse talkback. Standard on
the B variant and available on all the others are
redundant power supplies.
The CS2000P Audio Post System has different
routeing facilities again, with six stereo buses on
every fader where the standard strip has
24 buses on the upper fader only. This allows all
the faders to feed the multitrack and to access a
total of eight stereo mix buses during mixdown.
The P also comes with the MX464.
The film dubbing version, the CS2000F, has
similar routeing options to the P, together with

multi -surround mix buses. These can be
configured to any combination of film pan
formats, and multiple formats can operate
simultaneously with the correct pan laws in
place for each. Again, the MX464 is standard,
and later this year Euphonix plan to introduce a
larger monitor matrix to provide eight channel or
larger capabilities.
The CS2000M is not a variant of the system
like the broadcast, post and film consoles, but a
minimum specification of the standard music
system, with the idea that a project begun on a
CS2000M in one studio can be taken to another
M- equipped room in the knowledge that certain
of the options will be in place. Chief among the
specifications is the provision of at least one
dynamics processor per channel, together with
dynamics on the main stereo buses. Each
channel must have at least 12 aux sends from
the lower fader, and the desk must have a DSC,
although with the level of control the DSC
provides it is hard to imagine having a CS2000
without one. It is, however, optional, and it is
important to note that any size or version of
CS2000 can be upgraded in the field to any other
configuration and that it is part of Euphonix'
policy to be able to provide software upgrades to
any user of any version.
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FOR SALE

OR HIRE

Audio.

872672
FAX:
FAX: 01932 874364
TEL: INTERNATIONAL 44 1932 872672
FAX: INTERNATIONAL 44 1932 874364

SLUNG MICROPHONE AIMING CONTROL
SAVE HOURS OF RIGGING TIME

A.E.S. Pro
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AND OUTPUTS

INTELLIGENT AUTO RELEASE FUNCTION
AVAILABLE IN STUDIO AND BROADCAST VERSION

Distributed in the UK by:
Project Audio
Unit 1, 321 Essex Road
London
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0171 359 0400
Fax: 0171 359 3393
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YAMAHA 02R
a send -level pot referenced to an

Zenon Schoepe gets an exclusive
preview of the ground- breaking
Yamaha digital desk launched at
the UK Audio Technology Show
since the DMP7 digital
ixer, Yamaha have been
ntertaining themselves by
hocking the audio world.
ger
While the original mixer suffered from a
bad attack of the `ahead of its times', the
faders moved and it still sold by the
barrow -load. The affordable digital
mixer concept was pursued through the
DMP9 and DMP11 but it took the
DMC1000 to show what Yamaha could
do when they got serious.
Consequently, the launch of the
ProMix 01 a year ago was a
disappointment for some -although it
was ridiculously cheap and highly
assignable, it made no concessions to
recording work through such things as
the lack of busing. And where were the
digital I -Os for modular multitracks?
The 01 name suggested that there
was more to follow; that it should take
the form of the 02R surprised everyone.
The 02R desk will start shipping in
the fourth quarter of this year. It has
8 -buses with 20 -bit, 8 -times oversampled,
DA, analogue conversion, or AES -EBU,
or SPDIF, stereo -digital outputs. It is
basically an in-line desk although
facilities are not shared in the
traditional in-line fashion and each
input has fully parametric 4 -band EQ,
eight auxes, dynamics processing and
access to the two internal effects units.
The physical appearance and
presence of the board is compact but by
no means insignificant although it
seems strangely narrow width-ways and
deep front to back. The controls sweep
away towards the top of the desk and
surround a large LCD mounted almost
centrally in the surface.
There are 20 moving faders
corresponding to 16 mono channels and
four stereo channels plus an automated
main stereo fader. A word or two about
the configurability of the board would not
go amiss and centres around four slots on
the back panel which can be filled with a
variety of I -0 boards. As it stands in its
basic form, the 02R is a 24:2 desk but fill
the card slots with a combination of

associated bargraph display. There is
also a pan pot with stereo position
bargraph. An EQ in -out switch activates
the EQ and each of the four bands is
accessed individually on a button which
appoints knobs for bandwidth, gain and
frequency with numerical readouts.
A digital attenuator is built in to make
the most of the internal headroom that
the 32-bit DSP provides.
ADAT, Tascam TDIF or analogue I -0
Signal -path parameters that do not
cards and you gain 16- channels of tape
need to be accessed quite so often are
return to bring the input quota up to 40.
found in LCD pages and are adjusted
As already mentioned each of these signal
using cursor keys and a dial. These cover
paths is fully featured. If you need a bigger
system, then 02Rs can be cascaded digitally. such things as channel delay and phase
reverse but the LCD also shows other
Analogue inputs are processed on
parameter values graphically such as EQ
20 -bit ADs using a newer chip to that
curves and dynamics curves in a clear
employed in the ProMix 01. The first
16 channels have mic preamps with gain manner. A number of viewing options
pots and while the analogue front end to exist including a whole page display of
all parameters in a channel and global
the desk is the only section excluded
displays of selected parameters such as
from the automation system, the fact
that these pots are click detented makes all pans and all routeing.
Page recalls are refreshingly direct
pot settings reproducible.
and mostly a single button -press away
The first eight channels also have
switchable phantom power with A and B and Yamaha have managed to avoid the
need for lots of menu depths by placing
inputs for XLR or quarter -inch jack
most facilities on a single layer. Matters
allowing two inputs to be connected and
are assisted still further by the provision
switched between. These inputs also
of programmable `hot' keys which can
have analogue inserts fitted after the
jump to user -defined page spots.
mic preamp.
An optional meter bridge will be
Each channel strip has peak and
available but is not essential as there is
signal activity LEDs and continuing
12- segment metering on the LCD with
with the in -line analogies there are
adjustable fall time.
16 continuous pots dedicated to the tape
Auxes 7 and 8 are hard wired to the
return or monitor path levels -their
two internal, digital, effects units, which
positions being continuously displayed
are claimed to be improved versions of
at the bottom of the LCD regardless of
the SPX1000, and aside from
which page is selected.
management functions to handle these
Global Flip between these pots and
there is also a library function on the
the moving faders is achieved on a
EQ similar to that on the ProMix which
single switch and the digital nature of
has 30 factory presets and
the beast means that if you flip to
98- user -definable locations. The idea
monitors on the faders for a rough mix
here is is that stored EQ settings can be
setup and flip back the levels are
triggered from within the automation for
transferred immediately. Aux send
levels can also be set using the faders in instances where, for example, different
sounds share the same track on tape.
the same way. Priceless.
A full dynamics module is available on
Major signal -path functions are
every input channel plus the eight bus
accessed by assigning the chosen path
outputs and the stereo output. This is
via its SELECT button to a selected
Channel module where physical controls new technology that offers finer control of
things like knee characteristics with
are presented for the most commonly
metering of output and gain reduction.
needed channel parameters. It is here
Again dynamics can be fired as presets
that you set the routeing to the eight
from within the automation and can be
buses, the main stereo, direct out, and
keyed from itself, the channel to the left of
process stereo or mono channels.
it or Aux Sends 1 or 2 and can be pre or
Adjacent channels can be stereo pair
linked for all parameters and dynamics. post EQ. What constitutes the master
section of the 02R takes in the ability to
The eight auxes are accessed
individually with pre -post switching and monitor three digital and two analogue
59
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2-tracks in addition to Auxes 5 and 6 which are
intended as cues. There is also a studio- output
section and talkback facilities.

Automation
The 02R is totally, dynamically, automated but
can also employ scene snapshots in addition to the
aforementioned cues for EQ, effects and dynamics.
Fader positions can be filtered out from a scene
recall for instances, such as live sound, where
manual control of these is preferred. The moving
faders are Alps units and, interestingly, are not

touch-sensitive which has operational implications

for the fader -automation system.
The system will run to time code as any analogue

automation package with the difference that the
02R offers more than 3,000 automatable
parameters.
Mixes are recorded into static RAM which
always holds the current and the previous pass for
undo and comparison purposes. Additionally,
there are 16 memory locations for storing mixes
in, while longer term storage is via RS422 to
computer or MIDI bulk dump. The computer
add-on adjunct to the desk is still being developed
but is expected to take in library and management
roles for desk functions as well as added functions
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Digital Audio Hard Disk Sampler With Hot -Key' Presets
Features

Applications

1,000 Cut library

Radio and TV Broadcasting

8 Hour

Audio Storage

Television Production

Map 500 cuts for Instant Access

Live Theatre

10 Banks of 50 Hot-Key Presets

Video and Film Post

Stereo 16 -Bit Digital Audio Quality
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AIRMIX
The New 16 Channel Modular Radio Mixer Offering Amazing Versatility and Value

e Centralised Master

Triple Input Modules

Balanced Mic Inputs

Script Space

Dual Input Telco Modules

Full

Three Band EQ
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or LED. Metering
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for the automation. Indeed it is the automation
that is currently most `open' and still being refined
but the basis of what there is already is good.
Individual parameters can be selected for

automation with CHANNEL SELECT buttons acting
as EDIT buttons for activating drop in and out of
record and faders already feature a glide back to
previous data function.

Round up
The absence of any form of machine control is
perhaps the biggest omission on the 02R. The fact
that the moving faders are not touch -sensitive
removes some of the benefits of using motorised
faders in the first place, but as is the case with
any criticisms of the desk, it is important to
remember its price.
Upgradability and support looks set to form a
strong thread in the desk's future -proofing and it
is understood that it has been physically built to
facilitate chip changes.
The 02R is a very important product. If we
forget for a moment that the desk is digital and
just focus on the £6,000 (UK, excluding VAT) price
tag and look at the competition, on a pure features
per signal path equation there is little that gets
close to what the 02R offers in terms of traditional
desk facilities. You then need to increase the price
many -fold before you encounter a desk that offers
the same degree of automation.
To my mind the fact that the 02R is digital,
which is how Yamaha have managed to do this for
the money, only rears its head when you come to
the matter of interfacing to anything else and it is
quite remarkable that Yamaha should be the first
desk manufacturer to have surfaced with
interfaces dedicated to ADAT and Tascam TDIF
gear. Given that the installed user-base for these
machines is enormous, this area of the recording
market is ideal for the 02R and those who want to
keep their audio digital.
When digital technology first started arriving
one of its real buzz points was not just that it
would enable things to stay in the digital domain
and thus retain quality, but that digital would
ultimately enable things to be achieved more
cheaply compared to analogue equivalents. This

point has largely been overshadowed and digital
has become synonymous with expensive. The main
reason for this is that it has been the expensive
digital gear that has added value and
functionality and made life easier for its users.
Affordable digital attempts have continuously
failed to deliver due to operational shortcomings,
intended market immaturity and the fact that
they have not always made a great difference to
lives of the people who would buy it.
To my mind the 02R changes all this and will,
quite simply, revolutionise the project studio
sector. It's very able, very clever, it's very easy to
use, and it's priced right. You cannot ignore it.
UK: Yamaha -Kemble Music Ltd, Sherbourne
Drive, Tilbrook, Milton Keynes MK7 8BL.
Tel: +441908 366700. Fax: +441908368872.
US: Yamaha Corporation, 6600 Orangethorpe
Avenue, Buena Park, CA 90620.
Tel: +1 714 522 9011. Fax: +1 714 739 2680.

What do you like best about your DA-88?
"Built-in headroom. It makes a big difference
when you're trying to track quickly."

7

"MIDI synching

is so easy

and clean. It's hard to know where
the virtual recording ends and the

"I've had a lot of experience with TASCAM...
the dependability and the value. It was a norisk irn'estrrtcrtt for us."

taped recording begins."

"Bouncing. I can
bounce forever, it
scents. The DA -88
just doesn't distort
like other digital
decks."

"I like having the A/D and D/A converters on an interface
card because you can drop in a new card without having
to disassemble the whole machine."

"The TASCAM unit is clearly
more dependable."

It sounds great. Especially in
the upper frequencies."

"Tite seventy minutes of recording time
means we can do something we never
an entire perforcould before
»twice on a single piece of tape."

-get

"The sync card has
built-in SMPTE,
video sync and Sony
9 -pin. Perfect for our
video house."

"It locks up a
helluva lot faster
titan our other
digital multitrack recorder."

source, including

our DAT."

"The sheer number ofprofessionals
using the DA -88 system put paid to
any reservations I might have had
about moving into digital recording."

"We really like the convenience of the
Hi8 format. You don't get tape stretch,
you get nitwit more time per tape, and
it's really cost -effective."

"I can't help but notice the difference
in the sound. Unbelievable."

"With the sync
card it's so easy
to synchronize
our audio both
to video and
other audio

"The Hi8 format is a
superior recording
medium, and it's a
TASCAM."

"it's trouble -free. All I have to do is
clean the heads. I'd call it the stress free modular digital multitrack!"
"I heeded over an hour of recording
time. The DA -88 is the only digital
recorder to offer that."

"The frame accuracy is so fantastic, I cart
edit voice -overs and guitar parts as small
as two frames using the Absolute Tinte
"Punching in and out
capability."
is so simple. That fact
alone made it worth
"The punches are very clean
and accurate. A dream."
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burying a DA -88."

"I've been on the DA -88 nonstop for three
weeks now. The transport is phenomenal."

"I like the size, the editing
capabilities, and the price.
I even like the way it looks."

"I can now offer my customers

"I just finished scoring two
movies on it. Unbelievable

digital recording at analogue prices."

machine."
"I like the auto -locator and
rehearsal modes, and of course

"Two things. First, the DA -88 gives me a full one -hour and thirteen minutes
of record tinte. Second, the wind times are so wonderfully tight and quick...
it takes my other digital recorder a day and a half to rewind."

we're doing our next album oit it."

\ /

"It's just faster.
Speed counts.
Time is money."

"It just feels better than
any other recorder in its
price range."
"We love the jog/shuttle wheel.

Its working out great."

No wonder the DA-88 is the preferred digital multitrack.
It features the latest generation in digital multitrack recording technology. According to users,
it's the best-sounding, best-built, most functional and affordable digital multitrack on the market.
You're going to love the DA-88. Get to your dealer now and see why!
"It's the name They make the best
recording equipment, period."
"I can lock it to video and my analogue machines with
no hassle. Life is so easy now that I have my DA -88."

TASCAM

"I wanted the serious machine for music
production. That's TASCAM."

Take advantage of our experience.

"l'ut focused on the TASCAM.
Ir will become the standard. And
1 don't want to be left out."

5 Marlin House, The Croxley Centre, Watford, Herts WD1 BYA TEL: 0923 819630

© 1994 TEAC America, Inc.

DATAMASTER
THE NAME YOU CAN RELY ON

Recording direct to

bypassing the console, is

becoming the definitive way

to obtain the best possible

results, whether in a project

studio or a world class

HIGH QUALITY PRODUCTS AT
COMPETITIVE PRICES

recording facility.

Estemac Electronic GmbH
Alter Teichweg 67, D -22049 Hamburg
Tel: +49 40 610609, Fax: 49 40 610660

weiss engineering ltd. digital audio. Florastrasse 10,8610 Uster, Switzerland,Tel.

setting the tone

+4

I

1

940 20 06

Fax +411 940 22 14

«The Weiss 102

is an essential ingredient to Gateway Mastering Studios
don't know what would do without it. From the Grammy award
winning Sting album to the grunge of Nirvana and Pearl Jam, the 102 is my
most used piece of gear.»

success.

I

I

Bob Ludwig

red 6

Gateway Mastering Studios, Inc.

Focusrite microphone preamplifiers

the best matching with your chosen

and equalisers are probably the

microphone whilst the transformer

most often used devices for record-

balanced output stage will optimally

ing direct. Now Focusrite introduces

drive multiple line inputs, balanced

RED 6,

a

combined mic -pre and

EQ

designed specially for the purpose.
One channel of the

industry

or unbalanced.

At f1,495*, RED 6 brings

Focusrite quality to an even wider

reference electronics, with the

audience. Ask your dealer for

additional benefits of a VU meter

demonstration or contact us for

and cutput fader to optimise level.

brochure.
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The EQ section may also be

17.1.m
Weiss 102 Series - the ultimate digital audio
processing system.

accessed through the line input.

Uncompromised transformer

i.

Weiss

Please send detailed information to:

balancing of the mic -amp ensures

Company:
Adress:

USA: Group One Ltd. 80 Sea Lane, Farmingdale, NY 11735 Tel: (5161 249 1399 Fax: 151617351020

West Coast: (310) 306 8823 Canada: Sanotechnique Tel:14161947 9112
Focusrite Audio Engineering Ltd. Cores End Road, Bourne End, Bucks SL8 5AS, England
Tel: + +441011628 819456 Fax: + +441011628 819443

weiss engineering ltd. digital audio

Name:

Country:
Florastrasse
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ROUNDUP

ADTEC

HHB

Tel:

Unit 3, Horseshoe Park,

CD -R 63 (63mins)
CD -R 74 (74mins)

CDR -74 (74mins; 680Mb)
Life expectancy: 100 years

+1 201 440 8020.
Fax: +1 201 342 3342.

Tel: +44 1734 844545.
Fax: +44 1734 842604.

Germany: Audio Video
Produkte GmbH,
Papenstrasse 41, 220 89
Hamburg 76.

Europe: Maxell Ltd,
3a High Street,
Rickmansworth, Herts

Communications Ltd,
73-75 Scrubbs Lane,
London NW10 6QU.

WD3 1 HR.
Tel: +44 1923 777171.
Fax: +44 1923 777710.

Tel: +49 40 2 50 1055.
Fax: +49 40 25 6531.

Tel: +44 181 962 5000.
Fax: +44 181 962 5050.

Ííi

US: Independent Audio,
295 Forest Avenue,
Suite 121, Portland,
Maine 04101 -2000.
Tel: +1 207 773 2424.
Fax: +1 207 773 2422.

emdic Master Recording
Blanks
emdic Compact Disc
Recordable
Japan: MDC Ltd,
6 -5 -504, Shintomi
1- Chome, Chuo -Ku,
Tokyo 104.

AUDIO DESIGN
Audio Design CDR63
(63mins)
Audio Design CDR74
(74mins)
MasterDisc CDR63
MasterDisc CDR4
MasterDisc CDR79
UK: Audio Design Unit
3, Horseshoe Park,
Pangbourne RG8 7JW.
Tel: +44 734 844545.
Fax: +44 734 842604.

BASF
CD -R Master 63 (63mins)
CD -R Master 74 (74mins)
US: BASF Magnetics
Corp, 35 Crosby Drive,

Bedford, MA 01730.
Tel: +1 617 271 6752.
Fax: +1 617 275 2708.
UK: BASF, 151
Wembley Park Drive,

Wembley, Middlesex
HA9 8110.
Tel: +44 81 908 3188,
Fax: +44 81 908 5866.

UK: HHB

KAO
CD -R 63 (63mins)
CD -R 74 (74mins)

Japan: Kao Corporation,
14-10 Nihonbashi

Kayabache, 1 Chome,
Chuo -ku, Tokyo 103.
UK: KAO Infosystems,
Quarry South,
Salomander Quay, Park
Lane, Harefield, Middx.
Tel: +44 1895 824081.
Fax: +44 1895 822322.
US: KAO Corporation,
40 Grisson Road,
Plymouth, MA 02380.
KOOAK.

Writable CD
(63mins; 580Mb)
(74mins; 682Mb).
UK: Kodak Ltd, PO Box
66, Hemel Hampstead,
Herts HP1 1JH.

DIC DIGITAL

Tef: +44 1442 845073.
Fax: +44 1442 845113.

CDR -63 (63mins)
CDR -74 (74mins)

US: Kodak Eastern
Company, 460 Buffalo
Road, Rochester,

US: DIC Digital,

Glenpointe Centre West,
500 Frank W Boulevard,
Teaneck, NJ 07666.
Tel: +1 201 692 7700.
Fax: +1 201 692 7757.

ESTEMAC
Audiomaster 63 (63mins)
Audiomaster 74 (74mins)
Germany: Estemac
Electronic, Alter
Teichweg 67, D -22049
Hamburg 70.
Tel: +49 40 610609.
Fax: +49 40 610660.

NY 14652 -3834.
+1 716 722 6563.
Fax: +1 716 722 0838.

Tel:

Germany: Kodak

Aktiengesellschaft,
Hedelfinger Strasse,
7032 Stuttgart.

BLANK MEDIA

Pangbourne RG8 7JW.

PHILIPS
CD -R 63 (63mins; 600Mb)
CD -R 74 (74mins; 700Mb)

Netherlands: Philips

.D

PDO, Building SK -7,
Glaslaan 2, 5616 LD

Eindhoven.

Tel: +81 3 3555 1405.
Fax: +81 3 3552 8791.
UK: Stanley

Tel: +31 40 736455.
UK: Philips PDO,
Queen Anne House,
11 The Green,
Richmond -upon- Thames,
Surrey TW9 1 PX.
Tel: +44 181 948 7368.
Fax: +44 181 940 7137.
US: PDO, Philips Key

Productions, 147 Wardour
Street, London W1V 3TB.

2001 Gateway Place,

Suite 650W, San Jose,

Tel: +44 171 494 4545.
Fax: +44 171 437 2126.

CA 95110.
Tel: +1 408 453 7373.

MITSUI

Fax: +1 408 453 6444.
Japan: PDO, Philips
Key Modules Group,

Mitsui CD -R Gold
(18mins,1.2Mb or 1.4Mb,
63mins, 74mins,)
Japan: Electronic
Materials Division,
2 -5, Kasumigaseki
3- chrome, Chiyoda -ku,
Tokyo 100, Japan.
Tel: +81 3 3592 4774.
Fax: +81

3

Modules Group,

Philips Building, 7th
Floor, 13 -37 Kohnan
2- Chome, Minsato -ku,
Tokyo 108.
Tel: +81 3 3740 5029.
Fax: +81 3 5460 8592.

SONY

3592 4255.

US: Mitsui Toatsu
Chemicals, 140 E. 45th

Street, 34th Floor,
New York, NY 10019.
Tel: +1 212 867 6330.
(800 MTC CORS toll free).
Fax: +1 212 867 6315.

CDQ -63 (63mins; 553Mb)
CDQ -74 (74mins; 650Mb)
Life expectancy: 10 years
US: Sony Corporation,
Paragon Drive,
Montvale, NJ 07645 -1735.
Tel: 201 930 1000.
3

Germany: Mitsui Toatsu
Chemicals (Deutschland)
GmbH, Kö- Galarie (4th
Floor), Königsallee 60A,
40212 Düsseldorf.

Fax: 201 930 4752.

Tel: +49 211 133729.
Fax: +49 211 320458.
UK: Audio and Design,

RG22 4SB.
Tel: +44 1256 55011.
Fax: +44 1256 474585.

Europe: Sony Broadcast
and Professional Europe,
Jays Close, Viables,

Basingstoke, Hampshire

POOMMONII

Tel: +49 7 11 4 06 53 80.
Fax: +49 7 11 4 06 26 23.

M AX E L

P-..

CD -R 580Mb (63mins)
CD -R 680Mb (74mins)
US: Maxell Corporation,
22 -08 Route 208,
Fairlawn, NJ 07410.

Increasingly a part of the audio and
broadcast studio, recordable CD is a
growing business. Studio Sound offers a
listing of CD -R blanks and contact details
63

CD

-B

BLANK MEDIA
ADVANCED MEDIA PRODUCTS

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
AUSTRALIA: AUDIO SOUND CENTRE
Tel: 02 901 4455 Fax: 02 901 4229
Contact: Geoff Grist
AUSTRIA: AKG ACOUSTICS

PLASMON
REFLECTION
SYSTEMS

Bommelscheuer, PO Box
120, L -4902 Bascharage,
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.
Tel: +352 50 50 1364.

PCD -R74

Fax: +352 50 50 1455.

US: Plasmon Data
Systems Inc, 1654 Centre

TRANSCO

Pointe Drive, Milpitas,
California 9035.
Tel: +1 408 956 9400.

CDR74 (74mins; 650Mb)

Fax: +1 408 956 9444.
UK: Plasmon Data Ltd,
Saxon Way, Melbourn, Herts
SG8 6DN.
Tel: +44 1763 262963.
Fax: +44 1763 262980.
Germany: Plasmon Data
Ltd, Frankfurter Ring 193 A,
80807 Munich.
Tel : +49 89 3246 390.
Fax: +49 89 3246 3911.

TAIYO YUDEN
CD -R18 (18mins)
CD -R63 (63mins)
CD -R74 (74mins)

Thats CDR63 /570T (63mins)
Thats CDR74 /670T (74mins)
CDR63 /570Z (63mins)
CDR74 /670Z (74mins)
CDR63 /570P (63mins)
CDR74 /670P (74mins)
Japan: Taiyo Yuden,
Matsumura Building,
16-20 Ueno 6- chome,
Taito -ku, Tokyo 110.
Tel: +81 3 3837 6536.
Fax: +81

3

3837 6555.

Europe: TTS Tal & Ton
Studioteknik AB,
Gelbgjutarevägen 4,
171 48 Solna, Sweden.
Tel: +46 8 734 07 50.
Fax: +46 8 82 44 76.

CD -R18 (18mins; 200Mb)
CD -R21 (2lmins; 220Mb)
CD -R63 (63mins; 650Mb)
CD -R74 (74mins; 680Mb)
CD -R63B (63mins; 550Mb)
CD -R74B (74mins; 650Mb)
CD -R63P (63mins; 550Mb);
CD -R74P (74mins; 650Mb)
CD -RXG 60 (60mins)
Life expectancy: >10 years

US: TDK Electronics Corp,

Harbour Park Drive, Port
Washington, New York 11050.
12

Tel: +1 516 625 0100.
Fax: +1 516 625 0171.
UK: TDK House,
5 -7

Queensway, Redhill,
Surrey RH1 1YB.
Tel: +44 737 773773.
Fax: +44 737 773809.
Europe: TDK Recording
Media Europe SA, Z I
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Manufactured by
Taiyo Yuden.
UK: Transco Mastering
Services plc, 2 Dean Street,
London W1V 5RN.
Tel: +44 171 287 3563.
Fax: +44 171 494 3583.

VERBATIM
VCW -12A (63mins; 540Mb);
VCW -12B (74mins; 640Mb)
UK: Verbatim Ltd.
Tel: +44 784 473736.
Fax: +44 784 470760.

Central -East Europe:
Verbatim GmbH.
Tel: +49 6196 482666.
Fax: +49 6196 900162.

Netherlands: Verbatim
Benelux.
Tel: +31 5700 37373.
Fax: +31 5700 37272.
Russia: Verbatim GmbH.
Tel -Fax: + 7 502 253 2827

YOD 063 (63mins)

Japan: Yamaha Corp,
10 -1 Nakazawa -cho,

Hamamatsu, 430.
Tel: +81 53 460 2441.
Fax: +81 53 474 5849.
US: Yamaha Corporation,
6600 Orangethorpe Avenue,
Buena Park, CA 90620.
Tel: +1 714 522 9011.
Fax: +1 714 739 2680.
UK: Yamaha Kemble

Music Ltd, Sherbourne
Drive, Tilbrook, Milton
Keynes MK7 8BL.
Tel: +44 1908 366700.
Fax: +44 1908 368872.

CDR 63Z (63mins; 660Mb)
CDR 74Z (74mins; 780Mb)
UK: Zonal Ltd,

Holmethorpe Avenue,
Redhill, Surrey RH1 2NX.
Tel: +44 1737 767171.
Fax: +44 1737 767610.
Canada: Zonal Canada
Ltd, Unit 42, 4500 Sheppard
Avenue East, Scarborough,
Ontario M4S 3R6.
Tel: +1 416 609 9011.
Fax: +1 416 609 9015.

DISTRIBUTORS
Germany: Amtec GmbH,
Am Brink 14, D -2050,
Hamburg.
Tel: +49 40 7 21 77 51.
Fax: +49 40 7 21 83 23.
UK: Canford Audio plc,
Washington, Tyne & Wear,
NE38 OBW.
Tel: +44 191 417 0057.
Fax: +44 191 416 0392.
UK: CD Revolution
Limited, CDR House,
Gogmore Lane, Chertsey
KT16 9AP.
Tel: +44 1932 562000.
Fax: +44 1032 571999.
US: CEI Industries US Inc,
833 Towne Center Drive,
Pomona, CA 91767.
Tel: +1 909 626 -7819.
Fax: +1 909 626 -6756.
US: Creative Data

Products, 3751 East Charter
Park Court, San Jose,
CA 95136.
Tel: +1 408 448 3773.
Fax: +1 408 448 -3777.

Singapore: Globe
Precision Products PTE
Limited, 514 Chai Chee
Lane, 06 -16 Bedok
Industrial Estate, 1646.
Tel: +65 449 7700.
Fax: +65 445 3339.
UK: HHB Communications
Limited, 73-75 Scrubs Lane,
London, NW10 6QU.
Tel; +44 181 960 2144.
Fax: +44 181 960 1160.
UK: Icicle Technology
Limited, The Courtyard,
High Church Street,
New Basford, Nottingham,
NG7 7JP, UK.
Tel: +44 0115 942 0600.
Fax: +44 0115 924 4086.

Taiwan: Linfair
Engineering and Trading
Limited, 7th Floor, 7 Jen Ai
Road, Sec 2, Taipei.
Tel: +886 2 321 4454.
Fax: +886 2 393 2914.
France: Malfroy, BP124,
F- 40103, Dax, Cedex.
Tel: +33 5874 3171.
Fax: +33 5874 1647.
UK: Stanley Productions,
147 Wardour Street, London,
WIV 3TB.
Tel: +44 171 439 0311.
Fax: +44 171 437 2126.

Sweden: Studioteknik AB,
Gelbgjutarevagen 4, S -171
48 Solna.
Tel: +46 8 734 0750.
Fax: +46 8 824476.
US: Videomatic US Inc,
2470 Redwood Road, Salt
Lake City, UT 84119.
Tel: +1 801 975 1116.
Fax: +1 801 975 1129.

Tel: 01 866 54 256 Fax: 01 866 54 549

Contact: Reinhold Fliedl
BELGIUM: T.E.M. S.A.
Tel: 2 466 5010 Fax: 2 466 3082
Contact: Guido Van De Vijver

CANADA: STUDER CANADA LTD
Tel: 416 510 1347 Fax: 416 510 1294
Contact: Dave Dysart
CZECH REPUBLIC: AUDIOPOLIS
Tel: 42 2 322 552 Fax: 42 2 323 069

Contact: Jan Adam
DENMARK: INTERSTAGE
Tel: 31 62 00 26 Fax: 31 62 06 40
Contact: Finn Juul
Tel

FRANCE: MILLE ET UN SONS
1 46 67 02 10 Fax: 1 47 89 81 71

Contact: Didier Rupin
GERMANY: TRIUS
940840 Fax: 05451 78049
Contact: Hubert Overesch

Tel 05451

GREECE: KEM ELECTRONICS
Tel: 01 647 8514 Fax: 01 647 6384

Contact: Thimios Kolikotsis
HOLLAND: K &D PROFESSIONELE
Tel: 2526 87889 Fax: 2526 87362
Contact: Daan Verschoor
HONG KONG: DIGITAL MEDIA TECHNOLOGY
Tel: 2 721 0343 Fax: 2 366 6883

Contact: Wilson Choi
IRELAND: BIG BEAR SOUND LTD
Tel: 01 662 3411 Fax: 01 622 3412

Contact: Julian Douglas
ITALY: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
Tel: 039 212 221 Fax: 039 214 0011

Contact: Donatella Quadrio
JAPAN: GENERAL TRADERS
Tel: 03 3293 2271 Fax: 03 3293 3885
Contact: Mitsuru Saitoh
KOREA: DAI KYUNG ELECTRONIC
Tel: 2 747 6187 Fax: 2 766 8504
Contact: Dae Hyun Han

NEW ZEALAND: AUDIO VIDEO WHOLESALERS
Tel: 07 847 3414 Fax: 07 847 3412

Contact: Murray

D.

Hunt

NORWAY: SIV. ING BENUM A/S
Tel: 22 1 45460 Fax: 22 1 48259
Contact: Wenche Gronvold

POLAND: STUDIO DAVE
Tel: 2 226 4912 Fax: 2 635 5262
Contact: Bogdan Wojciechowski
PORTUGAL: ESTEREOSOM LOA
Tel: 01 356 0563 Fax: 01 57 2981
Contact: Jorge Goncalves

RUSSIA: ABV COMPANY
Tel. 95 192 8101 Fax: 95

2336019

Contact: Boris Nekrasov
SINGAPORE: TEAM 108 PTE LTD
Fax: 065 747 7273
Contact: Helena Lim

Tel: 065 748 9333

SOUTH AFRICA: MASTERDISC PTY LTD
Tel: 012 804 2470 Fax: 012 804 2819
Contact: Gerald Prins
SPAIN: KASH PRODUCTIONS
Tel: 91 367 5222 / 91 377 0068 Fax: 91 367 5209

Contact: Jim or Carmen
SWEDEN: INTERSONIC SYSTEMS LEAB
Tel: 08 744 5850 Fax: 08 184354
Contact: Mikael Sjostrand

SWITZERLAND: DR. W.A. GUNTHER AG
Tel: 01 910 4141 Fax: 01 910 3544
Contact: Monika Lindegger
UK (LONDON): PROTAPE
Tel: 0171 323 0277 Fax: 0171 580 6852

Contact: Richard Symons
USA: INDEPENDENT AUDIO
Tel: 207 773 2424

Fax: 207 773 2422
Contact: Fraser Jones

HHB Communications Limited
73 -75 Scrubs Lane London NW10 60U UK
Tel: 0181 962 5000 Fax: 0181 962 5050 E -Mail: sales@hhb.co.uk

HHB ADVANCED MEDIA PRODUCTS

THE FUTURE IS SECURE

i
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Three years ago at HHB Communications, the
Digital AudioTape

Once again, we set out to be the best. Fully

N

world's leading independent supplier of DAT

Recordable

compatible with the new generation of high speed

revolutionary

technology, we set ourselves the challenge of developing the

writers, the 74 minute / 680MB disc employs

world's most technically advanced DAT tape. Naturally we were

Phthalocyanine organic dye recording layer to ensure a secure

year later, HHB DAT Tape came out

archiving period well in excess of 100 years. What's more, the

delighted when, less than

a

a

on top in the detailed testing of seven leading DAT tape brands,

HHB CDR74 is "Double Coated" for further protection against

conducted independently by Studio Sound magazine.

scratches, fingerprints, humidity and light.

Well now there's more good news for discerning audio

Also new to the HHB Advanced Media Products range is the

professionals everywhere.
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Announcing the HHB
CDR74 Recordable CD

Media Recognition System

- the

latest of HHB's Advanced

DDS9OM, a high performance 90 metre data
DAT cartridge incorporating many of the design

innovations already proven in HHB audio DAT tape.
At HHB, we know that your recordings are valuable. Thanks to
HHB Advanced Media Products, the future is secure.

Media Products.

For full details of HHB Advanced Media Products, please mail this coupon to HHB Communications Limited

Name:
Address:
Tel:

HHB Communications Ltd

Indeperdent Audio Inc

73 -75 Scrubs Lane, London NW10 6QU, UK

Tel: 0181 962 5000

295 Forest Avenue Suite 121, Portland, Maine 04101 -2000, USA

Fax: 0181 962 5050

Tel: 207 773 2424

E -Mail:

sales @hhb.co.uk

Fax: 207 773 2422

SS

75671.3316 @compuserve.com

Cli

in visible the product, the more reason
to look who's standing behind it

The more

The picture is sharp, colors true. This is the viewer's
reality. How the video signal was generated,

Lid

processed, and transmitted are merely technical
footnotes. If technology calls attention to itself.
then it's time for a change.
That's why more and more broadcasters are
looking to RE for state -of-the -art digital codecs.
We make sure nothing is lost due to analogue deterioration. What's more, our codecs are virtually
transparent so all the detail is retained. As is the
quality needed to keep viewers tuned in.
By analysing the eye's reactions and the psychology
of perception, we've fine -tuned our image processing
technology. You get the best possible contribution
quality, plus the option of video compression
with inillintal lass of definition!
In short, you probably couldn't ask for a more
versatile video transmission solution. Then again, if
you do want more, just jot down your thoughts on
the coupon.
Better yet, call us for a demonstration. After all,
seeing is believing.

Name:

-

RE UK LTD.

Telephone ( +44) (01734) 731119 Telefax: ( +44) (01734)

RE JAPAN CO., LTD.
(

+49) 02461- 568:31

Telephone: (*81) 03-3320 -0460

RE INTERNATIONAL AS

731 190

Explain your problem and let us help you find a solution!

Organization:
Tel.:
Faz:

re

Fax coupon to RE on ( +441 (017341 731190

RE AMERICA, INC.

Telefax: ( +81) 03- :3:320 -0497

Telephone: ( +45) 39 17 00 (5)

Telephone: ( +1) (216) 871-7617

RE DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

Telefax: ( +45)

:39

17 00 10

Telefax: +1) (216) 871 -4303
(

Telephone: ( +49) 02461- 6803-0

Plus 30 authorized distributors worldwide.

Telefax:
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UN D ERSTAN D ING ISDN
there cannot be many
people working in the music
recording industry who have not
heard of the ISDN (Integrated
Services Digital Network). But it seems
that, rather like Siberia, even though
almost everyone has heard of it
remarkably few have so far been
motivated to go there.
This is in stark contrast to the radio and
film industries where, throughout North
America and Western Europe at least, the
ISDN is being used on a daily basis. And,
By now

as the digital telecommunications network
expands across the globe, a growing
number other regions are also beginning to
take advantage of the ISDN's ability to
link remote sites at the push of a button,
avoiding the need to use costly and rigidly
scheduled satellite links.
ISDN is the high -capacity digital
network that forms the backbone of all
modern dial -up telecoms systems. High
capacity, mainly fibre- optic, cables are
made up of multiple `channels', each one
providing the capacity to carry not only
voice, but also computer data traffic at
64kbit/s (64 thousand bits per second),
more than double the speed of the fastest
currently available analogue modems.

Coding systems
that data
reduces the audio and converts it into a
telecoms- compatible data stream, perfectly
acceptable mono speech quality can be sent
across the ISDN using just one 64kbit/s
circuit, and this technique is now being
regularly employed by broadcasters for
occasional contribution circuits, football
commentaries and other applications
where a permanent line would be
uneconomic to maintain, but where phone
link quality is undesirable.
However, 64kbit/s is not sufficient to
achieve the audio bandwidth demanded by
a music circuit, and so more than one
ISDN channel and a more sophisticated
coding system is required in order to
reduce the 1.4Mbit/s data stream of a 'CD
quality' stereo signal to a manageable
figure. This is where not only the cost, but
also the complexity of the equipment
starts to increase, and is probably one of
the key reasons why, to date, the recording
industry has been slow to embrace this
new medium.
The technology required to combine the
data streams of more than one ISDN
channel has been around for some time and
is known as inverse multiplexing. This
By using a codec, a device

involves breaking down the input data
stream and splitting it across the required
number of channels with the addition of
embedded control signals to ensure that
the data is reconstructed in the correct
sequence at the receiving end.
The need for intelligent multiplexing
stems from the way the telecoms
companies handle calls. Even if two
circuits are dialled, one immediately after
the other, there is no guarantee that they
will go via the same route. In the case of
two calls made to Tokyo from London, for
example, one might be routed over a fibre
link via the US while the other could be
uplinked to a satellite. This could result in
two calls, which are components of the
same data stream, arriving out of sync.
Unfortunately, until very recently there
was no inverse multiplexing standard, with
the result that each manufacturer of these
devices has developed their own proprietary
method. Some attempts have been made by
a group of manufacturers to create a form of
quasi -standard known as Bonding, but this
has, as yet, had little impact.
Almost all of the codecs used by the
audio industry employ proprietary coding
algorithms which do not work with other
systems, and so the problem of
multiplexing is rarely an issue-provided
always that all the users of a particular
system use the multiplexer recommended
by the manufacturer.

However, problems have sometimes
occurred when using codecs which are
billed as conforming to the international
ISO/MPEG Layer II `standard'-more
commonly know as MUSICAM
In the family of MPEG audio codecs,
Layer III is the most powerful member. It
has been merged from former MUSICAM
and ASPEC schemes, providing the best
audio quality for any given data rate.
Layer III is especially useful to achieve a
high sound- quality at low data -rates
-around, or even below, 64kbit/s per audio
channel. Layer III approaches `CD quality'
when using 2 x 64kbit/s, Joint Stereo.
The various makers of these codecs
make a great deal of the fact that their
systems comply with a coding standards
laid down by the hallowed ISO, but the
truth is that because they have not until
now conformed to any multiplexing
standard, they will not intemperate with
any other manufacturer's system at data
rates higher than 64kbit/s, even when the
audio coding algorithms are the same.
This has masked the fact that some `ISO
standard' coders have proprietary aspects
to their audio coding too.

The audio industry's use of the ISDN is
currently minimal compared with the
amount of data being moved around by the
multinational corporations, but
fortunately they too are now beginning to
find that a single 64kbit/s channel is
frequently insufficient for their needs. This
growing demand for greater bandwidth
has resulted in some action by the
International Telecommunications Union
(ITU), which set up a working group to
look at multiplexing and recently
published a draft standard, J52.
At the time of writing this `standard' is
still only a draft, but as it is unlikely to
change significantly at this late stage a
number of coder manufacturers, such as
Dialog4 with their popular MusicTaxi VP,
have gone ahead and launched
`J52 compatible' codecs onto the market.
Another way for a manufacturer to solve
the problem of interoperability is to
emulate the protocol of another unit's
multiplexer, and this is what the designers
of a recently launched MUSICAM codec
appear to have done. The L" Blue, which is
the first product of a joint venture between
Philips and Canadian company MPR, is
claimed to offer full interoperability with
the CCS CDQ2000 series of codecs
-probably the most widely used system by
broadcasters worldwide. Other protocols
are apparently in the pipeline.

Audio quality
Now we must address the burning issue

of audio quality.

The first thing to say on this subject is

that however good the coding scheme, data
compressed audio is never going to be as
good as the linearly -encoded equivalent. It
may be close, but it will not be the same.
Although there are now a fair number of
different data compression algorithms

Currently changing the
face of the film and music
industries, ISDN suggests
the shape of things to
come. Bill Foster explains
the ins and outs of the
Integrated Services
Digital Network
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The Inverse Multiplexer Function. Separate 64k bit/s channels take diverse routes through the network, introducing delay and
order differences at the end of the process. Inverse multiplexing reorders data and adjusts for the delay
around, only three commonly available formats
offer the equivalent audio bandwidth to a CD and
are therefore suitable for any form of music
recording application. The first two use proprietary
coding schemes, while the third is an ISO standard
which has been incorporated into codecs
manufactured by a number of companies.
AC -2 was developed by Dolby Laboratories and
is available as a pair of encoder -decoder boxes
which handle two analogue or digital input/output
signals and convert them to and from an RS -449
format 256 kbit/s data stream. This data is
divided into four 64kbit/s or five 56kbit/s channels
(see next section) by an Ascend Multiband Plus
terminal adaptor. The coding algorithm
compresses the audio at a ratio of about 6:1.
The apt -X100 employs Adaptive Differential
Pulse Code Modulation (ADPCM) which offers the
shortest coding delay of any system, under 3ms,
making it ideal for any application requiring
two -way communication. The trade -off, however, is
data bandwidth: to achieve 22.5kHz requires six
ISDN channels. The compression ratio is fixed at
4:1 and so the frequency response varies
proportional to the data bandwidth employed.
The ISO -MPEG Layer II ( MUSICAM) standard
also provides for multiple data rates, ranging from
a single channel, giving a mono signal with
maximum frequency response of around 7kHz, up
to 384kbit/s, which provides full stereo and a
compression ratio of 4:1.
MUSICAM is probably the most maligned of the
coding systems, which is largely due to the fact
that its most common application is in broadcast
where a data rate of 128kbit/s is the norm. At such
a rate, MUSICAM can only provide a joint stereo'
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signal and the frequency response it very often
limited to 15kHz in order to improve the resolution
of the mid- frequency coding. This has resulted in
unfair comparisons being made by supporters of
other codecs, because they are based on the two
coding systems running at different data rates.
At 384kbit/s, or even 256kbit/s, MUSICAM can
produce some excellent results. In fact, DCC's
PASC coding algorithm is very similar to
MUSICAM and this has received praise from some
very demanding classical recording engineers.

North America
When connecting with most parts of North
America a further complication comes into the
equation; the ageing telecoms circuits belonging to
the various `Baby Bells' who operate local
telephone services in the US.
As in so many areas of technology, America had
a digital telephone system several years before
anyone else. And, as is the case with their TV
system, that benefit has now turned into somewhat
of a liability.
While the data rate of the US telephone system
is also based on multiples of 64kbit/s, 8kbit/s are
used for signalling and other housekeeping chores.
The result is that only 56kbit/s are available per
channel, requiring rate adaptation to be carried out
when interfacing with 64kbit/s circuits in other
parts of the world.
Computer -to- computer links between the two
systems are comparatively straightforward: the
computers simply exchange data at 56kbit/s and
the remaining 8kbit/s are packed with zeros when
travelling over the 64kbit/s part of the link. But,

depending on the coding system being used, the
loss of 8kbit/s can cause a problem when
transmitting audio.
Each of the three aforementioned audio coding
systems handle the loss of data bandwidth in
different ways. MUSICAM coding loses some
resolution due to the 12% reduction in data
available, while apt's DSM100 narrows the audio
bandwidth so that the 15kHz stereo signal obtained
from a 256kbit/s link becomes 13.5kHz at 224kbit/s.
Depending on your viewpoint, Dolby have the
best, or the worst solution. In order to avoid any
compromise to the audio quality the rate of
256kbit/s required by the AC-2 coding scheme for a
20kHz bandwidth stereo signal is not variable, so
when connecting with 56kbit/s circuits it is
necessary to dial up an extra channel.
The telecom companies make no distinction
between 56kbit/s and 64kbit/s when charging for a
call, and so transmitting from an area served by
the ISDN to a SW56 destination will increase the
cost of the connection by 25 %. Not only that, in
order to access five SW56 channels it is necessary
to install an additional ISDN line- something
which many European studios do not realise until
they first try to make a link with the US.

Cost factors
Despite the enthusiasm for ISDN within the
broadcast and film industries, music recording
studios have been notably slow to embrace this
technology. Even in the US, where producers like
Phil Ramone have used telecom -based links for a
number of high -profile projects, overall take-up has
been slow. So why is this?

MusicTAxi VP°
THE ONE AND ONLY ISO /IEC 11172 -3 VARIABLE PROCESSING AUDIO CODEC WORLDWIDE

THE BASIC FACTS:
ALGORITHMS:

MUSICAM (56..384kbps)

Layer

III

(32..320kbps)

G.722/G.711
AUDIO IN /OUT:

AES /EBU
S /PDIF

Sample Rate Converter
Analog
EXTERNAL SYNC:

XLR, BNC

AUDIO MODE:

Mono, Dual Mono, Stereo, Joint Stereo

SAMPLING RATE:

32, 44.1, 48 kHz

REMOTE CONTROL:

RS232

ANCILLARY DATA:

RS232 /ZI according IRT

ALARM /CONTROL:

8 Bit bidirectional

DATA INTERFACE:

X.21

SMPTE TIMECODE:

LTC

B- CHANNEL SYNC:

ITU -T J.52

ISDN INTERFACE:

3 x So (Basic Rate

SOFTWARE UPDATE:

Download via ISDN and

and VITC (Option)

Interface)
PC

THAT'S VP!

DIAL0G4®
A Worldwide Leader
in ISO /MPEG Audio, ISDN
and Satellite Transmission,
Networking and Storage.

For detailed informatior please contact the Headquarters:
DIALOG4 GmbH

Businesspark Monrepos

D -71634

Ludwigsburg (Germany)

Phone + 49- 7141 -2 26 60

Fax

+49- 7141 -2 26 67
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The most logical answer is money. Although
lines are reasonably priced in some European
countries, in the UK and the US the cost of
installing circuits is still a major deterrent. Codec
prices are coming down, but systems which are
good enough to handle audio that may be destined
for CD release are still not cheap, with prices
starting at around UK £6,500-US $10,000.
Even then, use of today's systems should really
be limited to component parts of a recording, such
as a vocal or guitar overdub because of the risk of
artefacts appearing down the line if a full mix were
to be data compressed and then subsequently
released or transmitted in a format that involved a
different coding system-MiniDisc or DAB being
good current examples.
Although it is not yet economically viable to
transfer real -time, linear, digital audio over the
ISDN, except perhaps point-to -point over short
distances, by using technology borrowed from the
publishing industry it is feasible and fairly
cost -effective to transfer short audio files between
workstations, and to date a number of successful
transfers of Sound Designer II files have been
made using an ISDN board plugged into a Mac's
NuBus slot.
While not all workstations store their audio in a
format that is ISDN- compatible (without complex
and time consuming file conversion which negates
the point of doing it), many have begun adapting
their file formats to make them easier to transmit
over ATM, and as this is effectively just a high bandwidth version of ISDN a by- product of this is
likely to be ISDN compatibility.
Solid State Logic have taken this a stage
further with WorldNet. By using a combination of
codecs from their sister company apt, and direct
ISDN interfaces, they can link two ScreenSound
or Scenaria- equipped studios to exchange either
data compressed audio in real time or
uncompressed programme files (complete with
EDLs) in non -real time.

Installing lines
In whatever country the studio is located, tariffs
are an issue. In most countries the charge for
international data circuits is higher than those for
voice -often by a factor of two or three.
One of the most expensive of these used to be the
UK. In 1993 the cost of calling the US was £1.40
per channel, per minute. Today the same call costs
just £0.65 via BT, a dramatic reduction that has
largely been brought about by competition from the
UK's second telephone network, Mercury, who last
year started to offer an indirect (via BT local lines)
Basic Rate ISDN service.
Other countries, while not yet enjoying the UK's
duopoly, are also finding that their rates are
coming down. This is because much of the traffic
over the ISDN is generated by multinational
companies and if they find that another country is
significantly cheaper they will simply originate the
call at the other end.
This increasingly competitive environment will
benefit studios too. In fact, as an industry we are
starting to become a worthwhile source of income
for the telecom companies. One account manager I
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spoke to recently was startled to learn that an ADR
session for a feature film between London and
Hollywood had involved seven hours of connect
time using five ISDN channels -35 hours in total.

types of service. The first of these is Primary Rate
(PRI), which consists of a fibre optic or co -axial
cable laid directly to the customer's premises from
the exchange. PRI has the capacity for up to
When compared with many computer-to- computer
30 lines (or multiples thereof) and so it is more
file transfers, which often last only a few seconds,
frequently found in the headquarters of large
this was serious usage.
corporations rather than in studios -unless they
Despite the sizeable telephone bill, it still
have a digital PABX and use some of the circuits
represented a massive saving for the production
for regular voice and fax traffic.
company over the cost of flying two big -name film
Basic Rate Interface (BRI) is a much more
stars from London to Hollywood and putting them
cost -effective system which is also very simple to
up in a 5 -star hotel for a couple of nights.
install. For this reason it is by far the most
One area where data compressed audio over the
common means of delivery to publishing houses
ISDN can offer a real benefit is for mix approval.
and studios. Each circuit provides two 64kbitls
On a first pass none of the full- bandwidth coding
channels-known as `B' channels -plus a `D'
systems cause any significant degradation to the
channel which is used by the telephone company
audio signal, and this means that the comparative
for signalling (dialling in layman's terms). The
ease with which links can be established between
service is usually delivered on standard copper
cities, or even continents, provides a huge
pairs which terminate in a special line box.
advantage in this respect.
In the US there are now some areas, notably
Anyone who has used an ISDN -based system to
Manhattan, that are served by the same ISDN
obtain instant approval of a mix or performance
standard found elsewhere in the world, but in most
will tell you how much easier it is than sending a
parts of the US and Canada Switched 56 and its
DAT by courier and then having to reset a mixing
primary rate equivalent, T1, are still the normal
desk several hours, or days, later when the A&R
method of delivery.
person does not like what they hear. It is for this
SW56 is always provided by the local `Baby Bell',
very reason that a growing number of record
whereas Tls are sometimes linked directly to the
company A &R departments are installing codecs in long distance carriers. Although the initial cost of
their offices, with these frequently being linked to a installation is normally higher than SW56, these
DAT machine so that any overnight transmissions
Tls provide 64kbit/s channels which can be
from other time zones can be stored for replay the
interfaced directly with ISDN services.
following day.
In addition, a small number of companies in the
US provide private Ti circuits. These offer the
additional advantage of contiguous bandwidth up
to 1.5Mbit/s and so do not need inverse
If the above has whetted the appetite to join a
multiplexers, unless connection is required to the
growing band of studios who are throwing caution
public network. It was on one of these private Tls
to the wind and installing ISDN service, how does
that EDnet built their original DMS network,
one go about it?
although in recent months they have begun to
Procedures vary from country to country, but here switch over to SW56 or ISDN as the demand for
are a few tips which may help smooth the path.
interconnectivity with non -EDnet and
Outside of the US, ISDN lines are provided by
international studios increases.
the national telephone company as two distinct
Because ISDN lines are to all intents and

Getting on board

SYNCING ANALOGUE TAPE DECKS
So much for synchronising digital audio
recorders; how do good old- fashioned analogue
decks sync up? And do any of the same issues

apply when synchronising to video?
The equivalent of a sample rate clock in an
analogue tape deck is a tachometer control pulse
sent to the capstan motor. This pulse usually
happens at a frequency of 9600Hz (in countries
with a 60Hz AC mains frequency) or 8000Hz (in
those with 50Hz mains). Changing the
frequency of this pulse changes the speed of the
tape deck. That's why varispeed was often
referred to as VSO (variable speed oscillator):
what actually changed was the capstan
oscillator's tach pulse frequency.
A tape deck synchroniser takes over control of
the capstan's frequency by remotely feeding it
this pulse. It receives SMPTE time code from a
track on the tape, and compares the speed of that
code to a reference such as the master deck's
time code. If it finds the slave's time code drifting

a bit ahead, it will slow down the capstan
frequency to compensate (and vice versa). This
has the same end effect as changing a digital
audio device's sample rate.
Whenever we mention changing the sample
rate to follow some timing kink in the road when
slaved to video, in essence the same thing must
be done to the capstan tach pulse in analogue
deck as well. For example, if an analogue Nagra
tape deck was resolved to a film camera's pilot
tone on location, and then the film was slowed
down by 0.1% to transfer it to NTSC video or
sped up by 4.2% to transfer it to PAL or SECAM,
the Nagra must also be slowed down or sped up
by the same amount to keep everything in time.
This is the goal of synchronisation: keeping
everyone at the same relative pace. The real
difference when dealing with digital audio is
that, not only may you drift out of sync, you
might shut down altogether.

THE MOST SIGNIFICANT ADVANCE IN GLOBAL
AUDIO COMMUNICATIONS SINCE THE TELEPHONE.
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control facilities.
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It's revolutionary.
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WorldNet products cater for every requirement
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apt Audio Processing Technology,
Edgewater Road, Belfast,
Northern Ireland, UK.
Tel: +441232 371110.

Fax:

+44 1232 371 137.
apt US. Tel: +1 213 463 2963.
apt Japan. Tel: +81 3 3520 1020.
Ascend, UK. Tel: +441932 350115.
Fax:
+441932 350199.
CB Electronics, UK Tel: +441734 320345.

Fax: +441734 320346.

Corporate Computer Systems (CCS), 670
No. Beers Street, Building 4, Holmdel,
NJ 07733, USA. Tel: +1 908 739 5600. Fax:
+1 908 739 1818.
Corporate Computer Systems (CCS)
Europe GmbH, Ludwigstrasse 45, D -85399
Hallbergmoos, Germany.
Tel: +49 811 55 160. Fax: +49 811 55 1655.
Dialog4 System Engineering GmbH,
Monreposstr 57, 71634 Ludwigsburg,
Germany. Tel: +49 7141 22660.
Fax: +49 7141 22667.
Dolby Laboratories, 100 Potrero Avenue,
San Francisco, California 94103-4813, USA.
Tel +1 415 558 0200. Fax: +1 415 863 1373
UK: Dolby Laboratories, Wootton Bassett,
Wiltshire SN4 8QJ. Tel: +441793 842100.
Fax: +441793 842101.
4- Sight, c/o The M Corporation, The
Market Place, Ringwood, Hampshire
BH24 1AP, UK. Tel: +1425 470007.
Fax: +441425 480569.

International Telecommunication Union,
Place des Nations, CH-1211, Geneva 20,
Switzerland. Tel: +41 22 730 5111.
Fax: +41 22 733 7256.
Internet: itumail@itu.ch
RE, Emdrepvej 26, GK 2100, Copenhagen.
Tel : 45 39 17 00 00. Fax 45 39 17 00 00 10.
RE UK Ltd, Alberto House, Hogwood
Lane, Finchhampstead, Berks RG40 4RF.
Tel: +441734 731119. Fax: +441734 731190.
MPR Teltech Ltd, 8999 Nelson Way,
Burnaby, BC, Canada V5A 4B5.
Tel: +1 604 293 6184. Fax: +1 604 293 5787.
MPR Teltech Europe, Obere Hauptstrasse
52, D -85354 Freising, Germany. Tel: +49
8161 42400. Fax: +49 8161 41234.

Solid State Logic, Begbroke, Oxford
0X5 1RU, UK Tel: +441865 842300.
Fax: +441865 842118.
SSL US. Tel: +1 212 315 1111;
213 463 4444.
SSL Japan. Tel: +81 1 3 5474 1144.

Systembase Ltd, Minchens Court,
Bramley, Hampshire RG26 5BH, UK.
Tel: +441256 882797.
Telos Systems, 2101 Superior Avenue,
Cleveland, OH 4414, US. Tel: +1216 241
7225. Fax: +1 216 241 4103.
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purposes telephone lines, temporary circuits are
easy to install anywhere where telephone service is
available. But, depending on the telephone
company, the cost can be high.
For example, in the UK a temporary ISDN line
costs the same to install as a permanent line -£400
at the time of writing. In addition there is a
minimum charge of two month's rental and so two
lines -which would provide the four `B' channels
required to operate, say, a Dolby system-will cost
more than £1,000, plus call costs and any rental
charges for the equipment; quite a lot if it was just
needed for a short vocal overdub.
One solution to the problem of linking with a
location that has no ISDN lines, an outside venue
for example, is to use a two -way wireless modem.
One unit is connected to the codec, while the other
is positioned at a nearby site where ISDN service is
available. This method has been used with some
success in the US, but although I was able to
obtain a temporary licence in order to give a
demonstration at the Studio Sound -sponsored
'ISDN Briefing' during 1994's APRS show, the EU
have not yet allocated a permanent frequency on
which these units can operate.

Video
A frequently -asked question is when it will become

economical to transmit acceptable quality video
over the ISDN in real time. Using existing 64kbit/s
circuits. The answer is probably never.
An uncompressed digital video signal with
accompanying AES-EBU audio requires the equivalent
bandwidth of more than 4,000 ISDN B' channels,
making it a totally impractical proposition. In fact,
whatever coding scheme were to be used, I do not
believe that simple compression by redundancy would
never reduce the rate sufficiently to make transmission
over the ISDN an economical proposition.
Video -conferencing systems combine various
methods of coding including frame rate and pixel
reduction in order to get moving pictures over a
manageable number of channels, but even at
384kbit/s the quality is acceptable only for fairly
static objects and would be virtually useless for
applications such as remote ADR or sync -to- picture.
A couple of systems are being marketed which
use a `store and forward' technique where video is
J -PEG encoded onto a computer's hard disk (the
same process used by most nonlinear video editors)
and then transmitted as a file to a similar receiving
system. A 30- second commercial takes between five
and 30 minutes to transfer over a pair of ISDN
channels, depending on the final quality required
and the size of the picture window.
The drawback of this technique is that anything
longer than an advertising spot takes a very long
time to send. ADR sessions often involve full 10 or
20 minute film reels and in this case a
non -real -time transfer would be impractical. The
solution adopted by the film industry has therefore
been to provide a video copy to the remote site and
lock this to the master using time code transmitted
over the link.
However, transmitting time code over the ISDN
along with audio can be a problem because it usually
involves taking one of the two audio channels for the

code. Fortunately, some recent developments are

greatly simplifying the process.
apt are offering a solution by adapting their
codec's RS232 data channel so that it can carry
time code; effectively providing a third channel. At
the remote end a standard machine synchroniser is
connected to the extra (time -code) output and this
drives the multitrack or video recorder.
A refinement to this technique is offered by
British synchroniser specialists CB Electronics.
The IS -1 ISDN Synchroniser is an adapted version
of their SS-2 video synchroniser and was originally
developed for London -based ISDN network, The
Audio Exchange. The unit takes time code or 9 -pin
RS422 command signals in and converts these into
an RS232 format data stream which can be
transmitted by any audio codec fitted with an
RS232 data port. At the remote site another IS -1
decodes the data and drives a 9 -pin controllable
machine in sync with the master.
Although a more expensive solution than apt's,
the IS -1 is ideal in situations where there is no
skilled operator at the remote end.
One current application links a production
studio in London's West End with a video recorder
and stereo audio system in the creative department
of an out of town advertising agency. This allows
the producers at the agency to view a video copy of
a TV spot with `live' audio coming from the studio,
thereby saving a cab ride through London's traffic
each time they want to approve a voice -over or mix.
The agency people can also talk back to either the
engineer or voice -over artist at the studio.

The future
number of studios who are as yet reluctant to
commit themselves to a full system have been
going half way by installing permanent ISDN lines
and renting codecs when they need them. In some
ways this is a sensible measure: with at least
three incompatible formats the limited number of
music studios that can presently be accessed by
ISDN is reduced further where only one coding
system is available.
When a system is used frequently it naturally
becomes more economic to buy. and some studios
will undoubtedly find that they are using one
system more than the others; especially if they
concentrate on one particular type of work.
Also, as with all studio equipment, prices will
inevitably fall, and equally inevitably by the end of
the decade ISDN is likely to be as commonplace as
the once -expensive fax machine is now.
The network is also becoming cheaper to access
and to use, while the number of countries going
on -line increases almost daily. Broadcasters'
demand for links during the recent Rugby World
Cup was the impetus required for the South
African telephone company to open up
international ISDN circuits, while the new digital
A

switching systems being installed throughout the
former Eastern Bloc should bring ISDN to most of
that region within five years.
A future article will look at the ways in which
the ISDN is being used in both recording and
postproduction in various parts of the world.

Only CDQPrima TM with CCS MUSIC
is guaranteed to make your ISDN digital audio sound the best
MUSICAM° is today's digital audio standard. Only CCS MUSICAM has enhancements designed
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Any cable failure often results in problems where the
original cause is extremely difficult to detect. The
reliability and quality of Mogami cable ensures those
problems do not arise. Long -life, safety, efficiency and
economy make Mogami the No. 1 choice for cable.
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recent conversation on audio
education versus the needs of studio
owner-operators that appeared in this
magazine (The Great Debate', April 1995,
Studio Sound) focused attention on a topic that has
vexed studio management, educational-programme
administrators and students since the inception of
audio education 15 to 20 years ago. It is curious
that the expressions of the UK studio community
virtually echo those of studio operators across the
pond, where these issues receive an almost
continuous airing. There are strong feelings
expressed in the several quarters that, firstly,
students should be `customised' for the recording
studio business to really be of value as potential
employees; secondly, that studio owner-operators
should understand and respect the quality and
diversity of the education possessed by the students
they interview for employment; thirdly, that the
students are angry about not being able to find
enough employment, both suitable and adequate, in
their chosen field. Each side: studio operators,
academic programme heads and students are
convinced of the righteousness of their arguments.
If we go back to the late 1930s and early 1940s,
we would find electrical engineering programmes
worldwide where audio and radio-frequency
engineering would be part of the 4 -year curriculum
and that a specific professor might have a strong
interest in the area that led to a specific
subprogramme. In addition, that interest could
lead to `grants' from such audio giants of the day as
RCA, EMI, General Electric, Tannoy, Telefunken,
ATT... The science of physics saw similar
individual emphasis on studios and their acoustics,
with university experts such as Vern Knudsen of
UCLA servicing the Holly-wood studios and audio
industry experts such as RCA's Harry Olsen,
guiding any number of budding acousticians,
virtually one -on -one.
World War II shifted the emphasis from film
sound, AM radio and auditorium -arena sound
reinforcement to military applications to such things
as the Beachmaster sound systems used at the 1944
Normandy invasions and the acoustic proximity fuse
used in anti -aircraft shells. The emphasis remained
on audio engineering programmes with such revered
engineering institutions as MIT (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology) and Cal Tech (California
Institute of Technology) jumping on the audio
technology bandwagon.
The conclusion of World War II saw the advent
of consumer audio-hi -fi. Academic engineering
programmes continued to focus on audio as
military, consumer, FM broadcast, entertainment.
TV-film usage grew. This continued into the 1950s
and early 1960s until it became obvious to every
Dean of every engineering programme worth its
weight (except in Japan), that the computer was
the engineering programme cash cow of the future.
Make no mistake, all of these programmes were
at the engineering level, with very little
educational activity for audio practitioners. One of
the highest profile audio practitioner programmes
during the period was run in the 1950s by the
legendary Howard Tremaine, author of the longlived first and second editions of the Audio
Cyclopedia. Not so long-lived was Tremaine's
The
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Education or profit?
The Great
Education Debate
continues

training was the paradigm that everybody in the
audio industry `000hed' and `aaahed' at.
By the 1980s, the demand for trained audio
practitioners had jumped to in excess of 15,000
job openings a year -in North America alone. That
assumed a total number of jobs at the 150,000
level, with an annual turnover of 10% or better.
The 4 -year music departments with dedicated
programs in studio audio continued to grow, trying
to match demand with their graduates.

Since 1980, we have watched curricula expand to
number over 200 in the US and over 200 in the rest
of the world. These schools turn out well in excess of
4,000 graduates each year. Unfortunately, the
University of Hollywood audio course, but it did
prepare individuals for employment in Hollywood's audio (and related) job pool has shrunk by 66.6%
worldwide in the last 15 years. In the US for
élite film sound and other related `craft' unions
example, by 1995, there are less than 50,000 jobs
during the mid -1950s-the one period when these
available for audio program graduates (with a
unions were fearful of member shortages.
turnover rate as low as 1 %). Even the 50,000 job
During the 1960s and 1970s, most were trained
figure holds only if you include high paying
on-the-job or by hobby avocation as with radio hams,
positions in high -end hi -fi salons. US government
or as teenagers by friendly radio or studio engineers
statistics credit only about 37,500 such studio -audio
who would let the young men hang out in the control
or related jobs, without the hi -fi job component.
room. High schools had small radio stations that
Where did all the jobs go? The answer is that
sparked the interest of many in audio as a career.
changing technology did away with most of the
Although hindsight is always accurate, the
positions which were used to feed individuals into
University engineering schools had made the right
studios. For example, film-sound work used to
call about de-emphasising audio engineering
curriculums in the 1950s and 1960s since over 75% of involve two operators-one to run the sound
recorder and one to mix. Now, one person does it
all audio equipment manufacturing in the Western
all. Similarly, TV news used to require a separate
World had gone offshore (read Japan) by 1985.
sound engineer. Now, in many instances, the
Two -year public and private vocational
videographer does it all. In many of these and
`hands -on' audio schools had been running since
similar cases, the lost jobs were `givebacks' from
the 1950s and 60s, in most cases struggling to
unions that could not justify the obsoleted positions
expand -while students at 4 -year institutions had
in the face of advancing technology.
to depend on programmes in radio and television
Consider the case of motion -picture theatre
broadcasting plus service with the campus audiocomplexes where 14-20 screens will be under the
visual department and -or sound crew to provide
control of one or two equipment operators (read:
usable audio skills.
projectionists), with automated equipment.
Twenty years later, with little or no organised
Similarly, corporate and educational institution
4 -year instruction in audio going on in the interim,
audio -visual support departments have replaced
we began to see the rise of musician -practitioner
slide and film projectors, open -reel tape recorders
education-strongly aligned with music and
and associated audio equipment run by operators,
musical schools.
with multimedia personal computers running
What was so exciting initially about audio
presentation programmes, VCRs and audio cassette
learning that was educationally linked to the
recorders that the end -user can self-operate.
making of music, was that it promised to deliver
And nowhere has this contraction in job
virtual Tonmeisters with popular skills as well as
the classical. The European tradition of Tonmeister availability been more apparent than in recording
studios. In the US, between 1980 and 1995, we
training, combining in the classical genre, the best
have gone from the several thousand mainstream
of musical recording techniques with the best of
major -league music, advertising and
audio engineering, had been slowly producing
postproduction recording studios to under one
superbly trained individuals during the 1960s and
1970s. Almost a one -on -one programme, Tonmeister thousand large, `conventional' recording studios.
These are the facilities that deliver the jobs. At the
same time, but at the other end of the spectrum,
we have seen the creation of hundreds of thousands
of sustainable personal and project studios.
Unfortunately, these new trend studios employ far
fewer individuals because, in addition to being
much smaller than the mainstream studios, they
are owner operated.
What we find in 1995 is the flip side of 1975.
There are more and significantly better educational
programmes turning out more graduates to
compete for fewer jobs available to the graduates
and therein lies the rub.
We shall pursue the education conundrum in
a future column. [Amen to that!]

At the other end of
the spectrum, we

have seen the
creation of hundreds
of thousands of
sustainable personal
and project studios
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In an ideal world, legislation would respond to
changing circumstances and work in the
Kevin Hilton
common good. Someone once observed that we
get the laws we deserve but what was
intended as irony probably reflects something closer
to the truth. Broadcasting has become a pet subject
for legislators, and Europe is set to see far more
activity from the civil servants and their political
masters in this field despite the past ten years
having already seen much investigation into the
media per se, with the introduction of both
voluntary and statutory controls in some territories.
All European countries have had to adapt to the
rapidly changing nature of newspapers, radio and
television, particularly cross-media ownership, the
emergence of all- powerful proprietors (some of
whom, like Silvio Berlusconi, have had a go at
making the laws themselves), and the introduction
of new technologies. Broadcasting is most affected
by emerging techniques, which enable services to
reached their peak, supported by backed media
stretch around the world, not only in their search
mogul Rupert Murdoch, who had defeated the print
for an audience but also in reach -the drive to be
trade unions and used his newspapers to support
seen to bring the world into the viewer's front room. the Government. Pilger wrote: These efforts...
Things have moved on considerably from the
produced a farcical "auction" that cost the industry
broadcasts of the 1950s, when newscasters would
heavily in resources, while leaving most of the
say things like, `Story now, pictures at eleven',
network in place.'
because the film was still on its way back to the
The auction process continues with the
studio. `Now' live means live; even if the anchor
advertising of the licence for Channel 5 (On Air',
only interviews a reporter in the field about
June 1995, Studio Sound). Murdoch's consortium
something that may or may not happen, the station have bid the almost laughable sum of £2m,
is still seen to be doing something. Technology
knowing that the highest bidders generally win,
-ENG crews, satellite fly -aways, micro -wave
and although he has said that he is not that
links-have made this possible, and, as journalist
interested in C5, he may be hoping to emulate
Alison Pearson pointed out, the fact that there is
Central TV, which retained its ITV franchise for
nothing going on does not seem to matter.
the bargain price of £1,000. (To allay fears, I am
I live not far from the South London law courts
not criticising Central or comparing it to Sky,
where rogue footballer Eric Cantona appeared on
merely pointing out the inconsistencies of the
assault charges; the front steps of the building were
present system.) If he wins, however, it will for the
taken over by press photographers, while the
first time bring him under some kind of regulatory
adjoining street was full of OB vans, many with
system; at the moment he can pretend that BSkyB
satellite dishes or microwave aerials on top, all for a
is not a British broadcaster by virtue of the fact
brief snippet of the taciturn star pushing through
that it is uplinked from Luxembourg-despite
crowds. (My biggest surprise was at the presence of a being headquartered just outside London.
French broadcast truck, as I thought that Cantona's
The Green Paper discussion document on
homeland had given up on him completely.)
broadcasting of the late 1980s, and the subsequent
All this has made the world smaller (although I
legislation, took very little notice of emerging
still wouldn't want to paint it), and this troubles
technologies, or of the fact that, like it or not, the
some politicians. With cable and satellite technology, UK is part of Europe. Perhaps the Department of
it is easier to move beyond the bounds of a
National Heritage should take a look at the Green
broadcaster's country of origin, giving them a whole
Paper recently published by the Irish Government,
new audience. This, of course, makes regulation a
titled Active or Passive ? Broadcasting in the
problem and it is this situation that is causing
Future Tense. This weighty tome, which nearly
governments to consider a new legislative structure
crushed the cat when the postperson catapulted it
to take their countries into the next century. In
through my letterbox, opens with an extensive
many respects, the UK acted too quickly, and, as can examination of the Republic's broadcasting needs,
be seen with NTL's call for changes to the law to
putting them into a wider perspective by
allow digital terrestrial transmissions, there will
considering the country's position in Europe and
have either have to be additions to the existing
the rest of the world.
legislation, or a total rethink.
Like most countries, Irish broadcasting is split
But the 1990 Broadcasting Act was not intended
between a public broadcaster and independents.
to prepare the UK for the coming of new technology
The public service is provided by Raidió Teilifís
and the 21st Century
was purely designed to
Eireann (RTE), which broadcasts two national TV
break down what the then Prime Minister,
channels, four national radio stations (with FM3
Margaret Thatcher, saw as the last bastion of
Music and Irish -language service Raidió na
restrictive practices', namely independent television. Gaeltachta sharing a VHF network) and Cork
In his 1992 collection of essays, Distant Voices,
Local Radio. At the moment, the commercial sector
liberal journalist John Pilger neatly catalogued the
is solely national, local and community radio. The
late 1980s, when Thatcher's policies of deregulation
Government plan to introduce an independent
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national TV service, and are actively establishing a
separate national Irish-language station, Teilifís
na Gaeilge, which will draw on the facilities and
experience of RTE but which will be regarded as an
independent entity. The four UK TV channels can
also be received in Ireland.
One of the main issues raised in the Green
Paper is that of emerging technologies, particularly
how telecommunications, broadcasting and IT can
be developed and integrated. As in many other
European countries, the maintenance of a public
service broadcasting remit is a priority, and the
Government appears keen to pay special attention
to this during the coming explosion of services,
many of which will come from outside Ireland,
aided by the growth of satellite, cable, and, most
especially, MMDS (multipoint microwave
distribution system, aka wireless cable). Also taken
into consideration are high definition-widescreen
TV, digital compression -transmission, and DAB,
with a nod towards the future and Integrated
Broadband Communications Networks.
Other sections of the document look at
privatising activities that are presently in the
public sector, notably RTÉ Network 2 and the
transmission chain. There are also suggestions
that RTÉ should expand satellite activities and
attempt to reach an international audience. At the
moment the public service broadcaster provides a
24 -hour radio service to Europe over Astra, and
three and a half hours of programming a day to
North America, which could expand into a full
24 -hour commitment. The future of Atlantic 252,
the long-wave music radio station broadcast to the
UK from just outside Dublin and in which RTÉ has
a minority shareholding, has been questioned. The
document wonders whether its frequency could be
better used in the national interest.
Like the UK, the Republic of Ireland is an island
state, but successive governments, and the people,
have accepted the concept of a single Europe more
readily than their close neighbours. The constant
cry of the so- called Euro- sceptics in the UK has
been that the breaking down of border controls and
greater integration will erode national identity.
The Irish Green Paper is cognisant of the need to
maintain Irish culture, probably one of the reasons
why the document is presented in both Gaelic and
English languages. (When I called up the
Department of Arts, Culture and the Gaeltacht to
get a copy, the phone in the press office was
answered in Gaelic, which threw me as I only know
two phrases in the language: one is a greeting, the
other is scatological.)
The Government is welcoming comments and
ideas from viewers, listeners and other interested
parties, and is looking to receive replies no later
than 30th September 1995. There is a very real
chance that by the time a White Paper is produced,
all the good intentions of its Green predecessor will
have been forgotten in favour of political
expediency, but for the time being, it does show
that some politicians and civil servants have been
seriously thinking about what broadcasting is for
and how it fits into the worldwide scheme of things.
My only problem with the document is that, after a
cursory browse, it fell apart and shed pages all over
my flat.
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APPOINTMENTS

Digidesign UK
An Avid Technology Company

The Tape Gallery, London's leading
Audio Post Production Facility
requires a

UK Sales Manager

Technical
Assistant

The world's leading manuacturer of digital recording and editing
systems are expanding their U.K. operation and are now looking
for a UK Sales Manager to work out of their London office
You will be responsible for:

UK Sales
UK Direction and Strategy
Management of UK office and staff

Dealership accounts

Successful sales background in audio products
Strong knowledge of hard disk recording and computers
Good communication and orgianizational skills
Strong Management skills

Write with C.V. to Chas Smith, Digidesign UK, 20/28 Kingly Court,
London, W1 R 5LE
Phone: 44 (0)171 494 2949, Fax: 44 (0)171 494 2758

ADVANCED COMMUNICATION
EQUIPMENT (INT'L) CO. LTD.
We are a Professional Audio Distributor

currently looking for

maintain it's digital audio and
video equipment.
to

The applicant should have a basic
understanding of electronics,
computers and digital audio and
must be willing to work long hours
and some weekends.
Salary negotiable - depending on

experience.

You must offer:

in Hong Kong,

THE TAPE GALLERY

AC E

experienced

PRO AUDIO SERVICE ENGINEERS
Ideally you are qualified with the following experience:
Practical knowledge in the most recent Pro Audio technology, including
Studio and Broadcast, Sound Reinforcement, Post Production and other
related fields.
Responsibility for servicing both in -house and on -site, supervising
projects and audio system installation, as well as providing training to
other local engineers.
Computer literacy.
This is a permanent position situated in Hong Kong covering areas such as
China, Singapore, Malaysia and Taiwan.
Good qualifications and solid hands -on experience are a must. The
successful applicant will be promoted according to ability.
Please send your resume together with your latest photograph and expected
remuneration to:
5th Floor, Prosperity Centre, 77 -81 Container Port Road,
Kwai Chung, New Territories, Hong Kong,
or send your details by fax to (852) 2424 1094
Attn: Director of Audio "Private & Confidential ".

All enquiries will be treated in

strictest confidence.
Please send CV to:
Charlotte Winter-Evans
The Tape Gallery Ltd
28 Lexington Street
imaviva 1t 1R 31íR

PRO TOOLS III
OPERATORS
We are creating a pool of
Engineers /Operators to work

in

our Pro Tools Ill -based studio
on a freelance /dry -hire basis, in
a wide variety of fields.

Please contact us with details
of yourself and your work.
Write to: Mark Lister
ASTRONAUT CANTEEN
65a Dundas Street,

Edinburgh EH3 6RS
Tel: 0131 557 1660
Fax: 0131 557 1050

Sound
Engineers
URGENTLY NEEDED!
Experience of quarter inch editing essential.
Hard disk (Sadie) editing also useful.
London NW6.
Phone Daniel today on

0171 -624 7785

DUPLICATING AND MASTERING

INSURANCE

Sound
Insurance

000 0000

0R 0 ll

THE ONLY NUMBER YOU NEED FOR
DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING

PHONE KEVIN OR DAVID FOR
YOUR FREE QUOTATION

The complete manufacturing service

HENCILLA CANWORTH
INSURANCE

7" singles
white label & commercial. 12" promo runs
albums, compact disc, cassettes & vinyl
sleeves, labels, booklets &.inlays
posters
point of sale
leaflets & brochures

Insurance House,
27/29 Brighton Road,

multimedia

OVAL ROAD

CAMDEN

0181 686 5050

repro

A TO Z MUSIC SERVICES
12

GROUP

Incorporating the "Enigma Design Studio"

LONDON

Croydon CR2 6EB

full specialised design for all the above

NW1 7DH

Corppodrate:

TELEPHONE: 0171 267 8000
FAX: 0171 284 3188

exhbatiOns

photography
artwÖrk
typesetting,.

U.S. OFFICE
105 DUANE STREET

EQUIPMENT WANTED

For full design services contact:

SUITE 52B
TRIBECA TOWER
NY NY 10007
TELEPHONE (212) 346 0653/73
FAX (212) 346 0679

Audley Clakesmith
Head of Design
Enigma Design & Communication

WANTED

Tel 0171 267 8000,

Production /Sales tax. 0171 284 3188
General /Accounts fax: 0171 284 3166

NEVE

8078 CONSOLE

UREI 1176LN LIMITERS

PULTEC EQUALIZERS

Compact Discs

Pro -Mastering

-

-

Digibin Cassettes

-

Reprographics

-

Print

HILTONGROVE
sound
where

Tel: 0181 521 2424

advice counts

..

-

NEVE 1081 EQs

ANY MODULES OR SPARES

Fax (001) 213 851 8604
TANNOY SPEAKERS WANTED!

Fax: 0181 521 4343

Best prices paid for early models: Guy Fountain Autograph,
GRF, York,

Lancaster, Chatsworth, Canterbury, Lockwood, Any

pre-1975 Drive Units, X-Overs, Empty Enclosures or Spares.

71la.Fe

u ct,ctl

ud

.

Son
Recoraing
TECHNOLOGY

DIRECT

Hard Disk CD Mastering
One -off CDs from £15.00
Real time cassette copying
Laser printed labels and inlays

Excellent quality and presentation
Copy masters and editing
Unparalleled service, best prices
Fast turnaround - hours not days

LATEST 32 -BIT DSP

Magnetic Image
Mastering

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

SUPER BIT MAPPING

0181 -960 7222

`-_
HÁRSORSOUND
180a CENTRAL STREET

& VIDEO

20 BIT DIGITAL RECORDING STUDIO

SAUGUS, MASS. 01906, U.S.A.
We buy NEVE, SSL, AMS, FAIRCHILD,
NEUMANN, AKG and TELEFUNKEN

20 BIT EDITING

Tel: (001) 617 231 -0095

SOUND RESTORATION, DE -CLICK etc

COPY MASTERS
DIGITALLY DUPLICATED
CASSETTES
PRINT/REPROGRAPHICS

MARKET LEADERS
1: 081 446 3218 LONDON
IT

jbs records
MUSIC and SPEECH
REAL-TIME/HIGHER-SPEED Quality Cassette
Duplication and Blanks from 1 -1000.
Computer printed Labels.
Solo, 1/4" reel, Sony Betamax or R -DAT
recording. Fast Security Delivery service.
FILTERBOND LTD, jbs records div, FREEPOST
19 SADLERS WAY, HERTFORD, SG14 2BR
01992- 500101

0480 461880 CAMBRIOG

Panton Music

asxttc & (D Duplication Services including
Blanks - Compilation Editing - Printing etc.
Call Dare Punka,

Audio

3724

Every copy individually checked

COMPACT DISCS
FULL MASTERING

TEL: (UK) 0171 372

(

+44 (0)

121

558 8338

lulvccn Inani -Ipm VImS:u

Fax: (001) 617 231 -0295

CALREC DL1656 COMPRESSOR
LIMITER MODULES FOR SALE

Extremely high sound and build quality. Features
include: Compressor plus limiter. LED bargraph.
Balanced /O. Transformer O /P. Sidechain switches
for stereo, external. Stout metal case. Schematics.
ONLY £195 + VAT EACH!!!
Call /Fax for info and photo.
I

Tel. +44 (0) 171-700-1852 Fax: +44 (0) 171 -607 -1410

HORIZONTAL PRODUCTIONS

& K 4006 pair, perfect
£500 ea
Neumann U47 & U48, both VF14 tubes, serviced,
B

THE CASSETTE DUPLICATING SPECIALISTS
Real time & high speed loop pin duplication,
printing & packaging. Blanks wound to length.
TEL: 0161 973 1884 FAX: 0161 905 2171

complete, very clean
£2800 ea
WANTED! AKG C28a and Studer C37 Y4"

Tel: (London) +(0)181

875 9712

Fax: (London) +(0)181 877 1676

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

Sounds Incorporated

SOUNDS
Incorporated

44 (0) 1892 861099
fax: 44 (0) 1892 863485

1ng Equipment
Ine World
PHONE: +44 (0)117 946 7711
FAX:
+44 (0)117 973 0505

'A'UDI2
TOYSHOP

USED EQUIPMENT LIST
Neve 1073 4, mounletl

CONSOLES:
Neve VR
Neve 54

m

Toybar blue rack,

Oto

110

250

e

supply, refurbished,

new

AKG

0900 hie

AKG

451EBICKI black...

a

202 w. CK9 shotgun..........

___..

.................0275

panels etc...

(call
with flying laders, with GML, all fully loaded__....._ [call
60 2 evadable!
Series 121211 quality. compact 12 channel .................._......__... _. _.... .(call

Nave BCM 10 fined

10731s. Completely refurbished by ourselves...._

10

1

1

Neve Classic rack 6

33135

2

0175

33314 compressors racked in blue with all
AKG 451 bodies

only, silver & black ................... ............................... ...........................(100

058 buckets of them, cheap! .................... ............................... .........................019.99
AKG0541 on gooseneck.................................................................. ..............................f 55

AKG

Amek Hendrix 56 channel. Supermove (flying faders), 15m old, 0107k new. Inleresbng
history! ................_................._.....___. ........_.__...__.............. ....................,...[52,250
Anted Angela Input modules, blue, P 4 G automation ready...... ................._........_1750
.___.
.__ .............
...............£49,000
Amek Moran 80 channel!.......

Neve V rack full, 9

eq.

2

dynamics.... ._ .........................._.. ................_......__£4,995

.

Awed Mozart 40 frame supenme
_..
..........
.................(37,000
Midas TR Console 30184. Pro4A s...... ....____ ............... .......... ......__....._.._......._04,500
............._..._. ..................__.__..(2.995
Yamaha DMC 1000 MINT. V 2.0 .....,._. ......._....__.__....._.__ ..... ........._....._........(12.750

._1300pr
Amcrown 30GPD P2M

1

.............

leftk....................

.

MB stereo P2M looks seriously Dada. but sounds pretty

groovy....

.........195
....._0125

._...._(99
Yamaha DMP

...._.....__
._._._.(650
channel mic amp ................_..................._. ..................._..._....... ___[350

7 digs

Yamaha HA 8 8

console, 4 of em ..._.___

DIGITAL RECORDERS:
Sony 3324 upgraded, lull remote.
AMS Audiophile head ideal for sharing

E13,500

Audiophile__
Real World Audio Tablet sold as seen .............. ............................... ...........................0595
Panasonic SV 3700 brand new...._....__._....._ .. ............_.................. ..........................(call
Sony PCM 2700 pro 4 head OAT._...._ ............. ............................... .......................11,250
2

rooms with

1

ANALOGUE TAPE MACHINES:

BBE 822 sonic maxrmiser ..........

...............................

TC

FOCUSRITE RED A BLUE RANGE IN STOCK

77 Mk

2

I

lelt

0250

at only.

2 replay only ....................... .._..........._................ .._........................£495
G 16 MINT, hardly used ................... ._......,......_............... .........................£2,250
Dolby SP 24V 24 channels. Dobla A ............. ..._........................... .........................01,250
Dolby A 361 12 in stock__.__._....._ ................ ............................... .........................._£195

Reece PR 99 Mk

Foster

...f90

Studer

A

710 cassette excellent........................

Otani EC 101 MIR 90 synchronizer......_....._.........

.....199.99

Sycolagic M

16

MIDI matrix, remote .....................

02,500

2290

IN STOCK.

PRICES EXCLUDE VAT
MOST OF THE ABOVE ITEMS ARE III STOCK
WE WANT: Studer ABOO, 827; Lexicon

4800, 22401, PCM 70; Fairchild, Teletronix

Compressors, all valve miss and anything you have in the studio closet!

MICROPHONES:
Neumann U 47 tube VE74, matched paiç consen serial nos.
These are SERIOUS..._......_ .................... ..........._...................

.....

£7000
02,500

Neumann M269c MINT, MINT, MINT

WE PI %. BUY, SELL AND BROKER ALL STUOIi3

EQUIPMENT AND COMPLETE

STUDIOS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. SPECIALISING IM ESOTERIC AND TUBE
EOUIPMEMT - CALL US WITH YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

Studio design, installation and servicing. Custom
modifications, racks for Neve eq's, compressors and mio amps; phone for
client list and details. New equipment supplied, please phone for a
competitive quote on any new equipment, packages tailored to your

OTHER SERVICES:

OUTBOARD:
Nevelgmek 9098 in stock,
Focusrite eq's and camps

on

demo....

in stock

_

............................... ......................_.._(call

and on demo ................._......._ .........,_...............[call

Only 100 or so ever made, built in the 40's.
refurbished in the 90's with Wonder Caps. all new tubes etc
spares set all

RCA BA 86 this is the

nest Fairchild.

NOS. Try this one on your vocal, fasten your seat belt and grease

your

ea.

VARIOUS:

.....f11,500

Mari MX 5050 1." nice nick._ .......................... ............................... ...........................0495
.__._..........._ ......... .......................__...... .........................._(495
AmpexAIR 800 ''Y' -._

.........190

..............

..........

Beyer DT 100 BRAND NEW!! .....

AMS RMX 16 remote, 2 in stock...
Lexicon 22401 LAAC a 8.2............
Lexicon 300 v 3.5 latest ................
Yamaha REV 5 MINT.....
Yamaha EMP100 Yamy wee thing!.

Otani MTR 90 Mk2 remote locate.
Otani MIR 90 Mk2 spares.

B

Shure SM57 NEW,

HEADPHONES:
FX:

....f 5,500
Studer A 80 Mkt good runner.
Studer A 810 0 ILS 400 excellent................. ............................... ........................._01495
.f 750
Studer A 80 Mk2 'A" lull bridge....
Studer A 80 Mk2 'G" 2 track. eaoellent ........ ........._......_.............. ...........................5575

Reyes

.........................0275

Neumann

U

Neumann

SM 69 only

89 MINT.

left .......................................................................

01.250

Neumann KM56c MINT, MINT, MINT .......................... ...............................
Neumann KM (4 immaculate boxed.
Calrec CB20c w. CC50 caps ........................................ .............._................
ARG 412 414 with C 12 capsule_
ARG C 21C with extension tube.

0195

1

requirements.

VISA

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
"QUALITY USED PRO AUDIO FUNKY JUNK IN STOCK AND AVAILABLE 01,07,95"
ML'LTITRACKS
SONY

33224A 500 hours

£23,000

SONY

3324 P'Prod only

£16.000

SONY

APR24 Analogue. Remote etc. Mint

STUDER

A820 Remote/locate

02,000
£27,500

to

ours

£12.000

A80 Mk3. Remote /local

£7,000

.

STL

P

OTARI

£(9012.

OIARl

Locate!r

EK
VE

OMPRESSORS
1100
10

STUDI

2" 16tr. Remote etc

2tr half inch. vgc

patch

crete

411 At-WHINES SPRI'ICED.AND '

FOR IMMEDIATE USE

.

REVERB ETC

DRILY

MORE

DESKS
NEVE
248.

56 input. Renovated

Call

48th fitted Uptown automation

Call

64ch G with ultimation.

Thank you and good night!

£4

Ure

Compex /F

LCA

oe Meek

/L

vin Dual

LA3

ctrospace /D

er 1960

,

RS /Tu

al /Quad

Eight

discrete /Helios, Neve

Calrec modules and more

Lexicon 480L/224XL/

/AKG ADR/EMT240/

Yamaha SPX allsortsll

170 and 80/ and more

XP24 SR/363 SR and

M24A1361 A and

SYNCRONISERS

Adam Smith 2600 /Lynx Timeline /Fostex/

inputs. Patch/producer desk

£1,000

C12: C24: Cl2A Neumann U87: U47:

5114.

1614/2 as above:

£5,000

FET/Sennheiser, AKG, Beyer condenser and

NEVE

5114.

40/4/2:

NEVE

5116.

24/8/2

as above (4h sweep eq)

MICS

£12,000

VARIOUS

,-rer.--6r7e0.)r

-1

091,?1\)

\.

505 -507 Liverpool Rd,
London N7

Neumann U47 tube: U48 tube: U67 tube/AKG

KM84

Phone +44 (0)
Fax
+44 (0)

dynamics

£14,000

rt

..

y

Q- Lock /Pacer /BTX

5114.

are

T\

SR/Film processor

E

as

Peak,R,c

many

NEVE

no input LED's

c

tube /Massenberg

DOLBY

Call

1991

24412. 24 x comp /gate: LED ladders on

P

ALL USED PRO AUDIO BOUGHT FOR
CASH OR SOLD ON COMMISSION

series 2 /Audio Design

STUDI

r

2: others

Klein and Hummel UI

2tr. As new

i

£17,500

TAC 26/16/24

BCMI0/2:

tea coi

cfa, tuie

Factory Custom Angela 56/24 c/w automation,
patch etc. Priva t

UTBOARD AND MISCEL

AMPS

SSL

£29,000

£11,500

SOL'N

NEVE

x stereo: reflex automation. Patch etc. VGC.

Remot

OTARI

MCI

8

AMEK

tie prized da« t day

Mozart post production console fitted 24 '. mono,

40 frame

£9.995

With SR
ST

AMEK

Boffin The Bear/Fingers The Fish /Flipper/Groucho

171
171

609 5479
700 3017

AMPEX ATR

-

124

THE BEST SOUNDING 24 -TRACK EVER!
with remote autolocator. Fully reconditioned - OFFERS

Tel: 44 (0) 1892 861099
AMEK HENDRIX 56 CHANNEL CONSOLE
1994, fully automated and immaculate

-

OFFERS

Tel: 44 (0) 1892 861099
ACOUSTICAL CONSULTANCY
in Germany and all over Europe in Studio
Acoustics, Building Acoustics and Noise Control.

THE CONNECTION
THE SOURCE
THE PROFESSIONALS

Dr MANTEL & PARTNERS GmbH
Phone:

Fax:

49/(0)8033.5380
49/(0)8033 -5381

+
+

HAMMOND ORGAN

TEL: (USA) 508 -543 -0069
FAX: (USA) 508-543-9670

Same as B3 but + AMPS & LS in modern cab.
Model A700. 230v 50Hz. 2 man. 27 pedals.
Can deliver in UK. £1200 Stg Cash only

+44 (0)1603 713141

TONY LARKING
PROFESSIONAL SALES LIMITED

ENGLAND'S LARGEST STOCKIST OF

NEW & USED
-AUDIO EQUIPMENT
PRO

CALL TEL: 01462 490600
NOW! FAX: 01462 490700

DIAL A FAX

FOR

A COMPLETE UP TO DATE EQUIPMENT LIST ON YOUR FAX

0336 313 733 on your
ray macOne a press start
631

when Instructed.
need to be switched
topolling mode to
this service.

EM+L

= -_ _

ISO39p per
minute cheap rate
Ca

mes

DELIVERY

USED GEAR

WANTED

CONSOLES

Some machines may

enö a9p per
timute all oller

WORLDWID

.

.

LOO

-

.

16 TRACK 44 TRACK.
.

ADA, OUTBOARD
.

MONITORS . STUDIO MICROPHONES . PRO VIDEO
Why continue on YAM roux old equlprnRnt
when Tony Larking ProfessionalSales can give yOU a

cracking good pert exchange deal
Or purchase your unwanted equipment

for cash?

PLUS: FINANCE AVAILABLE USE YOUR EXISTING EQUIPMENT
AS A DEPOSIT!

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

FLIGHT
CASES

AIR CONDITIONING
& VENTILATION
TO SOUND STUDIOS
IS OUR SPECIALITY
We provide design only or design and

FOR ALL EQUIPMENT

TEL: 01784

MIDLAND FLIGHT CASES

[

Ask for Stuart.

EUROPE AUDIO RENT BV
we rent out recording
- music production
-

ISDN USERS

-

Drawmer, Orban, Dolby, Genefec, Akai,
Emu, Harddisks, etc etc

Phone Holland (3l) 3465.70670

TRANSFER CAPABILITIES
Single issue price: US$30

DIGIFON20

JOEMEEK
Voice Channel

203- 254 -0869.

Deep WOOd Road. Fairfield. CT 06430 l

S_1

40 Clarendon Rd West, Chorlton, Manchester. M21 ORL

Building Your First Studio?

+44 1923 285266
+44 1923 285168

Tel:
Fax:

hhe most common mistake made by people
building their first control room is that they can't
justify the expense of having it designed p-operly.

Email: salese interstudio. co. uk

The result is often an expensive room with poor
internal acoustics, where the basic shape of the room
caws, resonance problems, and incorrectly specified
,:lrface treatments cause uneven decay response,
resulting in uneven frequency response.

The essential, rich,
super -full voice sound
that will survive the mix!

terStudio Limited

With really useful design assistance from as little
£200, it's got to be worth thinking again.

:

CLOSE MICROPHONE SYSTEMS FOR
ALL ACOUSTIC INSTRUMENTS
BY.: BALANESCU QUARTET:
CHRIS LAWRENCE; RONNIE SCOTTS CLUB;
STEVE PHILLIPS; NIGEL EATON; NIGEL KENNEDY:
SENSIBLE MUSIC: HOLY TRINITY. BROMPTON.
ACCUSOUND MICROPHONES SYSTEMS
TEL /FAX: +44 (0) 1455- 552306
19 Bitteswell Road, Lutterworth, LE17 4E1. t K

AS USED

For

HEARD BY MILLIONS BUT
SELDOM SEEN
further
nformation on
the C -ducer
range contact: -

2 High Street,

Haslemere
Surrey GU27 2LY
Tel: (01428) 658775
Fax: (01428) 658438

Our low cost, portable

KL -2000 LABEL PRINTER

Only
£

cables, leads etc in the studio.

$`ll/J2f

CtS Í

KJ-Th77,, lFd

Unit
church Road Business centre
Siltingbourne, Kent ME10 3RS England
15.

íßi

Eli

Pro Tools Editing & Hire

FAIRLIGHT SERIES TWOS AND THREES
Sold, repaired, serviced, hired.
Stock constantly changing, please phone
or fax for list.
Tel: + 44 (0)171- 700 -1852
Fax: +44 (0)171- 607 -1410
23a Benwell Road, London N7 7BL

1983 Volvo 245 GLE Est, T &T Used Daily,

AUDIO V

Reg. no.

£22.5K cash. 01603 7131141

FROM

N STUDIOS TO

BASEMENT MIDI SUITES
Free Initial site Net
Fixed price quotations
Full 80 visuals on ACAO 13

acoustics
The

caustics

ex-Cs

for a cost effective solution'

01263 720.379

TELE

in-house construction teams
Custom racking/ton, ure
Full wiring peelope
Full MLSSA analysis

MOB: 0850 292440

STUDIO FOR SALE

HORIZONTAL PRODUCTIONS

Authorised

VWSIDY

SPARES AND REPAIRS
Long established dealer in used equipment
and records
Phone: +44 (0) 181 - 207 4472
Fax:
+44 (0) 181 - 207 5283

G--

G.A.S. ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
Now located a'.
72 CHATHAM ROAR BATTERSEA, LONDON SW11 6HG
ELECTRONIC SYSTEM DESIGN AND SPECIALIST WIRING INSTALLATION
FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO FACILITIES

TEL: (44) 171 223 1125

41-11P1 15

FOR SALE - OFFERS

Specialists

Contact: Digital Gratification
Tel: 0171 483 3506

FREE VOLVO 245!

design AND build!

(017951 428425 Fax (01795) 422365

THE

National Sales Tel. (01202) 683212

SPECIALISTS

On A4 sheets for computer printing by laser printer.
As continuous roll with holes for dot -matrix printers.

Y/SA

plus vat

on 0161 861 0857

STOCK LABELS FOR COMPACT DISK
VHS VIDEO & AUDIO CASSETTE
Supplied blank white with next day delivery from stock.
48 hour delivery on a wide range of coloured labels.
Custom printed labels supplied to client specification.

as

If you're serious about your new controfroom,
you should be talking to
ANdREw I PARRY

SPECIALIST LABEL MANUFACTURERS TO THE ROCORDING INDUSTRY

Lockwood Audio

will produce clear, easy to read
labels to identify all your equipment,

when you buy my

(11) 3465 -72707

Fax: 1- 203 -256 -5723

ZYr
http / /www.interstudio.co.uk /isl/

Label It!

or Fax

STUDIO DESIGN

Gel on the list FREE.

Acc

ELECTRONICS

Sony -DASH 24 & 48, ADAT, DA88, DAT,
Otani, HHB, Betacam, DDA, Studer, SSL,

Worldwide Directory of Studios, Broadcasters.
Producers, Arti,ts ... with Digital CODECS & /or FILL:

0181 563 2036

CONDENSER MICROPHONES

equipment tor:

A

one call will solve it all

STUDIO QUALITY CONTACT

broadcast
filmsound
AV- projects

Lexicon, Eventide, TC, Neumann,
Schoeps, B &K, Tubetech, Focusrite,

DIGITAL DIAL -UP LIST

Service and repairs to all systems since 1978,
including entire mechanical installations at
numerous studios (Town House. Battery).
Specialists in studio electrical installations
(technical editing and clean earth systems).
Planning approvals. Troubleshooting, Maintenance
contracts include free servicing and 24 hour cover

UCE=r

256046

Fax: (44) 0116 249 0845

The

CONDITIONING
SPECIALISTS SOUND AND
TV STUDIOS

-

HEAD TECHNOLOGY
Brittania Way, Stanwell, Staines, Middx, TW19 7HJ.

11

Tel: (44) 0116 273 3035

AIR

.

NEW TAPE HEADS
Supplied for most makes,
Tape Head Re- Lapping /Re- Profiling.
Same day turn round.

Rack units, drum cases and speaker cabinets.
Custom -built and standard cases to
high quality specification.

installation for many well known clients,
whether it be for displacement, free
cooling, V.A.V., V.R.V., split, unitary or
centralised call Mike Hardy of Ambthair
Services Ltd on
01403 250306 or Fax 01403 211269

-

HEAD TECHNOLOGY

FAX: (44) 171 924 4072

EMAIL: sgbákerco cix.compulink.co.uk

SUCCESSFUL

RECORDING STUDIOS
BASED

IN ISLINGTON

Recording complex with large
penthouse /office totalling 4,900 sq.ft.
Established for 8 years, we have built a
regular clientele and a good reputation,
keeping all three studios constantly in
operation.

The premises could be rented without
the equipment. The entire building (7,500
sq.ft.) is also available for sale separately.
To

view the complex please contact Von
609 9450 Fax: 0171 700 1376

Tel: 0171

perhaps there is some hope
for DCC after all. Philips'
subsidiary Marantz tell me
that their PMD -601
portable DCC recorder is generating
`enormous interest'. This is a
ruggedised deck, with balanced XLR
microphone inputs and Ni-Cads that
will run for ten hours. Sales being in
July. More models are in the pipeline.
Matsushita were Philips' main
partner in the DCC venture. At a
recent seminar held by Matsushita's
hi -fi division Technics, there was only
one old and lonely -looking RS-DC8
tabletop DCC deck buried in the
display of new product. Technics
confirmed that they will start making
and selling MiniDisc players in Japan
this autumn.
`But we are not planning to
introduce MiniDisc to the world
market' said Ken Kuno, International
Operations Manager. 'In Japan the
market requires MiniDisc so we will
introduce it. But not in Europe or the
US. DCC is a continuing product.
'We are not introducing our next
model yet. But we are working on it.
We still believe the sound of DCC is
superior to MiniDisc. But the price of
DCC components has not fallen as
quickly as expected.'
Here things start to get interesting.
This autumn Technics will launch
a new range of high -quality analogue
cassette desks which use a thin film
(magneto- resistive) playback head of
the type developed as the key
component for DCC decks. response
is from DC to 25kHz, with S -N ratio
better by 3dB, and up to 15dB better
channel separation.
In a DCC deck, magneto- inductive
thin -film heads are used for
recording. But they cannot carry
enough current to record wide -band
analogue signals, or erase analogue
recordings This is what killed
Philips' original plan to sell DCC
decks that recorded on either
analogue or digital tape. So the
Technics analogue decks combine MR
playback heads with conventional
analogue recording heads.
But Technics engineers think they
can make thin -film MI heads work for
recording analogue signals, too.
Although they do not say so, this
would allow them to build a cassette
deck that records and plays back
either analogue or digital tapes.
As revealed by an advert in Studio
Sound's sister publication One to One,
Sonopress are selling their entire
DCC production line, at a massive
loss. No-one is interested in buying
prerecorded DCC's. No-one is
.
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themselves in the foot,' confided one of
the leading lobbyists. 'By establishing
the precedent of a tax on blank tape
and media line MiniDisc, they have
made it impossible now to object to
the sale of blank CDs.'
Aquick tip for travellers.
There is not a lot now to
chose between the `name'

airlines. They all offer
much the same leg room, food and
drink for the same basic ticket prices.
so they compete on entertainment.
First it was one movie, and you
had to pay to hire a low -fi stethoscope
headset. Now you get real electronic

Barry Fox

The rerecordable media melee
takes another turn while
in -flight entertainment
takes a nose dive
interested in buying prerecorded
MiniDiscs, either.
The unpalatable truth for the
record companies is that the public
are so happy with CD and analogue
cassette as release formats that there
is no market for a new one. If a new
hardware format catches on it will be
driven by dubbing.
A full dual- function DCC -analogue
cassette deck is one answer.
Recordable CD is the other. But CD -R
is reaching homes through the back
door, as a PC peripheral. In other
words, people will buy a CD -ROM
writer to store computer data, and
then use it to dub music If the disc is
Red Book compatible. It will play
back on a domestic CD player.
So far, the only Red Book CD-R
discs are write -once. But all the
manufacturers are working on Red
Book CD -Rs that have reversible
chemical reactions, and can thus be
erased (CD -E). Five years ago Tandy
tried with Thor, a dye disc. It was
never launched. The disc recorded
once, and erased, but all subsequent
recordings had a far inferior signal to-noise ratio. TDK engineers hint
that they now have a Red Book
compatible disc which will record,
erase and play back a few dozen
times. After that the recording
refuses to budge. So the
manufacturers dare not sell it to
people who are used to reusing tape
.

an indefinite number of times.
But in reality who needs a million
erase cycles, as promised for the non Red Book systems like MiniDisc?
Millions of erase cycles are only
needed for computer use, where the
disc's index of contents must be
continually updated. How often do
you erase and re -use an audio tape?
No -one expects printer ribbons, ink
jet or toner cartridges to last for ever.
Cars need regular supplied of petrol
and oil. Food perishes. Show leather
wears out. Batteries go flat. Buildings
need repainting.
Once the public get a low -cost
write -once CD -R system, users will
quickly become a ready-made target
for blanks that cost a bit more because
they can be erased a dozen times.
The record industry has lobbied
long and hard against home taping,
and is now proud to have won a tax or
levy on blanks in several European
countries. This has created a chaotic
situation with different countries
charging different rates, and
entrepreneurs importing tax -free
tapes from neighbouring states.
The tape manufacturers have
switched tactic and are no longer
opposing the idea of a levy. Instead
they are lobbying for a fixed and
equitable rate across the whole of
Europe and coordinated distribution
of the collected tax to stop fraud.
The record companies have shot

headphones, and they are usually
free. It can only be a question of time
before someone takes advantage of
this norm to deliver binaurally
processed Dolby surround.
Long flights now play two movies,
with TV news and comedy sitcoms in
between. There is a wide range of
music and comedy audio-only
channels, too. Virgin are offering
Nintendo video games from a very
clever computer system, so clever, in
fact, that on one flight I was on, the
computer crashed and left everyone
sans -entertainment for a while.
But some airlines still try to skimp,
and some cabin seats may have no
view of a screen. Others are installing
seat back screens with credit card
swipers that will allow them to
charge for entertainment.
If you have to make a choice of
airline for a long -haul flight, ask before
you book about the entertainment on
offer and whether you will have to pay
extra for it.
Talking of airlines, I have a quick
fix for the current crazy situation over
DVD. There are two rival systems, SD
from Toshiba, Time -Warner,
Panasonic, Pioneer and Thomson,
versus the almost-but -not -quite -thesame -system from Philips and Sony.
Both sides say they believe it is
important to have a standard. So
important in fact that they each have
their own standard and will fight on
the open market to keep it. Sales
starting next June. Both side keep
challenging each other to talk. But
they cannot agree on how to talk, or
where, or when.
The solution is as simple as was
when the same giants where failing
to agree on DCC and MiniDisc. Just
take the top man in each company
and lock them all together in any
airport departure lounge at the
height of the holiday season. Only let
them out when they have agreed a
single standard.
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The recognized leader in audio testing announces

software for the world's most popular graphical user interface.
Audio Precision is proud to announce Windowsbased APWIN audio testing software for the
System One and System Two audio analyzers
APWIN may be purchased as an upgrade for use
with all existing System One hardware
APWIN s standard with System Two hardware
APWIN or Microsoft Windows 3.1 T or Windows for
H

Workgroups 3.11, now
APWIN for Microsoft WIN95 available at WIN95
release time

Audio! .

precision

High level display and control of AES/EBU status

bits
Multiple instrument control panels per screen
page
5 screen pages of settings and graphs store with
each test
Up to 6 parameters per color graph
Dual graphics cursors with delta readouts
View multiple readouts and bargraphs simultaneously with control panels
Standardized Windows interface for ease of use
Copy and paste to Windows word processors and
spreadsheets

P.O. Box 2209
Beaverton, OR 97075 -3070
800-231 -7350
(503) 627 -0832,
FAX: (503) 641 -8906

The recognized standard in Audio Testing

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS: Australia: IRT Electronics Pty. Ltd., To 2 439 3744 Austria: ELSINCO GmbH, Tel: (1)81504 00 Belgium: Trans European Music NV, Tel 2 466 5010 Brazil: INTEFWAVE LTDA.. Tel. (21) 3259221 Bulgaria: ELSINCO. h.e. Strelbishte, TeL (2) 58 61 31 Canada: GERRAUDIO Distribution, TeL (416) 696 -2779 China, Hong Kong: A C E (Int'I) Co. Ltd., Tel: 2424 -0387 Croatia: AVC Audio Video Consulting, Tel: (41) 624
622 Czech Republic: ELSINCO Praha spot. s. r.o., Tel. (2)49 66 89 Denmark: npn Elektronik aps, Tel: 86 57 15 11 Finland: Genelec OY, Tel 77 13311 France: ETS Mesureur, TeL (1) 45 83 66 41 Germany: RTW GmbH. Tel: 221
70913 -0 Greece: KEM Electronics Ltd.. Tel 01- 6478514/5 Hungary: ELSINCO KFT. Tel: (1) 269 18 50 India: HINDITRON Services PVT, Tel: 22 836 -4560 Israel: Dan -El Technologies, LTd., Tel: 3- 6478770 Italy: Link Engineering
s.r.l., Tel. 0521/648723 Japan: TOYO Corporation, Tel 3 (5688) 6800 Korea: B8P International Co.. Ltd., Tel 2 546 -1457: BAP (Kum: O See), Tel 0546 53- 734718 Meiaysla: Test Measurement 8 Engineering Sdn. Bhd., Tel. 3 734
1017 Netherlands: Heynen b.e Tel 08851 -96300 New Zealand: Audio 8 Video Wholesalers, Tel: 7 847 -3414 Norway: Lydconsult, Tel. (47) 66- 988333 Poland: ELSINCO Polska sp. z o. o.. Tel (22) 39 69 79 Portugal: Acutron
Elettroacustica LDA, Tel 9414087 / 9420862 Singapore: THE Systems Pte Ltd., Tel: 747 -7234 Slovakia: ELSINCO Bratislava spol. s.r.o., Tel: (7) 784 165 South Africa: SOUNDFUSION Broadcast, Tel. 11 477 -1315 Spain: Telco
Electronics, S.A., Tel. 531 -7101 Sweden: TTS Tal 8 Ton Studioteknik AB, Tel: 31- 803 620 Switzerland: Dr. W.A. Gunther AG, Tel 1 910 41 41 Taiwan R.O.C.: Cha Wei Electric Trading Co., Tel 2- 5612211 Thailand: Massworld
Windows is n Iraleit :.t'K ,''t M:t osoft Corporalon
Company Ltd Tel 662 -294 -4930 United Kingdom: Thurlby Thandar Instruments, Ltd., Tel (1480) 412451
.
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Guys

THESE

ARE SERIOUS ABOUT AUDIO,'
-D&R ORION REVIEW, Mix MAGAZINE

lr 1(Ii n F.R1 :\'
kW; (IF IOW
RD &R 00:-SOI.E'-have
become, we under stand. Ater all, we're rot very good at nicking a lot of noise.
As thousands of D &lt cwners know,1-owever, it tikes more
than our 20- bit - ready- sri =e floor sour-d good. It :akes more
than our acclaimed Hi- Dìef-m EQs, End our' RH -1 lli,g, welcedsteel chassis anc stargrounding designs
It also takes attention tc a spec few cot-sole
manufacturers are willing to disciss. We're
talking phase coierency-which we tackle
head-on by meekulnusly phase correaticg each

and every audio stage in every module in every console we craft.
The result? Virtually no audible phase shift.
Is all our trouble worth it? Yes. You see, if we settled for
"industry standard" phase specs, your music and audio could suffer up to 300% more phase shift. So thanks to our trouble your
D &R will deliver sonic ecstacy. Not sonic smear.
Like the magazine said, we're serious. True, maybe we'd
have to settle for industry standard performance
if we stopped handcrafting consoles, and started
assembling them. But we assure you that's
another phase we won't be going through.

r

EUROPE'S LEADING IANDCRAFTER OF HIGH-PERFORMANCE CONSOLES
D&R EIEtTRONICA

D&R WE>T:

(818)

3311 -rr

&°5

11W.,

RljNiADE

1511,

1382(.5 WEESP, THE NETHERLANDS

D&R NASHVILLE: (615)

D &R N(w rii AMERICA: 409)

D&R SOUTHWEST: (409) 756 -3737

661 -4892

D &R LATIN AMERICA: (713) 3504569

518$-3411

I) R crafts remarkably i'fsdable analesfor rnric. en.io, broad:at., post production, and sound reinforcement.
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Call us fir a free reprint of the 2194 Mix Magazine Review.
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